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How strict do we want the criminal law to be? Strict enough to penalize anyone who breaks it, whether he knows he is breaking it or not? Or only strict enough to penalize those who break it knowingly?

This book examines these basic questions. Prepared by the Commissioners and research staff of the Law Reform Commission of Canada, it tackles the subject in a Working Paper which offers six proposals towards reform and which is supported by a series of in-depth studies by its Criminal Law Project.

In the light of those studies the Working Paper, The Meaning of Guilt, puts the question of strict liability into the larger context of the general question “what sort of criminal law ought we to have?” In that context it starts from the premise that the present law is unsatisfactory by reason of its lack of clarity. It then considers the various alternatives. Should the law incorporate strict liability completely and abandon mens rea altogether? Should it revert completely to the older doctrines that mens rea is always required and should it abandon strict liability? Should it remain as it is, keeping the requirement of mens rea for some offences and abandoning it in others? Or should the concept of strict liability be replaced by some alternative principle? In discussing these alternatives, the Working Paper sets out the Commission’s basic philosophy of criminal law and guilt, though focussing in particular on the problem of strict liability.

For strict liability is a problem that has troubled lawyers, philosophers and all concerned about the criminal law since strict liability appeared. But is it a real problem? Is it a problem from a practical point of view? How many offences are there in Canada of strict liability really? And how many prosecutions are there for them? These are the questions the first study—The Size of the Problem—tries to answer.

Secondly, even if the problem is one of considerable size, is there a real problem from a moral point of view? Even if the law does allow us to penalize those who are morally without fault, do the law-enforcers actually prosecute people who are morally innocent? Or do they only bring to court those who are actually at fault? Do they refrain from charging people labouring under an honest mistake? These are the questions with which the second study—Strict Liability in Practice—is concerned.

Thirdly, and in the light of the answers produced by the first two studies, what do we want the law to be? Do we want the law to remain as it is? Or do we want it to change? To answer these questions, we must first inquire exactly what the state of the present law is, and this is the subject of the third study—Strict Liability in Law.
The state of the present law on strict liability, however, must be seen against the more general background of the criminal law as a whole. One feature of that law is the distinction popularly drawn between "real crimes" and "regulatory offences". Is this a valid distinction? Is it relevant to Canadian criminal law? If so, what are its implications for a rational approach to the problem of strict liability? These questions are discussed in the fourth study—Real Crimes and Regulatory Offences.

Real crimes traditionally require mens rea—some element of personal fault. Regulatory offences in many cases do not. Here a premium is often put on administrative efficiency and law enforcement, with justice at a discount. But why not, as some have argued, extend the "regulatory offence" approach to real crimes too? How far is the doctrine of mens rea worth retaining? This question is examined in a note—The Need for Mens Rea.

But though mens rea may be worth retaining for real crimes, the same need not be true of regulatory offences. Still, this does not mean that such offences must be ones of strict liability. There is another possibility—they could be made offences of negligence. But would this be a gain in terms of justice? And what precisely should be meant by negligence? This is the topic of a second note—Negligence.

Besides, what would be the practical effect of substituting negligence for strict liability? Would law enforcement suffer? To some extent, it seems, our lawmakers think not. Increasingly since 1968 they have imported a defence of due diligence into regulatory law. A short computer-assisted survey was conducted on this question and is reported in a third note—Due Diligence in the Statutes.

Allowing a defence of due diligence, however, is only one alternative to strict liability. Others have been adopted or proposed by other law reformers. The most important of these are discussed in a fourth note—Other Alternatives.

The final note explains in detail the technique and methodology employed in the computer-assisted inquiries—Strict Liability and the Computer.
The meaning of guilt—
Strict liability
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The Law and the Citizen

Mention the word "law" to the average man and the odds are he won't think of contracts, wills or all the other things that lawyers talk about. Ten to one he'll think of the police. To the average man "law" means first and foremost criminal law.

In this he shows good sense. For criminal law is the law that protects the citizens from violence, dishonesty and other "sins with legal definitions"—the law that sees him safely home. It's also the law that sees him into court: motoring, liquor and other lesser offences produce one and a half million convictions a year—one for every thirteen people in the country. Above all, the criminal law is our most basic and essential law, the law that is most concerned with right and wrong, and the law that more than all other law gives our society its shape.

But is it the shape we want? Criminal law isn't a one-way street, and while it protects the citizen, it also restricts his liberty by forbidding certain kinds of acts and by intervening to punish those who do them. As law reformers, then, we face three basic questions: (1) what right have we to have a criminal law—what is its justification? (2) does our criminal law restrict and intervene too much or not enough—what is its proper scope and ambit? and (3) does it punish the right people, or is it too severe on those who are not in fact at fault or is it too lenient on those who are—does it apply the right criterion of guilt? How far in these respects is our criminal law the kind of criminal law we ought to have?

The Criminal Law We Have

To begin with, what is the criminal law we have? In fact, what is the criminal law, and what is crime? Put simply, crime is anything against the law, but more than this; for acts against the law need not be crimes. Some, like breach of contract, are only civil wrongs—wrongs for which the
wrongdoer can be sued and made by law to compensate those injured by them. Others—crimes—are wrongs for which he may be prosecuted and punished. On the face of it then, a crime is something prohibited and punishable by law.

This, though, is not enough. For many acts in Canada are prohibited and punishable by law without being crimes. To be a crime in Canada an act, in strict law, must be prohibited and punishable by federal law. In Canada our constitution says, the power to make the criminal law is a federal power: the British North America Act entrusts this power to the federal Parliament.

The provinces, then, can make no criminal law. Yet all the same they can create offences; for the B.N.A. Act lays down that the provinces can make it an offence to disobey the laws they have authority to pass and can impose penalties for disobedience to them. In consequence, they have created numerous offences (which in all respects look just like crimes) and which in fact produce by far the majority of convictions in our criminal courts—e.g. over 1,400,000 out of the 1,800,000 convictions recorded in 1969. You can be charged, convicted and punished for them just as for a crime. Nor would the ordinary citizen convicted, say, of driving without due care and fined and deprived of his licence, take comfort from the fact that, constitutionally speaking, he is guilty of a provincial offence and not a crime. This is a distinction he doesn’t draw.

Instead he draws a different one, one dating back at least to Blackstone and the eighteenth century. A crime, he thinks, is not just anything that happens to be punishable by law, it is something that also ought to be so punishable. In the words of that nineteenth century master of the criminal law, Mr. Justice Stephen, to whom we largely owe our Criminal Code, a crime in the popular sense means “an act which is both forbidden by law and revolting to the moral sentiments of society.” By contrast, acts simply forbidden by law but not revolting to the moral sentiments of society—e.g. parking at certain times in certain places—are mere prohibited offences. And between the two—between “crimes” and mere “offences”—there lies, the ordinary citizen contends, a basic difference.

But is he right? After all, what makes a crime like murder wrong? Surely the harm involved—direct harm to the victim, indirect harm to his family and harm in terms of fear and alarm to the rest of society. And why does the law forbid parking at certain times and places and make it an offence? Again surely because of the harm involved—street congestion and interruption of traffic flow. Is the difference, then, a simple difference of degree?

Not altogether. There are other differences: the harms involved are different in kind. “Crimes” violate fundamental rules, constitute wrongs of greater generality, and involve harm of a far more obvious kind than do “offences”.
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First, crimes contravene fundamental rules, while offences contravene useful, but not fundamental, ones. Murder, for example, contravenes a basic rule essential to the very existence and continuance of any human society—the rule restricting violence and killing. Illegal parking violates a different kind of rule, one which is by no means essential to society, useful though it may be to have it observed.

Second, crimes are wrongs of greater generality: they are wrongs that any person as a person could commit. Offences are more specialized: they are wrongs that we commit when playing certain special roles or when engaging in certain specialized activities. Murder and stealing, for example, are wrongs done by men simply as men. Illegal parking, unlawful sale of liquor and fishing out of season are wrongs done by men as motorists, as merchants or as fishermen. Such specialized offences we expect to find, not in criminal codes or books on criminal law, but in the specialized statutes and books on these particular topics.

Third, crimes are far more obvious wrongs. Murder and robbery seem plainly wrong: they involve direct, immediate and clearly apparent harm to identifiable victims; and they are done with manifestly wrong intention. Offences are less clearly wrong: the harm involved is less direct, is collective rather than individualized, and is as often done by carelessness as by design. What is more, it is as often as not potential rather than actual.

Perhaps this is why the defence of ignorance of law never found favour in the criminal law. For after all, what difference should it make if a murderer didn't know the precise law relating to his crime? He knows at least that killing is usually wrong. But should we say the same of mere offences? Are prohibitions of the traffic laws, the liquor laws and fisheries laws so obviously wrong that we can say the man who breaks them must have known his act was wrong?

Not that mere offences aren't wrong. To say they are less obviously wrong is not to say they are not wrong at all. Indeed this is the danger of the simple view that distinguishes crimes into the two categories of "crimes" and "offences". For it suggests that mere offences are in no way wrong and cause no harm. In truth, however, the accumulated harm caused by such offences as over-fishing, over-hunting, polluting the environment and so on, may well outweigh the harm resulting from more obvious crimes. Some would urge that no attention be paid to the distinction.

But this would be unwise. For one thing, it's never wise to ignore completely distinctions drawn by ordinary citizens. Nor would it be advisable for law reformers to overlook the fact that one conviction for robbery will brand a man in ordinary life a "criminal" while a thousand convictions for illegal parking won't.

For another, it is well to learn the lesson taught by the ordinary man's distinction: "crimes" like murder, robbery and rape—though the law relating to them may descend to technical details—merely prohibit what common sense thinks wrong; "offences" like driving on the wrong side of the road
and driving above the speed limit go much further. For here the law doesn’t content itself with prohibiting what all of us think wrong—driving in a dangerous manner or at a dangerous speed; it proceeds to lay down which side we must drive on and exactly how fast we may drive; and about this there is inevitably an element of arbitrariness.

What we conclude is that in our criminal law there is a broad distinction which can’t be pressed too far but which rests on an underlying reality. On the one hand there exists a small group of really serious crimes like murder, robbery and rape—crimes of great antiquity and just the sort of crimes we should expect to find in any criminal law. These are the crimes originally defined by judges fashioning the common law, and now located in our Criminal Code; and all of them, of course, are federal crimes.

By contrast there exists a very much larger group of lesser offences like illegal parking, misleading advertising, selling adulterated foods—offences of much more recent origin. These are offences that were never known to common law and never gained entry into the Criminal Code. Instead they lurk within the confines of the Weights and Measures Act, the Competition Investigation Act, the Food and Drugs Act and all the various Acts and Regulations which our complex industrialized society produces. These “regulatory” offences, as they are often termed, are found in both federal and provincial law.

Our concern, of course, is federal law. It is those serious crimes and regulatory offences in the federal law. All the same, whether an offence is created by federal or provincial law, questions of fairness, justice and humanity still apply. So while, strictly speaking, our recommendations and suggestions are confined to federal law, in a wider sense they can be looked on as applying equally to provincial law. The principles involved remain the same.

*Why Have a Criminal Law?*

What, then, are these principles? What is the aim and purpose of the criminal law? In particular, is there any justification for having a criminal law at all? Or is it nothing more than a rationalization of the cynic’s doctrine “might is right”? For what other right could we have for setting up a series of prohibitions and punishing disobedience to them?

After all, what right has society to punish an offender? To answer that offenders deserve to be punished is not enough: to say a man deserves to suffer for the wrong he has done is not to say other men are entitled to make him suffer for it. For other men are not entitled to play at being God. Yet if we say we are entitled to punish wrongdoers to protect ourselves, don’t we commit ourselves to using an offender for the benefit of others—to treating him not as an end in himself but as a means to the greater good of others?

Enormous as this problem is, in this short Working Paper we can but indicate a possible solution. We have, we would contend, a basic right to
protect ourselves from harm and in particular from the harmful acts of others. One way of getting this protection is to use the law to forbid such acts and punish those committing them. And whether we punish to deter, to reform, to lock up offenders where they can do no harm, or to denounce the wrongfulness of the act committed—this self-protection is in our view the overall aim and general purpose of the criminal law.

Given this aim and purpose of our law, the offender can’t complain, when punished, that he is being used simply for the benefit of others. He isn’t: society’s rules and their observance benefits us all, offender included; so punishment securing this observance benefits us all, the offender again included. The offender then is not being used just for the greater good of others.

On the contrary, he is no more being used for the benefit of others than is an aggressor when repelled with force. An aggressor who attacks an innocent victim loses the right not to have force used upon himself. Likewise an offender who violates the law loses the right not to have the law intervene against himself. For criminal law is society’s self-defence against the criminal.

Nor can the offender complain of being used and treated as a mere thing or object. Again he isn’t: the law is treating him as a rational being with free-will and power of choice. “Keep these rules”, says the law, “accept society’s burdens and enjoy its benefits; or break these rules, reject society’s burdens and lose its benefits: the choice is yours”. Accordingly, to punish the man who breaks the rules and rejects the burdens isn’t unfair. What would be unfair would be to let him reject society’s burdens while letting him keep the benefits. For this would be to have it both ways—to gain an unfair advantage over the rest of society and take the law-abiding citizens “for a ride”; they would be sticking to the rules that benefit him but deriving no corresponding benefit from him in return. And this is what his punishment prevents.

But this alone won’t justify our criminal law. For what if those who make the criminal law seek to protect themselves against things they have no right to be protected against? The Norman kings who conquered England sought to reserve all wild deer in the country for their own pleasure, forbidding anyone else to kill them under pain of death. Yet hadn’t peasants as great a right as princes had to kill and eat wild animals? And we in our time have laws prohibiting lifestyles which those who make the laws perhaps dislike. Yet, may there be a right for everyone, so long as he does no harm to others, to go to Hell in his own fashion?

Next, what if the law should penalize those who are in no way to blame because they are in no moral way at fault? The unfortunate English Admiral Byng, we may reflect, was put to death because of a naval defeat that was not in any way his fault—which prompted Voltaire to remark that “in that country they kill an admiral from time to time to encourage the rest”. But we in our time do things which, if less drastic, are equally unjust. We used to convict people having narcotics in their possession even if they
were unaware that the thing in their possession was a drug at all, until happily in 1957 in *R. v. Beaver* the Supreme Court of Canada announced that possession without knowledge of the nature of the substance was no offence. Meanwhile an enormous number of offences still remains which can be committed unintentionally and unawares, and for which a person can be punished without being in any way to blame.

Yet surely criminal law and punishment are only justified provided two conditions are fulfilled: (1) the law mustn’t be oppressive and forbid things that the citizen has a moral right, and should be free, to do; (2) it shouldn’t penalize those who are known to be without fault because they had no reasonable chance to comply with its provisions: it shouldn’t punish those who do not break the law by choice.

So these are the basic problems for the criminal law. First, what are the things a person should be legally left free to do and what is the proper scope and ambit of the criminal law? Secondly, what sort of behaviour—intentional, reckless, negligent or lacking all moral fault—should attract criminal liability: what is the proper criterion of criminal guilt? This is the subject of our present inquiry.

To what extent therefore should criminal liability be strict? How far should guilt depend on nothing more than the fact that outwardly the offender has done the act forbidden by law? How far should his state of mind have any relevance? This is a fundamental problem of any criminal law. And the answer to it will do more than anything else to determine the kind of criminal law we want to have.

**The Question of Guilt**

The question, then, is this: should guilt be based on two factors—doing a wrongful act and meaning to do it—as it is in murder, robbery and other crimes? Or should it be simply based on doing the wrongful act, as it is in most regulatory offences, which in general can be committed quite unintentionally or unawares? Or does it all depend on the type of crime in question? Should “real” guilt be necessary for crimes and “technical” guilt enough for regulatory offences? Or again should we drop the idea of guilt altogether and base the law on dangerousness or harmfulness, as we do in the case of mentally disordered offenders, offenders who are neither punished nor released but detained at the Lieutenant-Governor’s pleasure?

Does it also depend on the type of defendant involved? Should the same criterion be used in the case of a corporate defendant as in the case of an individual accused? Real crimes are mostly committed by real or natural persons, but regulatory offences are committed as much by corporations as by natural persons. So questions about the criteria of guilt are also questions about the criminal liability of corporations.

This is a major question in itself and one not dealt with in this Working Paper. For one thing the criminal liability of corporations raises other ques-
tions beyond that of the criteria of guilt, questions we reserve for a later Paper. For another, justice, liberty and humanity—or their absence from our law—mean more to ordinary persons than to corporations. What, then, should be the law’s criteria of personal guilt?

In concentrating on personal guilt, we do not mean to exclude entirely from consideration the problem of vicarious liability. The question whether a person is criminally liable for the acts of others arises frequently with regulatory offences alongside the question whether criminal liability is strict. A typical example is that of an employer who is prosecuted, not because he himself was in the wrong, but because his employee in the course of his employment unwittingly contravened some regulation. On this, our tentative position is that vicarious liability in criminal law is only justifiable on the basis of personal fault in the employer himself. This tentative position is in line with our general view on personal guilt and the aims of the criminal law.

The Subordinate Aims of the Criminal Law

Given that the overall aim of the criminal law is the aim of self-protection, what should be the more immediate aim of the criminal law and the criminal justice system? Should it be bringing wrongdoers to justice—the kind of aim at work in the law of crimes, where trials are slow and solemn, convictions shameful, and punishment ignominious and deserved? Or should it be the less dramatic aim of simply deterring people from breaking the law—the kind of aim at work in the law of regulatory offences, where trials are short and speedy, convictions, labels and penalties mere disincentives? Or should our aim be simply harm prevention by means of a law, not of prohibitions and penalties, but of descriptions and prescriptions—description of harms to be avoided and prescriptions of avoiding action?

The answer to these questions bears upon the criteria of guilt the criminal law should have. As the law now stands, real guilt—guilt in the fullest sense where the offender has done a wrongful act and meant to do it—goes with the aim of bringing wrongdoers to justice. For the wrongdoer being brought to justice must be shown to be a wrongdoer in the fullest sense and to have meant to do the wrong thing he did. A lesser kind of guilt—technical guilt—goes with the aim of simple deterrence, where time no longer allows trials to be tailored to the individual defendant but insists on each case being processed along the conveyor belt of dime-store justice, with no room left for inquiring whether the defendant was at fault and meant to do the act he did.

By contrast, the aim of simple harm prevention isn't concerned with guilt at all but only with suppression of potential danger. So, for example, the law authorizes inspectors to seize hazardous products, impound adulterated food, ground unsafe aircraft, destroy diseased livestock and so on. Here guilt is irrelevant because the law is acting, not against a person so much as against a harmful thing—proceedings are not in personam but in rem.
Given that our law works in these three different ways, how far should criminal liability depend on personal fault? Should it depend on intention, on recklessness, on a state of mind—what lawyers call mens rea? Should it depend on negligence—on some culpable condition falling short of traditional mens rea? Or is it justifiable to drop all requirements of mens rea or other culpability and to substitute a doctrine of strict liability, whereby all that is required is the doing of the forbidden act itself—the actus reus? How strict do we want our criminal law to be?
Strict Liability and Present Law

Should a person who breaks the law be guilty only if he breaks it knowingly? This far the law never went: it never reserved punishment solely for those who know they are breaking the law. Ignorance of law, says authority, is no excuse. It's no defence for a burglar to say he didn't know that burglary was against the law or for a possessor of stolen goods to say he didn't know the law prohibited such possession. For everyone is presumed to know the law; mistake of law is no defence.

Mistake of fact is. A person who buys stolen goods without realizing they are stolen has a good defence to a charge of possession. Legal tradition says that no one is guilty simply because he does the criminal act: he has to have the criminal knowledge or intention too. In principle, then, mistake of fact is a good defence.

Not necessarily, though, in practice. In practice many offences, especially regulatory offences, rule out defences based on mistake of fact. Of such offences one can be guilty without intention or knowledge or even carelessness. A trader who so packages food as to create an erroneous impression about its contents contravenes s.5 of the Food and Drugs Act and commits an offence even though the packaging is done in all good faith and with no lack of care. In such offences liability is strict.

But is it fair? Is it fair to convict people who are in no way to blame? Or is it inevitable? So complex and interdependent is modern life, and so important is it to maintain high standards of safety, hygiene and so on, that strict liability, it is often argued, is essential. Without it, runs the argument, the laws promoting these high standards couldn't be enforced. For the only people who know, and could ever know, whether the defendants were at fault or not are the defendants themselves, since only they know what goes on at their places of business. Take strict liability away and we could no longer enforce our public welfare criminal law. Justice, on this view, must bow to expediency.
But how big a problem is this in Canada today? How many strict liability offences and how many prosecutions for them are there? Our findings are as follows. First, federal laws contain about 20,000 regulatory offences and the laws of the average province about another 20,000, and of the combined total ninety per cent (90%) are offences of strict liability. Second, each year there are roughly 1,400,000 convictions\(^2\) for strict liability offences and roughly 850,000 persons are convicted of them—a conviction a year for one in twenty-five of the population. The problem, quantitatively speaking, is enormous.

But is it real? Does strict liability exist in practice as well as on paper? To answer this we investigated three areas of law—misleading advertising law, weights and measures law, and food and drugs law—and found that those areas are so administered that prosecutions are hardly ever launched against people who are not at fault. Extrapolate this finding across the board and apply it to all strict liability offences, and the potential injustice of strict liability would be no practical problem.

It is still a legal problem, though. For if the law says guilt doesn’t depend on fault and practice says it does, we have a divergence between practice and law. This at best produces confusion, at worst hypocrisy. We suggest it is never advisable to tolerate too large a discrepancy between what the law really is in practice and what on paper it purports to be.

But what does the law on strict liability purport to be? Our investigations show that on this the law is utterly unclear. We never know, and never can know, till a court informs us, whether the average regulatory offence is one of strict liability or not. Nor can we predict what courts will say. Take the leading case on the topic: _R. v. Pierce Fisheries Ltd._ The defendants were charged with possession of lobsters below the size permitted by the Fisheries Regulations: in their shipment of 50,000 lbs. of lobsters they had twenty-six below the regulation size. Did the prosecution have to show they _knew or should have known_ the twenty-six were there? The trial court thought they did. So did the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal, But not the Supreme Court of Canada, to which the prosecution appealed. The offence, said the Supreme Court, was one of strict liability. Yet how could anyone have told?

All we can tell is that ninety per cent of our regulatory offences _could_ be offences of strict liability. The sections and regulations creating them are so drafted as to give no indication whether or not _mens rea_ is required. Before judicial pronouncement we can only wait and see.

Can this be satisfactory? Satisfactory for a prosecutor who has to enforce the law and decide whether to launch a prosecution? Satisfactory for a defendant wondering if he has a good defence, or satisfactory for the general public affected by these regulations?

On this we have no doubts. The citizen has a right to know the law, and if any part of the law should be clear and certain, the criminal law should.
Since criminal law is the law that authorizes state intervention against the individual, liberty demands that the basis and the bounds of that intervention be clearly spelled out, so that we may know exactly what is forbidden and precisely when the state may intervene. Where mystery begins, observed Burke, justice ends. Mystery in the criminal law then is indefensible. So we conclude

(1) that whether or not strict liability should have any place in the criminal law, the law must be clarified so as to make it plain whether any given offence is one of strict liability.
Should Strict Liability Remain?

But should strict liability remain? As a preliminary we stress again three points made earlier: (1) our discussion is strictly confined to federal law, and our recommendations, therefore, relate only to this law, though our discussion may be of use to those concerned with provincial and municipal law; (2) this Paper confines its inquiry to the question of personal guilt; (3) we do not deal here with vicarious liability.

How far, then, should personal criminal liability depend on personal fault? We will raise the following questions step by step: (1) Should liability depend on fault in real crimes, where criminal law appears primarily to seek to bring wrongdoers to justice? (2) Should criminal law here retain the aim of bringing wrongdoers to justice or should it adopt a different aim? (3) Should liability depend on personal fault in regulatory offences, where the law seems primarily to seek to deter? (4) Would it be practicable to abolish strict liability in regulatory offences? (5) If so, what alternatives are there? (6) What is the criminal law we ought to have?
Strict Liability, Real Crimes and Bringing Wrongdoers to Justice

If criminal law has to do with bringing wrongdoers to justice—whether to denounce vice and uphold virtue, or to enable society to focus its attention dramatically on those things that most trouble it—then quite clearly strict liability has no place. Bringing wrongdoers to justice means condemning people, holding them up in disgrace and stigmatizing them as meriting punishment, and punishment that may take a particularly shameful form: imprisonment. Here strict liability would be both illogical and unjust.

Illogical, because it makes the criminal justice system contradict itself and tell a lie about itself. If the law purports to condemn persons as being in the wrong and deserving punishment, it is illogical for it at the same time to condemn and punish persons known to be not in the wrong and not deserving of punishment. To proclaim that a man deserves punishment without deserving it is a self-contradiction. This sort of "innocent" guilt is utterly absurd, and strict liability here is utterly irrational.

As well, it is unjust, and on two counts. First, justice means that every man should be given his due. To the man who doesn't deserve punishment, however, punishment is never due. Justice limits punishment to those to whom it is due—those who are at fault and are to blame not only because of the act they did but also because of their intention, knowledge, recklessness or negligence. Punishment is never due to those who make more reasonable and unavoidable mistakes. To err is human and no one can be expected to be free from error. To require a man to be free from simple human error is to ask more than is due from him, and to punish him for such failure is to impose on him more than is due to him. On this count strict liability is quite unjust.

Second, justice also means that like cases should be treated alike and different cases differently. This principle restricts taxation, conscription and other burdens to those best fitted to bear them, and allow benefits like the franchise to be restricted to those old enough to have some understanding of political issues. Justice discriminates on grounds that warrant discrimination.
But the difference between a person at fault and a person not at fault is just such a ground as warrants discrimination. A man who does a prohibited act intentionally and one who does it unawares are different and should, in justice, be treated differently. Strict liability treats both alike. And this is never just.

Our conclusion is that strict liability has no place in this context and that *mens rea* has to be retained. We recommend

(2) that real crimes must always require *mens rea*, that guilt must always depend on personal responsibility, and that strict liability here should have no place.
A Different Sort of Law of Real Crimes

But why keep the law as it is? Why not abandon the "theological" approach of guilt and punishment? Why not adopt instead a more scientific approach based on danger, harmfulness and treatment? Why not give up our criminal law, geared as it is to personal responsibility, and replace it by a law of anti-social behaviour, a sort of social hygiene system of preventive law analogous to preventive medicine? Using this approach, the law could authorize, indeed prescribe, treatment for those considered likely to engage in anti-social conduct and cause harm to others. Such treatment would neither depend on a finding of guilt nor form a response to the commission of a crime: it would be given in answer to a diagnosis of anti-social tendency, of which a criminal act would be just one symptom. The new approach then would look to the future, not to the past.

Also, with such an approach, strict liability would raise no question of irrationality or injustice. No one would any longer be convicted, stigmatized or punished: no question of punishing the innocent would arise. Indeed there could even be a marginal gain in the terms of justice from one standpoint—the standpoint of the victim of the harmful act. For the harm to the victim remains the same whatever the "offender's" state of mind: a man run over on purpose and a man run over by accident suffer equal pain, and the approach of concentrating on the harm itself and the need to prevent it would authorize intervention in either case against the car driver for diagnosis, prognosis and preventive treatment. A further gain, though not in terms of justice but of expediency, would be the lack of need to prove mens rea, potentially one of the heaviest burdens in a criminal trial. Another would be an increased ability to deal with potential harm: a man bent on killing is at least as dangerous as a man who has already killed—why wait till he kills before we apprehend him? It's sometimes said that in the common law of tort a dog is entitled to his first bite. But surely none will say that a murderer is entitled to his first corpse.
So this approach would have advantages—efficiency and expeditiousness. But these we would purchase at a cost. First, think of the burden of change. Not to be underrated is the effort involved in adopting, and adapting to, a whole new set of attitudes to anti-social behaviour. Not to be underrated either is the risk that older attitudes might persist and give us the worst of both worlds; we might end up trying to treat but managing only to punish—with a system of double-think, of double-talk, of “trick and treat”.

More important still would be the loss of liberty involved. The older approach gives us a choice: break the law and pay the price, or keep the law and have the law keep clear of us. And it is the doctrine of mens rea that gives this choice. For what that doctrine says is that we don’t qualify as law-breakers without some intention, knowledge, recklessness or negligence. Provided we don’t knowingly do the act the law forbids, the law will stay away from us. This means we can predict the interventions of the law in our affairs and can plan them so as to avoid those interventions. After all, knowingly doing what the law forbids is something we have a choice about.

Without a doctrine of mens rea, though, the law could intervene whenever we did the act proscribed, whether we did it knowingly or unawares. Yet doing something unawares is not something we can choose to do; it is simply something that occurs—perhaps through mistake. Mistakes aren’t things we choose to make but things that happen to us. Dropping the requirements of mens rea, then, would widen the ambit of the criminal law, extend the scope of its interventions, and restrict the citizen’s liberty. No longer could he predict that if he orders his affairs in a certain way the law will leave him alone; no longer could he so order them as to ensure he is left alone; no longer could he be so free.

But would this loss of freedom buy increased protection against harm? Perhaps. But, protection from harm is not an end in itself but simply a means to an end; it’s a means to the end of establishing a framework in which the individual can be free to live and fulfil himself in his own fashion, provided he doesn’t infringe the equal rights of other individuals to do the same. To establish such a framework at the expense of that very freedom the framework is designed to promote is pointless.

Still more objectionable is the underlying attitude of the new approach—its attitude towards persons and the way to treat them. How different from that of the older theological approach! That approach at least pays the accused the compliment of regarding him as a person with a person’s rights and duties, responsibilities and obligations: it tries to get him to mend his ways and live up to his obligations by reasoning, persuasion and even threats, but never pure compulsion. Its method is to announce by law what is forbidden, to lay down penalties for doing it and to give each man his choice. Then if anyone deliberately breaks the law, his trial and punishment show the law means business.

Contrast the new scientific approach. This would treat the offender not as someone responsible for his actions and someone to be reasoned
with, but rather as a wrongdoer needing to be turned somehow into a rightdoer—a computer needing a different program. Yet in the context of the criminal law would this be any more tolerable or appropriate than it would be in religious contexts to effect conversions by hypnosis, drugs, injections, surgery or some mechanical means? This way of changing people’s behaviour is a way that would involve treating people as less than persons—a price society should not pay.

Not that we rule out a limited pursuit of the simple aim of harm prevention. We don’t rule out confinement of those no longer amenable to reason and argument—the mentally disordered, for whom punishment is beside the point. Nor do we exclude the use of in rem proceedings in the regulatory sector of the criminal law. For here the noxious object, e.g. the contaminated food, is equally dangerous to health whether the vendor is to blame or not. Here measures to suppress the harm, e.g. by seizing the product itself, can’t be complained of as unjust: the vendor can’t in justice demand that his contaminated food be left on the shelves to poison potential customers just because it’s not his fault that the goods are unsafe for consumption! On the contrary, to the extent that we feel it is unfair—in the way that life itself is unfair, when A’s food becomes unfit but not B’s, when A’s livestock catch foot and mouth disease but not B’s—to this extent we could devise ways of shifting the cost or burden of the loss from A to the rest of society, e.g. by insurance and by schemes of public compensation.

This doesn’t justify the suggestion that we drop mens rea altogether and adopt a social hygiene approach. That approach, as we have said, we do rule out. The effort involved in its adoption, the loss of liberty entailed and the inhuman attitude it rests upon combine to make the costs outweigh the benefits. We therefore recommend

(3) that the law of real crimes continue to be based on and require
mens rea.
Strict Liability, Deterrence and the Regulatory Offence

But what about the minor criminal law—the law of the regulatory offence? Should these offences require *mens rea* too? For while most people would agree that the law should be clarified and that real crimes should require *mens rea*, fewer might agree that it should be required in regulatory offences too, where mere deterrence and simple law enforcement are the aim. This is the heart of the problem about strict liability: how far is strict liability in this context objectionable on grounds of inhumanity or loss of freedom or injustice?

(a) *Regulatory Offences, Strict Liability and Inhumanity*

Does strict liability in regulatory offences involve treating persons as things? In one sense, no: not in the way that wholesale abandonment of *mens rea* in real crimes would do. For that would entail denying personal responsibility altogether. With strict liability in regulatory offences, personal responsibility is not wholly denied. Indeed, so long as *mens rea* remains the underlying doctrine of the criminal law, far from denying the offender’s responsibility, it pays him too great a compliment: it not only treats him as a responsible person, it holds him responsible when he really isn’t— it treats him as *more* responsible than he really is.

Besides, since punishment is almost invariably a fine—the very paradigm of deterrence and of making crime “an ill bargain” to the offender—the law pays him the further compliment of regarding him as a deterrable, and so responsible, person; it looks on him not as an object to be cured but as a person to be deterred. The argument from “inhumanity”, then, so crucial in the major criminal law, has here no force.

(b) *Regulatory Offences, Strict Liability and Liberty*

But what about objections on the ground of liberty? Can these be raised? They can, of course, because a law that imposes penalties but dispenses with *mens rea* makes individuals act at their peril. Sell food,
for example, and you risk paying a penalty for its adulteration even where you couldn't reasonably have known the food had anything wrong with it. This is simply to reduce the extent to which individuals can predict and avoid the intervention of the criminal law.

All the same, objections on the ground of liberty have less force here than in the context of real crimes. For one thing, offences in the regulatory sector are mostly less serious than real crimes. For another, the penalties are lighter: imprisonment is rare in practice and small fines are the general rule. So although strict liability in the regulatory sector lessens liberty and makes individuals act at their peril, the peril is not so very great; and though individuals are less able to predict and control the interventions of the law, those interventions aren't so oppressive as are prosecutions and punishment for real crimes.

So while strict liability involves a loss of liberty, the gain in terms of prevention of harm, promotion of high standards of care and protection of the public welfare may well outweigh this loss.

(c) Regulatory Offences, Strict Liability and Justice

But what about the loss in terms of justice? Is strict liability in regulatory offences irrational or unjust? Irrational it is sometimes claimed to be, in that it involves trying to deter what cannot always be deterred. Reasonably unavoidable ignorance and mistake, which is all the faultless offender is "guilty" of, ex hypothesi can't be avoided or deterred.

The argument, though, is unconvincing. Deference looks beyond the offender in court; it looks to all the potential offenders outside; and while no one can be deterred from making unavoidable mistakes a penalty imposed on those who make them can strengthen the whole system of deterrence, close possible loopholes through which defendants might escape, and encourage everyone to take the utmost care. If even blameless offenders don't get off, all the more reason for everyone else to take more care. Strict liability can serve a utilitarian purpose: it's not at all irrational.

But is it unjust? In one sense maybe not; at least not in the way it would be unjust in real crimes where bringing wrongdoers to justice is the aim. For there strict liability would expose a man to condemnation, stigma, shame and punishment which, by reason of his lack of fault, are not his due. In regulatory offences, however, condemnation, stigma, shame and punishment (in the full sense of a penalty deserved by the accused) are out of court. The penalty is not so much a punishment as a disincentive, so we can't object that defendants are receiving blame or punishment beyond their due. In theory then, no question should arise of imposing unfair or unjust burdens.

Unfortunately, it does in practice. Law, like life, is rarely so clear-cut as theorists like to think. For one thing, conviction for regulatory offences may carry a stigma. For another, penalties may be looked upon as more than simple disincentives; they may be thought of as deserved. What is more,
the possible penalty allowed by law is frequently imprisonment. According to our estimates it is a legal possibility in over 70% of strict liability offences. So, not surprisingly, the social consequences of conviction and punishment for such offences can be quite severe, including loss of job and loss of reputation. Kept out in theory, injustice in reality creeps back in.

But it was always there. For even without imprisonment the penalties for regulatory offences can be harsh enough. Loss of licence, with resulting loss of livelihood, can sometimes be far more severe than imprisonment itself. So, for example, a man convicted without fault of a strict liability driving offence can lose his licence and his job. And what is this, if not unjust?

Quite apart from this, strict liability in the law of regulatory offences is unjust in the second sense considered earlier. For, even with the aim of mere deterrence, it still offends against the principle that like cases should be treated alike and different ones differently. To treat alike one who is at fault and one who is not at fault is to disregard an important distinction: the two are not in the same category, nor should the law act as if they were. In doing so, it is unjust.

Not all that unjust, though, it is sometimes said. Justice is relative, and the lighter the penalties, the less the injustice of strict liability: convicting a man who is not to blame of illegal parking is far less unjust than convicting a man who is not to blame of murder. But does this mean the first conviction is not unjust at all? Or does it mean we need make no inquiry at all into the question whether the illegal parker was to blame? Appropriate as dime-store justice may be for minor offences, still dime-store justice isn't the same thing as no justice at all. Besides, it is the justice most people come in contact with—it is where the criminal process is most visible. Dime-store justice rules out “state” trials about fault and mens rea in such trivial cases; it doesn't rule out any trial whatsoever. But strict liability does; and this is why, for all the talk about the relativity of justice, strict liability results in no justice at all.

But doesn't strict liability produce a rough-and-ready justice? After all, there is a great deal of hit-and-miss and a great deal of luck in the criminal law, and the few times you are convicted but not at fault make up for the many times you are at fault but not found out. But this is unconvincing. To say one injustice cancels out another looks suspiciously like saying two wrongs make a right. Besides, is the person convicted without fault making up for all the times when he is at fault but undetected? Or is he making up for all the times when others are? Justice as rough and ready as this is no justice at all—it is far too random and too arbitrary.

But randomness, it is argued, is the very justification for strict liability in regulatory offences. Businessmen, motorists, traders and so on must take safety precautions, and law enforcers must make sure they take them. So fines imposed on those convicted of regulatory offences are part of the cost of regulating the activity—a cost which is randomly imposed. But this won't wash. For one thing it isn't really randomly imposed: if randomness is what we really want, statisticians could produce a better random sample than does
the merc hit and miss of the law enforcer. For another, if the cost is generated by all, justice demands that the cost be shared by all. Random imposition of the cost is only justifiable if there is no other way of apportioning it, and if the total population from which the sample of cost-bearers is taken agrees with the method of selection. Since neither condition is fulfilled, the argument based on randomness won’t do. Random punishment can’t be really just.

But is punishment what the law of regulatory offences is after? The penalty for committing such an offence is not really a punishment at all, it’s part of an educative process. It’s like the slap a parent gives a toddler to teach him not to play with fire. The parent doesn’t stop to find out if the child is in the wrong or not, he simply acts immediately to teach a necessary lesson. Likewise, the purpose of the law of regulatory offences is to educate—to inculcate a respect for care and safety. This is what penalizing those who are not at fault can help to do. Seen in this light, then, is strict liability really so unjust?

Yes, surely, if there is a better and a juster way to teach. Slapping a toddler is justified if that is the only or best way to teach him not to play with fire. But there are different ways of teaching; and the older and more sensible the pupil, the less appropriate the slap on the wrist. Bentham once complained that the way our judges used to make the law by creating new rules when cases came before them was like the way a man might teach his dog—waiting till the dog did something the man didn’t want and then hitting him. Rational adults, he contended—and he was surely right—deserved better: they could, and should, be told the rules beforehand and only punished for breaking them afterwards when they know the rules and have a chance of keeping them. This chance of keeping them, however, is just what strict liability excludes, for it results in penalizing those who may have had no opportunity to conform their actions to the requirements of the law. Yet is there no better alternative method of instruction? It’s never proved there isn’t, so the argument from education hardly holds.

But don’t laws creating regulatory offences serve to promote high standards of care and to encourage traders and others to avoid mistakes and errors? And isn’t this necessary because mistakes and errors, however innocent, can cause harm to others? For such harm, surely, the person responsible is the person who has caused it, the person who has made the mistake. So how can strict liability be all that unjust?

Look, for example, at the civil law. Our law of tort, which deals with compensation for injuries, has long accepted strict liability and no one seems to regard it as unjust. For instance, a person who keeps a wild and dangerous animal is liable if it escapes and causes injury, even though it was not his fault that it escaped. In such a case the law quite reasonably takes the view that where one of two innocent people has to suffer, the one to suffer is the one who, however innocently, caused the harm. He after all is the one who had the choice: he need not have brought the dangerous object on his land
and exposed others to the risk—no one has to keep a dangerous animal. So strict liability can be just.

But this is quite different from the criminal law. For civil law is concerned to shift the loss, in money terms at least, from the innocent victim on to the man who brought about the dangerous situation—from the plaintiff to the defendant. The latter can of course insure against the loss, make it a cost of the enterprise and pass it on to his customers—the public. So ultimately the loss, instead of being borne wholly by one unfortunate victim, is spread among us all.

The criminal law, by contrast, is concerned not with shifting the loss, but with punishing and deterring. The fine doesn’t go to compensate victims or potential victims: it’s imposed in order to deter. Besides, insofar as the fine is treated as a cost of the business and passed on to the public, this could mean the public foots the bill for a fine to be paid to the public—to say the least, an odd result! So strict liability in criminal law can’t be justified on the same grounds as it can in civil law.

In fact, what strict liability in criminal law provides is that anyone entering on an activity likely to result in harm to others will pursue that activity at his peril. Again, this makes good sense in civil law. Keep a zoo, manufacture fireworks and so forth and you know that people may get injured as a result. Therefore, it is only right that you should have to compensate them if they do: this is a fair risk of the trade.

Does this same principle make sense in criminal law? To do so it would have to ensure that we stand to gain thereby. One gain could be to ensure that those who cause harm to others, even innocently, should compensate those others—but this is taken care of by the civil law. Another gain would be to discourage the activity in question without going so far as to prohibit it. We see this elsewhere in the law—for example in the law relating to intoxication; the law doesn’t prohibit drinking alcohol altogether—we have learned something from the history of the Volstead Act—but by refusing almost entirely to countenance drunkenness as a defence to a criminal charge it shows that he who drinks, drinks at his peril. But some activities aren’t like this: take selling and distributing food—an activity absolutely essential to society. If strict liability forces us to pursue essential or socially useful activities at our peril, it in fact discourages them. Far from being useful, it has a negative value.

For all these reasons we conclude that strict liability in the law of regulatory offences is unjust. We recommend

(4) that regulatory offences should require some kind of fault, that
guilt for such offences should depend on personal responsibility
and that strict liability here should have no place in principle.
Strict Liability in Practice and the Regulatory Offence

But this is only principle. What about strict liability in practice? Can strict liability be dropped in practice?

(a) Unjust in Practice?

Does it need to be dropped? For however much in principle it is unjust to punish people who are not to blame, in practice does this happen? The evidence suggests quite otherwise: the evidence suggests that in the areas we investigated regulatory law is so administered that the only people prosecuted are those at fault. Reasonable mistake, in practice, may well be a defence; for an offender who has simply made a reasonable mistake, it seems, escapes being charged.

But this is only natural. What law enforcer ever has enough resources to prosecute each and every offence he gets to know about? Inevitably he has to use discretion—he must select. And understandably enough the offences he selects and prosecutes are those he thinks most serious. One thing making an offence a serious one is the fact that the offender was at fault. So lack of fault may well mean lack of prosecution.

If this is so, then where is the injustice? It exists surely only in form and not in substance. So why not leave the law of strict liability exactly as it is? Why worry about injustice that may be only theoretical?

One answer is the one we gave above. Gaps between law in the books and law in practice are undesirable. If law says guilt does not depend on fault and practice says it does, we have at best confusion and at worst hypocrisy. Far better surely that the law should do what it says and say what it does. Myth and reality must not draw too far apart.

Another answer with more force is this: in practice lack of fault due to reasonable mistake is only a defence if the law enforcer believes the offender made a reasonable mistake. So lack of fault does not mean lack of prosecution. Only belief in lack of fault could mean this. Meanwhile, how many convictions may result from administrative refusal to accept the offenders' honest pleas of reasonable mistake?
Yet couldn't these offenders claim the right to say, "Let's see if our plea is accepted by a court"? For otherwise the prosecutor, not the court, becomes in this respect the judge of guilt. The prosecutor then becomes in this respect a judge in his own cause. Yet this is just what common law condemns; for principles of "natural justice" long ago worked out by common law lay down that no one should be judge in his own cause.

In practice, then, as well as principle our regulatory law may be unjust. It also may be dangerous. Making the prosecutor judge in his own cause puts the citizen at his mercy; it puts him entirely in the hands of the law enforcer, of the administrator. This means a government of men and act of laws. Administrative discretion by itself, however fairly exercised, is no substitute for what we need—that mixture of law and discretion we know as justice.

Practice, then, fails to alleviate the injustice of strict liability in regulatory offences. Instead it generates other hazards—the possibility of petty tyranny and administrative oppression. So strict liability remains unjust and should for justice sake be dropped if possible.

(b) Justifiable in Practice?

But is it possible? Is it even desirable? To say that strict liability is unjust is not to say it is unjustifiable; to say it is objectionable is not so say it has necessarily to be removed. Is justice all that is at stake, or do efficiency and expedition matter too?

Here both sides have some merit. On one side strict liability is said to be unjust and we have seen the truth in this. On the other side it is said to be not really so unjust because we can't afford it in trials for regulatory offences the luxuries we allow the accused in trials for real crimes. The trouble is, both sides are right.

For one thing, justice isn't the sole consideration. In criminal law, justice is never sought to the complete exclusion of efficiency. Conversely, efficiency never absolutely precludes considerations of what is fair and just. In fact, from the most serious real crimes down to the most minor offences, fairness and efficiency are weighed against each other and different balances are struck. In serious crimes like murder, rape and theft, fairness far outweighs efficiency: here our paramount concern is to avoid convicting the accused unjustly—a concern reflected in the placing of the burden of proof squarely on the prosecution, and the requirement of mens rea conviction. In minor offences like illegal parking efficiency outweighs fairness: our main concern is to get courts through their workload with dispatch—a concern reflected in the use of streamlined procedure, the placing of the burden of proof quite often on the defence, and the lack of any requirement of personal responsibility for conviction.

But this is not to say that in trials for real crimes efficiency has no role, or that in trials for regulatory offences fairness is out of court. On the contrary, each plays a role of limiting the other.
In serious crimes the needs of efficiency limit the lengths we can go to in fairness to the accused. Juries, for instance, consist of twelve jury-men—in certain provinces, of six. Yet why not more? Surely, the larger the jury, the less the chance of convicting an innocent defendant? True, but then what about the increased delay, the extra cost of trials, the greater burden jury-service would impose on the citizen?

By contrast, in our regulatory law efficiency is in the driver’s seat with justice at the brakes—procedure is far more summary than it is for real crimes. It’s not completely arbitrary, though: at least commission of the wrongful act—the actus reus—must be proved; and liability, though strict, is less than absolute, since defences other than mistake of fact still obtain.

So throughout the criminal law there is a trade-off between efficiency and justice. Besides, justice is not simply justice to the accused: there are two sides in every trial and justice says that the rights of the accused must be balanced against those of the community. Justice to the accused demands care not to convict the innocent, justice to the community demands also care not to let the guilty go scot-free.

(c) Essential in Practice?

So this is why, the law-enforcer says, strict liability in regulatory offences has to stay: without it he could not enforce the laws. For in such cases only the defendant ever knows what really happened, only he is aware of what went on at the defendant’s place of business: Insist that prosecutors prove mens rea or some lesser kind of fault and we would never get convictions: the guilty would escape.

Yet, is there any evidence for this? Is there any evidence that if prosecutors had to prove some kind of guilt or if absence of fault could count as a defence, law enforcement would become impossible? Administrators in departments clearly think so, but positive proof of it is never given. On the contrary, some counter-evidence exists: increasingly, since 1968, federal statutes in the regulatory sector have tended to include defences of due diligence and reasonable care, without producing any great anxiety among the law-enforcers. Yet no one has been heard to claim that these new statutes are unenforceable. Strict liability in regulatory offences, in short, has not been proved to be essential.

(d) Justice v. Expediency

But, doesn’t it still have value? It shortens trials, and makes enforcement easier. What is more, it lets the question of fault be dealt with more informally, either by the law enforcer when deciding whether to prosecute or by the court when deciding what sentence to impose.

Against these gains we have to weigh the cost. One cost is the injustice of convicting those who are not at fault. Another is that criminal liability without fault could well dilute the criminal law and lead to cynical
disrespect for criminal law as a whole. Hold a person guilty of a regulatory offence when he is not at fault and we may make him feel that being convicted of a real crime when he is at fault has little moral significance.

Another undesirable consequence which strict liability may have is that of making life too easy, not only for the law enforcer, but for the offender too. The law enforcer gets a conviction without really having to inquire whether the defendant’s business practices fell below acceptable standards of care and honesty. The offender pleads guilty, saves face on the ground that he wasn’t really at fault, and yet avoids having the spotlight of the court investigation focused on his practices. For all that the conviction rate looks good, how far are care and safety being in fact promoted?

By contrast, a system of prosecuting regulatory offences without relying on strict liability would force the attention of the court on the very matter with which the law is concerned—the extent to which the defendant’s practice fell below required standards. Instead of allowing this to be swept under the rug, a system without strict liability would allow the trial to bring it out where it belongs—into the open. For standards of care are public property; they are a matter of public concern—not least because improved technology and the wisdom of hindsight raise them constantly. As such, they need to be probed, assessed and explored, not in the back-rooms of the administrators, but in open court. This is precisely what strict liability prevents.
Alternatives to Strict Liability in Regulatory Offences

What alternatives are there to the present law? How can we avoid buying efficiency at the cost of injustice?

(a) Violations

One way is by keeping the efficiency and "abolishing" the injustice—by re-classifying regulatory offences as mere "violations". This has some value: it manifests that here there is no question of blame, of stigma or of trying to bring wrongdoers to justice. Otherwise it serves little purpose. The injustice of penalizing those who are not at fault is not reduced by calling the offences violations: injustice by any other name will smell as bad. In truth, this solution—which is that of the American Model Penal Code—is not entirely satisfactory: the new bottles still contain the same old wine.

(b) An Administrative Solution

Then why not deal with these offences by an administrative process? Yet isn't this suggestion also too simplistic? For the outcome of an administrative inquiry would still presumably involve some hardship to the "offender"—closure or suspension of his business, revocation of his licence, or else some pecuniary levy. In short, the outcome would be a kind of penalty. Transferring regulatory offences, then, from criminal to administrative law by no means solves the problem of avoiding the injustice of penalizing those who are not at fault. It just displaces it.

Not that we think the administrative solution has no merit. We think it has, and so have urged that law enforcers should pay more attention to *in rem* proceedings. But even in those proceedings justice still demands that he who stands to lose as a result should be able to contest the facts alleged as justifying an administrative order. Meanwhile, suppose that the order is meant not just as a means of suppressing harm, but as a means of discouraging disobedience to the law. In that case if liability is strict, it is objectionable: it still involves penalizing those who are not at fault and not to blame.
(c) Mens Rea

An even less appealing alternative would be to import into the law of regulatory offences the full traditional doctrine of mens rea—to say that no one shall be guilty of a regulatory offence unless the prosecution proves intent or recklessness. There the traditional objections of the law enforcer have much force. How could the law enforcer ever prove mens rea? How, for example, could he ever prove that an advertiser deliberately meant to deceive the public? How could he prove that a merchant deliberately or recklessly sold food unfit for consumption? How could he prove it wasn't just a mistake? Import the full requirement of mens rea and it's difficult to see how law enforcers could ever enforce the law.

But worse than this: import a full requirement of mens rea and we entirely alter the nature of the regulatory offence. For, as we pointed out above, regulatory offences are those which, typically, are committed as much through carelessness as by design. Put it another way, the objective of the law of regulatory offences isn't to prohibit isolated acts of wickedness like murder, rape and robbery: it is to promote higher standards of care in business, trade and industry, higher standards of honesty in commerce and advertising, higher standards of respect for the need to preserve our environment and husband its resources. The regulatory offence is basically an offence of negligence.

(d) The Nature of the Regulatory Offence

In essence, then, the "mischief" regulatory laws aim to prevent is not the sporadic commission of isolated acts. It is their negligent repetition. For example, the problem about selling short-weight is not that of the honest merchant who by accident or mistake makes one isolated short weight sale. It is that of the merchant whose repeated short weight sales show either an intention to defraud his customers or a lack of reasonable care to see his customers get full value for their money. And law enforcement practice in this area of our law clearly recognizes the distinction. For that practice, as our researches in this area showed, incorporates a warning system, which works as follows: if inspection reveals a short weight sale, the administrator doesn’t prosecute but issues a warning and makes a later check, but if that later check reveals further short weight sales, the administrator then concludes that the trader still hasn't mended his ways and starts a prosecution. These law enforcers are interested not so much in isolated acts as in what they term "the bad actors" whose continued conduct shows a failure to maintain the standard which the law requires.

Not every regulatory offence, however, is quite so clearly a continuing one. Take misleading advertising. Suppose a large department store advertises furniture and the advertisement is misleading, the store is warned about it, but shortly afterwards it advertises children's clothes and again the advertisement misleads: how far could we really say the first discrepancy shows that
the second one is deliberate or negligent? The same is true of motoring and other offences in the provincial sector: the fact that a driver failed to obey a stop sign yesterday doesn't prove that if he does the same again today, his act today is the result of negligence. What this means, then, is that the warning system, which works so well in Weights and Measures and in Food and Drugs, has far less application in some other fields.

(e) Negligence

This doesn't mean that the offences in these other fields are not offences of negligence. On the contrary, the advertisers we're concerned about are precisely those who, if not fraudulent, mislead customers through sloppy advertising practices. The motorists we're concerned about are precisely those who, if not deliberate dangerous drivers, drive so carelessly as to be a menace on the road. So our suggestion is a third alternative: let us recognize the regulatory offence for what it is—an offence of negligence—and frame the law to ensure that guilt depends upon lack of reasonable care.

After all, there are many ways, quite apart from warning systems, of distinguishing careless conduct from unavoidable accidents and reasonable mistakes. We do so frequently outside the criminal law. We do so in our ordinary life; we also do so in the civil courts whenever we determine whether or not a defendant is liable for negligence. Why can't we do it in the criminal law, and in the law of regulatory offences?

One reason, often suggested, has to do with burden of proof. It would be far too onerous, it is said, to make the prosecutor prove the defendant's negligence beyond a reasonable doubt. But this is a burden of proof appropriate to real crimes. Regulatory offences are different. These are offences which the law creates in order to promote standards of care—standards liable to rise as knowledge, skill, experience and technology advance. Such standards need to be explored, examined and assessed in open court. For this, we have to know exactly what the defendant did and how and why he did it. We argue therefore that in regulatory law, to make the defendant disprove negligence—prove due diligence—would be both justifiable and desirable. Justifiable, since penalties are lighter and stigma less. Desirable, since it best achieves the aims of regulatory law.

Another reason we have heard suggested is that even a "due diligence" defence still makes it too easy for some defendants. Where large corporations are on trial, it could be all too easy to confuse the court with detail, and even in some cases, through abuse of economic power, to bring pressure on their suppliers to help them rig defences. To this we would make three replies: (1) We stress again that in this Working Paper we are concerned with personal fault and not with corporations; (2) We point out that there is a need to explore the possibility of extending the use of "third-party" provisions for cases where the defendant says he is not at fault because someone else, e.g. his supplier, was to blame. In such cases we could have the sort of provision to be found in s. 17 of the Proprietary or Patent Medicine
Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. P-25 or s. 29 of the Food and Drugs Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. F-27. This provides that where such a defence is raised, the name and identity of the third party alleged to be at fault must be given to the prosecution ten days before trial; and this allows the law enforced to proceed against the party claimed to be at fault.

A third thing we stress is that there still remains a need for harm prevention. The law must still provide the law enforcer with remedies to suppress potential dangers. So we advise law enforcers in different fields of regulatory law when reviewing their regulations to make generous provision for in rem proceedings to supplement the ordinary criminal proceedings.

In essence our solution is to abolish strict liability in regulatory offences by incorporating a due diligence defence. This turns the offences in law into what they are in fact: offences of negligence.

Not that there is anything novel about this solution. It is the approach advocated by almost all writers on the subject. It is an approach increasingly adopted in our statutes. And it is an approach that seems to work. So, we feel justified in concluding that by basing liability on negligence we lose little in terms of efficiency of law enforcement. On the other hand we gain a lot in terms of justice.

But do we? Is negligence any less unjust? And should it have a place in criminal law? Throughout the years a great doctrinal dispute has raged between those who argue that the traditional concept of mens rea doesn’t cover negligence and those who argue that it does. This dispute we do not touch upon. Our question rather is whether negligence should be a ground for criminal liability.

The problem is this. Traditionally criminal liability is based on fault—wrongful intention or recklessness. And this, we feel, is right: this is how we want our criminal law to be; for criminal law is a sort of applied morality, so criminal guilt and moral guilt must not diverge. But isn’t carelessness a kind of fault? Not altogether, in our law. For our civil law defines carelessness, or negligence, as failing to take that care which a reasonable man would take. But what if the defendant in a negligence action was too stupid or clumsy to be able to reach the standard of the reasonable man? This is no defence in a civil suit for negligence.

But should it be in criminal law? The difficulty is this. On the one hand it is unfair to punish anyone for things that aren’t his fault. Accordingly, the man who falls below the standard of the reasonable man because he can’t help doing so should not be convicted. On the other hand to exonerate people who fall below the standard of reasonable care by reason of their own clumsiness, stupidity or ignorance (albeit unavoidable) may put an undesirable premium on such defects.

How far a criminal law of negligence should take the defendant’s “personal equation” into account is a question to be discussed outside this Working Paper. We leave the question open. For if the law adopts the defence
of due diligence, as we recommend, we can then consider later how far due
diligence is to be assessed in terms of an external standard and how far in
terms of the defendant's internal response to that standard. Meanwhile, we
leave this problem to the courts.

Accordingly, we recommend,

(5) that negligence should be the minimum standard of liability in
regulatory offences; therefore an accused should never be convicted
of a regulatory offence if he establishes that he acted with due
diligence, that is that he was not negligent.
The Criminal Law We Ought To Have

So we conclude that in the regulatory law strict liability be replaced by negligence and that the law as a minimum allow a defence of due diligence with a reverse onus of proof. This, in our view, is a useful half-way house between full mens rea and strict liability, a compromise that allows us to meet the needs both of justice and of efficiency. On the one hand, no one would be penalized except for being at fault; on the other hand, there is no concrete evidence that efficiency of law enforcement would be reduced. Admittedly more time in court would be devoted to inquiring whether the defendant took due care, but as it is, considerable time is taken inquiring into fault before sentence is passed. So we conclude the extra time involved would not be all that great.

We see our recommendation as being implemented in the framework of a criminal law divided into two parts. One—the part consisting of all the triditional offences, the real crimes—would be contained in the Criminal Code. Here ignorance of law would be, at least in general, no defence. Here too, in general, the punishment prescribed could justifiably include imprisonment. The other part—consisting of regulatory offences—would be contained in other federal statutes and in federal regulations. Here ignorance of law might be allowed, to some extent at least, as a defence. Here too, imprisonment should generally be excluded as a punishment, though regulatory offences committed deliberately or recklessly could, in appropriate cases, constitute offences under the Criminal Code and merit imprisonment. So too could wilful non-payment of a fine and non-compliance with a court order, even though the fine or order concerned a regulatory offence.

The Criminal Code meanwhile would still include a general part on general principles and defences. In this we would include a section on these lines:

1. unless Parliament expressly states otherwise, every offence in the Criminal Code requires mens rea;
(2) unless Parliament expressly states otherwise, every offence outside the Criminal Code admits of a defence of due diligence; and

(3) Parliament shall not be taken to have stated otherwise unless it has made the offence one of strict liability by declaring that due diligence is no defence.

Such a criminal law, we argue, would achieve the best of both worlds. It would be efficient and also fair. Efficient, we contend, because it would better promote those standards of care and safety which are the real objectives of regulatory law. Fair, too, because it would avoid the injustice of penalizing those known not to be at fault.

This then, we argue, is the shape we ought to give to our criminal law, our most basic and essential law—the law that more than all other law concerns itself with right and wrong. Let it concern itself with what is really wrong, not with pretended or fictitious wrong. Otherwise we could end up with a society of cynics who, seeing individuals penalized when not to blame, just shrug their shoulders and remark: “That’s life!” And yet, why should it be? What need is there for life to be like this? Besides, is that society the sort we want to have in Canada?

Accordingly, we recommend,

(6) that all serious, obvious and general criminal offences should be contained in the Criminal Code, and should require mens rea, and only for these should imprisonment be a possible penalty; and that all offences outside the Criminal Code should as a minimum allow due diligence as a defence and for these, in general, imprisonment should be excluded.
NOTES

1. Exactly what to call these two different kinds of offence is a problem. Various terms have been used, e.g. real crimes and quasi-crimes, and the second category has been variously termed "civil", "public welfare", "regulatory" offences and so on. Our own usage in this paper is to call the first category "crimes" or "real crimes" and the second category "offences" "mere offences" "regulatory offences".

2. The calculations, as explained in The Size of the Problem, assume that 90% of summary convictions for offences under federal statutes (other than the Criminal Code), federal regulations, provincial statutes and provincial regulations are convictions for offences of strict liability. In fact nearly 80% of the convictions are for traffic offences. In this area of law, however, the proportion of strict liability offences is about 98%. Accordingly, our estimate of 1,400,000 convictions for strict liability offences is, if anything, conservative.

3. Including the English Law Commission, whose approach, however, is very different from ours.
The size of the problem

P. J. Fitzgerald
T. Elton
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Introduction

Strict liability raises several problems. It goes against legal principle that no one is guilty without mens rea. It goes against moral principle that no one is to blame for a wrongful act unless he knows (or ought to know) the circumstances that make it wrongful. And it drives a wedge between the law and that ordinary morality which the law usually reinforces and underlines. In addition, offence-creating statutes and regulations so rarely specify whether mens rea is required, that no one can predict whether or not a court will hold that the liability they impose is strict. Who, for example, could have predicted that the Supreme Court of Canada would hold the offence of possessing lobsters less than 3 3/16" in length to be one of strict liability? In short, strict liability is at odds with legal principle, contrary to moral principle, and bedevilled with uncertainty—clearly a formidable problem.

But how formidable? Are there in fact all that many of these strict liability offences? Is there in reality but a handful of them conflicting with legal and moral tradition and causing difficulties of interpretation for the courts? Or is there, as we generally suspect, a vast number of them? Do they indeed constitute by far the majority offences known to our law?

And even if they do, what does this mean in real terms? Are all of these offences ones for which prosecutions are brought? Or are many of them dead letters, existing only on the paper on which they are printed?
First Inquiry

How many strict liability offences exist?

Offences are contained in five different types of legislation: (1) federal statutes, (2) federal regulations, (3) provincial statutes, (4) provincial regulations and (5) municipal by-laws. Our study focuses on (1) and (2). To examine (3), (4) and (5) would be such an enormous undertaking that we have done little more than take a preliminary look at them for comparative purposes and to give some slight indication of the overall size of the problem. Our main concern is with federal law.

In Federal Law

1. Methodology: Problems:

In deciding on our methodology we considered five different questions:

What type of search should we make?
What criterion should we adopt to decide whether an offence is created?
How many offences does a section create?
How do we determine whether an offence is one of strict liability?
Should the Criminal Code be included?

The type of search:

Two problems arise here.

(a) How up to date should the search be?

If, as we suspect, there are thousands of strict liability offences, an approximate estimate will suffice. We don’t need to know precisely how many there are at this moment, say, in January 1974. For the more strict liability offences there are, the less likely is it that there will be much difference
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between the number existing in January 1974 and the number existing in a reasonably recent consolidation of the statutes and regulations.

This was all the more important since we decided that our search could best be done through computer. For the QUIC/LAW computer bank contains data which, on the above argument, would be sufficiently up to date. At the date of this inquiry the data bank contained the Revised Federal Statutes of 1970 and the Federal Regulations in force at April 15, 1969. These two consolidations were the basis of our search.

(b) How large a search?

Constraints of time and cost made a total search impossible. Sampling was clearly inevitable. In addition, it was particularly feasible with the help of the computer. Accordingly, we took a 10% sample of the statutes and a 5% sample of the regulations.

When is an offence created?

Usually a glance at a section will tell if it creates an offence. Sometimes, however, it won't. Contrast these three formulae:

(a) “No person shall obstruct or hinder an inspector or other officer in the carrying out of his duties or functions under this Act.”

(b) “Every application for registration shall contain the following particulars . . .”.

(c) “The court shall hear and determine . . .”.

Of these three formulae, only the first clearly creates an offence. The second lays down a procedural requirement, failure to comply with which probably results, not in criminality, but in nullity. The third imposes a duty, failure to perform which would possibly be ground for mandamus, not for prosecution.

In cases like (a) and (b) careful examination of the whole statute might well be necessary before one could be completely certain. Such an examination, however, would make a sample survey impossible. Some operational rule, therefore, had to be adopted.

The rule adopted was this. If the formula either related to procedural matters or imposed a duty on a person or body of superior status, e.g. a court, minister or government body, we concluded that it did not create an offence. Otherwise, if the formula used words apt to impose a duty generally, we concluded that it did.

But what words would these be? Obviously any section using words like “guilty”, “conviction”, “offence”, “punishment” and certain others would prima facie create an offence and would need to be retrieved from the data bank. And since all such words would be indexed in the computer, all such sections could be retrieved.

But this still left sections that could not be. For QUIC/LAW operates on the principle of indexing “significant” words. It does not index common
words of frequent occurrence such as "no" and "shall". At the same time, a section could well create an offence by merely using a formula like "no person shall . . ." without using any of the less common words listed in the computer index. So these sections could not be electronically retrieved.

Instead we had to resort to a supplementary manual sample. After completing our computer sample of all offence-creating sections, we then proceeded to use this as a base and to look manually in the Revised Statutes at the two pages preceding and following each sample section retrieved by the computer. In this way we were able to estimate the number of non-retrievable offence-creating sections that we had missed.

How many offences does a section create?

Sometimes the answer is obvious. For example s. 109 of the National Defence Act, reads:

"Every person who, when examined on oath or solemn affirmation before a service tribunal . . . knowingly gives false evidence, is guilty of an offence . . . ."

Clearly this creates one single offence.

Often, however, the number created is far less clear. Consider s. 38 of the Animal Contagious Diseases Act. This reads:

"Every person who sells, or disposes of, or puts off, or offers or exposes for sale, or attempts to dispose of or put off any animal infected with or suffering from an infectious or contagious disease, or the meat, skin, hide, horns, hoofs or other parts of an animal infected with or suffering from any infectious or contagious disease at the time of its death, whether such person is the owner of the animal, or of such meat, skin, hide, horns, hoofs or other parts of such an animal, or not, shall, for every such offence, incur a penalty . . . ."

There we have seven different ways of handling seven different objects contaminated in two different ways. Are there seven offences? Forty-nine? Or ninety-eight?

A complete answer would involve discussion of the law regarding duplicity. What we needed, however, was an operational rule to provide a quick but reasonably satisfactory solution. To be satisfactory, it would have to take into account that such a section obviously creates more than one offence and yet at the same time avoid arriving at an excessively bloated result. For example it would clearly be excessive to regard "contagious" and "infectious" as different enough in meaning to justify doubling the number of offences created by s. 38.

Our solution was in general to regard only the verbs in the formula as creating separate offences. S. 38, therefore, we would reckon, created only seven offences.
Another problem arises when a section requires a person to do several different things. Consider the following example:

"Every person in charge of a coal mine shall at the end of each month send to the department of mines and the local mines office,

(a) a report containing:
   (i) the work done,
   (ii) the wages paid, and
   (iii) the profit taken, and

(b) a statement of the purchases and sale of
   (i) land,
   (ii) building, and
   (iii) equipment."

This section could be broken down in several ways:

1. The proprietor could fail to send the report to the department or the local office,
2. He could fail to send the report or the statement,
3. The report could be defective in 3 ways,
4. The statement could be defective in 2 ways, and in each way regarding 3 different items.

In all it could be argued that the section contains 18 offences. Here again, we adopted a more moderate approach. Our practice was to count such a section as creating four offences—two things to be sent to two different bodies.

A third problem occurred when the section did not create a specific offence, but rather one of general application to that statute. We considered not including these sections as creating offences, insofar as they were incomplete in themselves. They did, however, indicate when breach of the duties required of a statute would be considered punishable, and specified what the punishment would be. We decided that such general sections would be counted as creating a single offence.

When is an offence one of strict liability?

To decide whether an offence is one of strict liability is often difficult. The statute or regulation may not specify, so that no answer can be gleaned from the words of the section. Instead, one has to look at a variety of things—the general policy of the statute, the mischief prohibited, the type of proceedings, the stigma, the penalty, and so on. To do this, in every case, however, would make our task impossible. We were compelled to devise a simple formula that could apply simply to the words of the section.
Our method was this. First we counted as *mens rea* offences all those where the creating section used words clearly requiring *mens rea*, e.g. "intentionally" and "knowingly". Secondly we counted as *mens rea* offences all those where the creating section used words indicating (but not necessarily entailing) *mens rea*, e.g. "allow" and "permit". In other words, when in doubt, we counted an offence as a *mens rea* one. The remainder we counted as offences of strict liability. And though this may mean that our estimate of *mens rea* offences is too high, it also means that our estimate of strict liability offences is conservative. We can say, therefore, with some confidence that the number of such offences is at least the number we arrived at.

However, our total estimated number of strict liability offences is not just the residue of offences remaining when all the *mens rea* and possibly *mens rea* offences are subtracted from the total. We also subtracted what we termed "general" offences. Suppose a section says:

"anyone who contravenes any regulation made under this Act commits an offence".

This alone contains no indication whether the offence will be strict or not. Only a look at each regulation could answer this question. Our procedure, then, was to list all such general sections in a category of their own, and to subtract these too from the total of offences.

So our total of strict liability offences is calculated according to the following formula:

The number of strict liability offences is the number left after subtracting all *mens rea* and all "general" offences.

Should the Criminal Code be included?

We decided not to include the Criminal Code in our search. We assumed that all offences created by the Code required some form of mental element. It was, therefore, not necessary when calculating the number of strict liability offences in federal statutes. However, our figures comparing *mens rea* and strict liability offences should be read as excluding the Criminal Code.

2. Federal Statutes: Procedure:

Having answered these preliminary questions, we then turned to the statutes. To begin with we took a rough sample without using the computer. This we followed up with a more complete sample based on OUIC/LAW.

First Sample:

For the first sample we took simply a random sample of Statutes from the Revised Statutes 1970. In the seven volumes of Revised Statutes there are, excluding the Criminal Code, 359 Acts. As a 10% sample, therefore, we took 36 randomly chosen statutes.
The results of this sample were as follows:

Number of offence creating sections ......................... 70
Number of offences ............................................. 172
Number of mens rea offences .................................. 91
Number of general offences ................................... 3
Number of offences left
(i.e. strict liability offences) ................................. 78 (172-94, i.e. app. 42%)

Though interesting, however, the results were not truly representative. For one thing, there are 7,992 pages in the seven volumes, whereas there were only 531 pages in the sample. Our 10% sample by statute, therefore, represented a mere 6.6% sample by pages. The reason for this is the variation in size of statutes. The Income Tax Act, for instance, contains 424 pages, whereas the Agricultural and Rural Development Act runs to only 4 pages. Secondly, statutes differ enormously in the number of offences. Some, like the Shipping Act, contain a large number of offences; others, like the Overseas Telecommunication Corporation Act contain hardly any. And no sampling by statutes could take this discrepancy into account.

Comparison with our second sample revealed, however, that though it had missed over half the offences in existence, nevertheless the percentage of strict liability offences was roughly the same (42% as compared to 44% in the second sample).

Second Sample:

Next, therefore, we turned to the computer and took a sample based on a different unit. We first selected out all offence-creating sections, by calling for all sections containing offence-creating words indexed in the computer, e.g. “conviction”, “offence” etc. This gave us a total of 1,629 sections.

Of these we took a 10% sample to determine how many were offences of strict liability. The results were as follows:

Number of offence creating sections ......................... 164
Number of offences ............................................. 334
Number of mens rea offences .................................. 171
Number of general offences ................................... 16
Number of strict liability offences ............................ 147 (334-187, i.e. app. 44%)

Next we had to remedy the fact that “no person shall” type sections had not been retrieved. Using the above sample as a base, we looked manually at the two pages preceding and following each sample section. On the basis of this manual sample (allowing for the problem of overlapping) we estimated that in the Revised Statutes as a whole there were 85 such sections in all, creating 242 offences, 52% of which are strict liability.
Multiplying the figures in paragraph 34 by ten, and adding the figures in paragraph 35, we conclude:

Total number of offences in federal statutes (Criminal Code excluded). \(3,340 \div 242 = 3,582 = 100\%\)
Number of \textit{mens rea} offences \(1,710 \div 125 = 1,835 = 52\%\)
Number of strict liability offences \(1,470 \div 117 = 1,587 = 44\%\)

3. Federal Regulations: Procedure:

Here our search was of the QUIC/LAW data base which contains all federal regulations in force in April 1969. The regulations, however, are not so well organized for our purposes as the statutes. Accordingly we adopted a different approach.

Our first step was to find the number of “computer pages” in the data base. This we found to be 15,050. Next we conducted a random 5\% search of these pages using the computer terminal screen. Our results from this sample were as follows:

Number of offence-creating sections ..................................  501
Number of offences ............................................................ 973
Number of \textit{mens rea} offences ...........................................  32 (4\%)
Number of strict liability offences ........................................ 941 (96\%)

These results we re-assessed in view of the fact that an offence might seem to be one of strict liability but not really be so if there was a \textit{general} section (in the statute or in the regulations themselves) stating that anyone who \textit{wilfully} contravened the regulations commits an offence. However, we found only 16 \textit{general} sections in our random sample of statutes and none containing \textit{mens rea} words. We concluded, therefore, that our results could stand.

From our sample we extrapolated to obtain the following estimate:

Number of offences in all .................................................. 19,460
Number of strict liability offences in all ............................... 18,820 (96\%)

4. Findings: Federal Law:

Our overall findings, therefore, were as follows:—

Total number of offences—statutes ...................................... 3,582
regulations ................................................................. 19,460

\hline
Total ................................................................. 23,042
\hline

Offences of strict liability—statutes .................................... 1,587
regulations ................................................................. 18,820

\hline
Total ................................................................. 20,407
\hline
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Our conclusion, then, is that there are at least 20,407 offences of strict liability under federal law.

_In Provincial Law_

We next looked briefly at Provincial Statutes and Regulations to see if any rough estimate could be formed. What we needed here was a set of Provincial Statutes and a set of Provincial Regulations which would be recently consolidated and at the same time sufficiently representative for our purpose.

1. Provincial Statutes:

The Statutes we eventually selected were the Alberta Statutes. These were revised relatively recently—in 1970. And they were, we reckoned, reasonably representative. First, Alberta is neither one of the smaller nor one of the more populous provinces. Secondly, in terms of quantity of legislation the Alberta Statutes seem fairly typical. For the Alberta statutes run to 5,961 pages, whereas the total number of pages of provincial statutes for all ten provinces (if we reckon in terms of Alberta Statute page-equivalent) is 51,279. So Alberta, one of the ten provinces, accounts roughly for one-tenth of the quantity of provincial legislation.

Using the methodology employed for the federal law, we now conducted a 5% random search by pages of the Alberta Statutes and reached the following results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences requiring <em>mens rea</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences of strict liability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiplying, therefore, by twenty, we estimated the situation regarding the Alberta Statutes to be as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Projection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences requiring <em>mens rea</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences of strict liability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We concluded, therefore, by estimating that in the Alberta Statutes there are 4,420 offences and 3,640 (82%) offences of strict liability. And we should expect the picture to be much the same across Canada.

2. Provincial Regulations:

For this we selected the Ontario regulations. Our reason was that though Ontario is not a typical province it is the only English speaking province whose regulations were recently consolidated and revised.
Of these we took a 5% sample by pages and arrived at the following results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of sections</td>
<td>591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences</td>
<td>706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences requiring <em>mens rea</em></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences of strict liability</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiplying again by twenty we projected as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Projection</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of sections</td>
<td>11,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences</td>
<td>14,120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences requiring <em>mens rea</em></td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of offences of strict liability</td>
<td>13,920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We concluded, therefore, by estimating that in the Ontario Regulations there are 14,120 offences and 13,920 (98%) offences of strict liability. And again we should expect the same picture to obtain across Canada generally.

3. Findings: Provincial Law:

Our overall finding, therefore, was that, assuming the Alberta Statutes to be typical of provincial statutes and using Ontario Regulations as representative of provincial regulations, we are likely to find in any one particular province the following situation:

| Total number of offences—statutes: regulations | 4,420    | 14,120 |
| Total                                           | 18,540   |

| Number of offences of strict liability—statutes: regulations | 3,640    | 13,920 |
| Total                                                   | 17,560   |

Our conclusion, then, is that in an average province there may well be at least 17,560 offences of strict liability under provincial law.

*In Municipal Law*

This proved an impossible area to survey. The main reason is that by-laws are not in a handy consolidated form. Without this the searcher has no quick and easy way of knowing even roughly the number or identity of by-laws in force. In Ottawa, for example, one search revealed the existence of 82 annual volumes of city by-laws starting in 1890 and ending in 1971. Each
volume contained on an average 338 by-laws and 933 pages. Unfortunately, however, it was impossible to discover without enormous research which of all these by-laws are currently in force. For this reason, therefore, our inquiry into the number of strict liability offences existing in law in Canada omits all reference to municipal by-laws. Our overall conclusion, therefore, must be read with this in mind. What it means is that our estimates of the number of strict liability offences, which (for reasons already explained) we believe to be a conservative one as it is, will be still more conservative since it fails to include the quite possibly large number of strict liability offences created by municipal by-laws for the different cities.

*Conclusion to First Inquiry*

If we ask how many strict liability offences there are in *all* the laws which govern and regulate the individual in a large Canadian city like Vancouver, Montreal or Toronto, the question is impossible to answer exactly. All we can say is that it is enormous. If, however, we ask simply how many there are in the federal and provincial laws governing the individual in any one province, we can conclude that the picture is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Numbers: Federal and Provincial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of offences—Federal Statutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provincial Statutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provincial Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strict liability offences—</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal Statutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provincial Statutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provincial Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our conclusion, then, is that in the average province the Canadian faces 37,967 offences of strict liability.
Second Inquiry

*How many prosecutions are there for strict liability offences?*

This proved a much more difficult question. The reason is simply that criminal statistics do not record how many charges or convictions relate to strict liability offences and how many to *mens rea* offences: they draw no distinction. Nor do the government departments which forward the original information to Statistics Canada draw this distinction either. All we can do, therefore, is inquire whether in the light of our estimate of the percentage of strict liability offences in federal and provincial law, we can draw any inference from criminal statistics as to the probable number of charges relating to strict liability offences.

To begin with, since the number of prosecutions *per annum* does not vary all that much and since 1969 was the year for which the QUIC/LAW federal regulations were in force, 1969 was the year we took as our typical year. For comparison, however, we looked also at the figures for the preceding year, 1968.

The total number of prosecutions numbered by offences was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offence</th>
<th>1969</th>
<th>(1968)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indictable—offences charged</td>
<td>71,921</td>
<td>(94,838)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convictions</td>
<td>62,550</td>
<td>(82,312)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary—convictions</td>
<td>1,711,036</td>
<td>(2,092,976)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, since we were not after an absolutely exact calculation but were, if anything, content to err on the side of conservatism, and since we could assume that all (or almost all) strict liability offences are of a summary nature, we concentrated solely on the figures for summary convictions. These were as follows:
Summary Convictions by Offences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1969</th>
<th>1968</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Code</td>
<td>77,860</td>
<td>96,458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Statutes</td>
<td>25,777</td>
<td>25,741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provincial Statutes</td>
<td>1,473,852</td>
<td>1,606,161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal By-law</td>
<td>133,547</td>
<td>364,616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>1,711,036</td>
<td>2,092,976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these four categories we had to discard two. In the first place we could assume that convictions under the Criminal Code would be for *mens rea* offences, and could accordingly disregard them. Secondly, since we were unable to make any estimate about the municipal area, we also discarded the figure for municipal by-laws. We were left, therefore, with federal statutes and provincial statutes.

*Federal Statutes*

According to Statistics Canada the term “federal statutes” in this table covers also “federal regulations”. So, of the 25,777 (25,741) convictions under “federal statutes” some will be under the actual statutes, some under the regulations. But there is no record here, or in the separate departments, of the proportion relating to either. It could be that there are far more cases under the statutes than under the regulations, or *vice versa*. And without knowing the exact proportion, we could not work out the proper weighing to give to the statute-percentage-probability and regulation-percentage-probability that an offence would be one of strict liability.

Given these limits on our information, all we could do was assume that each offence, whether under statutes or under regulations, has an equal chance of being the subject of one of the recorded convictions. In other words, we took the 3,582 statutory offences and the 19,460 regulatory offences estimated in paragraph 41 together as one homogeneous field of 23,042 offences.

Next we had to calculate the likelihood that an offence would be one of strict liability. The results recorded in paragraph 41 showed that of the 23,042 offences in this area 20,407 were offences of strict liability. The proportion of offences of strict liability, therefore, is roughly 90%. In other words, given any of our 23,042 offences randomly selected, the probability that it is an offence of strict liability is almost nine in ten.

Now, given that there were 25,777 convictions for these “federal statute” offences in 1969, we estimate that, since each offence (in the absence of any information to the contrary) has an equal chance of being the subject
of a charge and conviction, the number of convictions for offences of strict liability was likely to be roughly of the order of nine in ten of the total, i.e. 23,200.

**Provincial Statutes**

Here again the term “statutes” also includes regulations. And again the question is how many of the 1,473,852\(^1\) convictions in 1969 related to statutes and how many to regulations. Again we treated the (Alberta) statutes and (Ontario) regulations as an imaginary homogeneous field.

Paragraph 51 showed that under provincial law (statutes and regulations) there are in all 18,540 offences; 17,560 are offences of strict liability. So the proportion of strict liability offences is again roughly 90\%. So, given that any offence has an equal chance of being the subject of a conviction, the number of convictions for offences of strict liability under provincial law was likely to be roughly of the order of nine in ten of the total, i.e. 1,326,500.

**Conclusion to Second Inquiry**

We conclude, therefore, that the position is as follows. In a typical year—and we chose 1969—the probable number of convictions for strict liability offences not counting offences under municipal by-laws was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under federal law</td>
<td>23,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under provincial law</td>
<td>1,326,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,349,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of prosecutions, of course, would be greater. Only the figures for convictions, however, are recorded.
Overall Conclusion

The two questions we asked were:

(a) How many strict liability offences are there?

(b) How many prosecutions are there for such strict liability offences?

Our answers to the two questions are:

(a) In any province the individual is regulated by laws containing on the average 41,582 offences, of which 37,967 (91%) are offences of strict liability.

(b) In any given year in the whole of Canada there are likely to be nearly 1,350,000 convictions for strict liability offences (not counting offences under municipal by-laws). The number of prosecutions will be considerably larger.

Quantitatively speaking, therefore, strict liability is a formidable problem.
NOTES


2. For a similar inquiry into strict liability in state statutes see [1956] Wis. L. Rev., 625.


6. All statutes cited are from R.S.C. 1970.

7. See the explanation of the meaning of "strict liability" given on pp. 6-7, paragraphs 23-26.

8. Allowing for the standard deviations calculated for these percentages, we can estimate the percentages as follows: federal statutes: 44 ± 3.84, i.e., roughly 40-48; federal regulations: 96 ± 1.63, i.e., roughly 94-98; prov. statutes: 82 ± 2.58, i.e., roughly 79-85; prov. regulations: 98 ± 0.44, i.e., roughly 98-99.


10. It should be noted that these figures include offences under the Criminal Code.

11. Of this total about 1,200,000 (slightly over 80%) were convictions for traffic offences, but a sampling of traffic laws in provincial statutes and regulations revealed the incidence of strict liability here to be about 98%. Therefore, our overall estimate of 1,400,000 convictions for strict liability offences (based on our general finding of 90% strict liability in provincial law) is, if anything, conservative.
Strict liability in practice

P. J. Fitzgerald
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Introduction

The General Problem of Strict Liability

How should we look on strict liability—as indefensible anomaly or necessary evil? For necessary or not, it is certainly evil... according to traditional legal thought. It goes against fundamental legal principles too well established to be lightly breached. It offends against fairness, justice and common sense which all alike forbid the punishment of those without moral fault. And it is counterproductive, for a criminal law that treats the morally guilty and the morally innocent on a par falls rapidly into general contempt. For these and other reasons too well known to be rehearsed, strict liability stands almost universally condemned by writers in the field.¹

A solitary but significant challenge to the conventional wisdom comes from Baroness Wooton.² Strict liability, she argues, is not only justifiable but desirable. Indeed she would have the criminal law jettison mens rea completely—at any rate before the post-conviction stage. Her reasons are first that questions about mens rea are, like all questions about the state of another person’s mind, in principle impossible to answer; and secondly that the job of the criminal law is to protect us against anti-social behaviour regardless of whether that behaviour is done intentionally, negligently or even without moral fault of any kind.

Her reasons, though, will not stand up. As Hart³ has shown, the first rests on a philosophical skepticism that is untenable. The claim that we can never know for sure what goes on in another man’s mind turns out to be not only a claim contrary to common experience but a claim which no counter-evidence is allowed to refute; in other words, it turns out to be a pseudo-claim masquerading as a statement of fact.

The second reason too falls down. For once again, as Hart⁴ has demonstrated, her position fails to take into account that mens rea can only be abandoned at a cost. And the cost is a lessening of individual liberty. For under the traditional criminal law the individual knows there are certain
things he must not do, but so long as he avoids these he can organise his life as he pleases without fear of intervention by the law. Abandon *mens rea*, however, and he can be guilty of breaking the law without even knowing he is doing so, and thus he can no longer be sure at any time that he may not be subject to legal intervention. And this is a serious price to pay.

But is it a price we have to pay? Is strict liability an evil but a necessary evil? Such is the traditional view of the administrator and the law-enforcer. Without strict liability, he argues, conviction would be impossible in the realm of welfare offences. In this area only the defendant really knows what takes place in his factory, store or place of business and no one else can prove intention, recklessness or negligence on the defendant's part. All the more so when the defendant is a company, for no board of directors will ever admit they countenanced the dishonesty or carelessness of the individual employee. Without strict liability law enforcement would grind to a halt. *Mens rea* must be sacrificed on the altar of efficiency.

Now this assumes the only alternative to strict liability is to make the prosecution prove *mens rea*. But why not reverse the onus of proof and hold the defendant guilty unless he can prove the *absence of mens rea*? Yet even this alternative fails to satisfy all law enforcers. The defendant's more intimate knowledge will always, it is argued, enable him to escape responsibility by throwing dust in the eyes of the court and blinding the judge with science. Law enforcers cannot be required to take account of moral fault.

Yet is there a real issue between the lawyer and the law enforcer? Or does the controversy rest on an assumption that is false? The assumption common to both sides of the argument is that in areas of strict liability law enforcers refuse to take account of fault. This is precisely what the lawyer considers unjust and what the enforcer reckons (or is supposed to reckon) must be done. But is it?

This was the assumption Hadden set out to challenge. An inquiry he conducted into the administration of the food and drug laws in England and Wales in 1967 discovered that fault played a much larger part in the decision to prosecute than had been suspected: food and drugs inspectors tended only to prosecute in cases where they felt the defendant had been morally at fault.5 Following this discovery, Hadden and Fitzgerald were asked by the English Law Reform Commission to investigate the enforcement of the Factories Act in 1968. This later investigation confirmed the finding of the former.6 For though the offences under the Factories Act are offences of strict liability, the factory inspectorate, it transpired, administers the Act in such a way as to take account of fault in a moral sense. Apart from offences resulting in death and offences consisting of failure to fence dangerous machinery, both of which are prosecuted automatically for reasons of policy, offences against the Act are not prosecuted unless the inspector considers the defendant to have been morally culpable.
The conclusions drawn from this second study were that strict liability in the Factories Act in reality caused little or no injustice, since (apart from the two exceptions referred to above) those not morally at fault were not being prosecuted; that strict liability in this area was not in practice essential because the inspectors did know whether the defendant was morally at fault and could prove that he was, and this without undue trial difficulties; and that it might well be advisable to redraft the law to accord with the realities of the situation, bearing in mind that the inspectorate’s concept of fault and that of the lawyer are not wholly identical.

These inquiries, however, were on a relatively small scale. Besides, they relate only to England and Wales. Would their conclusions hold elsewhere? More particularly, would they hold in Canada? This was the question the Law Reform Commission instructed me to explore.

**The Hypothesis**

The hypothesis I set out to test was that in the area of welfare offences, despite strict liability, law enforcers do take account of moral fault. More precisely,

That there is a correlation between the existence of moral fault on the defendant’s part and the law enforcer’s decision to prosecute.

This hypothesis was subdivided into two sub-hypotheses:

1. Where a putative defendant is not morally at fault he is not prosecuted.
2. Where a defendant is prosecuted he is morally at fault.

A third question, which becomes crucial if 1 and 2 are confirmed, is:

3. If the law were amended so as to import a requirement of *mens rea* into offences that are at present offences of strict liability, this would affect:
   (a) the selection of cases for prosecution, and
   (b) the law-enforcer’s ability to secure convictions.

**Testing the Hypothesis**

To test the hypothesis suitable areas of law had to be chosen. For the purpose of this research suitability was found to depend on six factors:

1. Because of the jurisdiction of the Law Reform Commission the area should be within federal law. Also, it should be one where the enforcement itself is in federal hands.
2. The area had to be one containing strict liability offences.
3. Enforcement had to be in the hands of a specialized department or agency, so as to make overall investigation and search for departmental policy on a national scale viable.
4. For practical reasons and convenience of access, the location of the decision-making process had to be in Ottawa.

5. To facilitate the inquiry it was preferable to take an area under a department that documents and files all decisions, decisions not to prosecute as well as decisions to prosecute.

6. There had to be enough material to make the research meaningful. This meant there had to be enough decisions to prosecute and not to prosecute, i.e. the volume requirement. It also meant that the programme of enforcement must have been in the hands of the department long enough to allow a pattern of administration to develop and a policy to crystallize, i.e. the time requirement.

A preliminary survey of several areas covered by federal statutes and administered by government departments in Ottawa showed that there was one department, with three areas of law, which admirably fulfilled all the requirements. This was the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, and the three areas of law are:

- Misleading Advertising;
- Weights and Measures;
- Food and Drugs.

All three areas of law are under federal jurisdiction. All are strict liability areas, and all are administered at the final stage from the Department from Ottawa. The documentation is such as to allow fruitful investigation of the files, both with regard to positive and negative decisions. The volume of cases and the time span are both sufficient to allow a pattern to emerge and be clearly visible. And the Department has consciously framed and formulated a rational prosecution policy which it endeavours to follow.

**Method of Investigation**

The scheme devised was as follows:

1. An initial discussion between the relevant members of the department, the Law Reform Commission and the researchers.

2. A pilot investigation of the misleading advertising law enforcement, followed by a detailed investigation, through the files.

3. A preliminary report on the investigation, to be scrutinized by and discussed with the relevant members of the department.

4. A similar pilot project on food and drugs, and on weights and measures, followed by a detailed investigation through the files.

5. A similar preliminary report, to be scrutinized by and discussed with the relevant members of the department.

6. Both reports to be finalized and discussed with the department and Law Reform Commission at a final meeting.
It should be observed, that though it is normal in such investigations to discuss reports of findings before finalizing them, stages 3, 5 and 6 have been deliberately included formally for the same reason as led to the inclusion of stage 1. This is that while stage 1 was meant to be an exploration of ways and means of conducting the research, it was also meant to be more than that. Likewise, while stages 3 and 5 are meant to be useful discussions and checks on the accuracy of the research, they too are meant to be something more. The same goes for stage 6, the final discussion with the Law Reform Commission.

What these stages are meant, or hoped, to be in addition to their more obvious role, is difficult to express shortly. The aim is to bring the departmental law-enforcers into a dialogue with the researchers, but more importantly with the Commission, so as to produce some common exploration of the problem at issue. And the idea is not just that the Commission and researchers will learn from the department what happens and how it happens, but that the department will get a feedback from the other parties to the dialogue suggesting what ought to happen or what might be changed, and then that there will be a feedback in turn from the department to the Law Reform Commission explaining how far this is viable.

In this way it was envisaged that the investigation would be more useful and more meaningful, while at the same time the programme would accord with the Law Reform Commission's own brief to discuss the law with relevant agencies and bodies in Canada.

Part II of this report deals with the investigation into misleading advertising, Part III with food and drugs and weights and measures.
Misleading Advertising

The Problem of Advertising

The problem of advertising is one special facet of the conflict between seller and buyer. According to orthodox economic theory each seeks to maximize his own interest—the seller to get the highest price, the buyer the best buy. Hence the need for advertisement. For the seller must maximize his persuasion of the buyer, while the buyer must maximize his information about the product. As one writer observes, "the conflict between the seller and the buyer becomes clear: the former must, within the bounds of truth, make claims which will result in the maximum attraction of the buyer to the product; while the latter wants as much relevant factual information, without unnecessary or deceiving puffery, as possible."8

In an ideal world such a conflict solves itself. For the market produces an equilibrium. Let the seller's claims outstrip the truth and demand for his product eventually slumps. The trouble is, the slump is a long-term affair. In the short run the buyer needs speedier protection. He needs the protection of the law.

Also, in the real world the seller-buyer model is too simple, in at least two different ways. First, advertising in the world of today is big business. Cohen estimated that by 1969 advertising in the United States had grown to an eighteen billion dollar industry, while in Canada it increased 128% between 1954 and 1965.9 Secondly, there is more than one party today for the buyer to contend with. In fact there are three—seller, advertiser, and media: often the seller hires an advertising firm to promote his product on television, radio and so on.

So the consumer needs protection against all three. From the seller he needs protection against dishonesty and deceit. From the advertiser he needs protection against manipulation stultifying freedom of choice. From the media he needs protection against advertisement pollution.
Of these three needs Canadian law satisfies only the first. Whereas in the United States "both the informative and persuasive aspects of the content of any advertisement may be questioned, in Canada the law deals basically only with false information." And even this position took time to reach.

Common law history and doctrine show why. The general attitude of common law was against penalizing mere words alone, as can be seen from the time it took to establish that an action lies for careless statements. In any case puffery was always allowed: the huckster had a licence to exaggerate and the more fool he who fell for the line and agreed to be had. And goods that failed to live up to the claims made about them were a matter more for the law of contract than the criminal law, more a question of word breaking than of lying.

So the common law view was "buyer beware!" It was up to the buyer to keep an eye on the seller and see he gave full weight and full measure. "What is it to the public," asked the judge in an early case, "whether Richard Webb hath or hath not his eighteen gallons of amber beer?" But it would be a matter for the public if the utmost prudence on Richard Webb's part could not have ensured that he got what he paid for. What if the seller's weights and measures themselves were false? Against that sort of trickery no one but a weights and measures inspector could guard. That sort of trickery was a fraud on the public itself and was established early on as the crime of public cheating.

Private cheating too came under the law in due course. For eventually the offence of obtaining by false pretences came into the criminal law. Here too, though, the law was still careful never to penalize mere puffery or breaking your word. The pretence had always to be one of present and existing fact: the defendant had to lie. The accent was where it has always remained—on deception.

Deceptive advertising in Canada today, however, is a matter for legislation. It is partly dealt with by sections 36 and 37 of the Combines Investigation Act. In an Act dealing almost exclusively with mergers and monopolies it seems surprising to find these two sections on an apparently unrelated subject. Indeed, s. 37 was originally part of the Criminal Code, where it first appeared in 1914 as s. 406A, then later became and remained s. 306 till its removal to the Combines Investigations Act in 1969, originally as s. 33D. One reason for this removal was its lack of success in the Code. There were few prosecutions under it, because the police, not being specialists in this area, preferred to prosecute in areas closer to their own expertise, i.e. fraud; and there seems to have been only one reported case.

Meanwhile in 1960 s. 33C, later to become s. 36, had been added to the Act. The reason for the addition, as explained by Mr. David Henry,
serves also to reveal the philosophy behind the inclusion of the two sections in this Act:

This provision was inserted after the combines branch had a number of cases brought to its attention where a vendor, in order to make it appear that the price at which he was offering an article was more favourable than was actually the case, misrepresented the price at which the article was ordinarily sold in the market generally. Besides being dishonest and likely to mislead the buying public, this kind of tactic was regarded as unfair as a basis of competition.

The Law

Basically s. 36 prohibits misleading advertising with regard to price, while s. 37 is wider and prohibits misleading advertising generally. The text of the sections is as follows:

36. (1) Every one who, for the purpose of promoting the sale or use of an article, makes any materially misleading representation to the public, by any means whatever, concerning the price at which such or like articles have been, are, or will be ordinarily sold, is guilty of an offence punishable on summary conviction.

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to a person who publishes an advertisement that he accepts in good faith for publication in the ordinary course of his business.

Several points are worth noting about this text, one of which is particularly relevant for this investigation. That is the existence of 36(2) which, by allowing a defence of good faith to a publisher, implicitly refuses it to any other offender. In other words, this subsection suggests that s. 36 creates in subsection (1) an offence of strict liability. And indeed this was one of the main reasons for the decision in R. v. Allied Towers Merchants Limited in the Ontario Supreme Court that the offence was one of strict liability, a decision that has been almost universally followed.

Other points of interest are that s. 36 forbids making any materially misleading representation . . . by any means whatever. In this respect s. 36 is wider than s. 37. On the other hand it is narrower than s. 37 in that there is only an offence if the misrepresentation is made to promote the sale or use of an article.

Finally, the offence is a summary offence, and, apart from some of the s. 37 offences, is the only one under the Act to be punishable summarily. Proceedings, therefore, must be brought within six months of the date of commission of the offence.

S. 37 is much longer and reads as follows:

37. (1) Every one who publishes or causes to be published an advertisement containing a statement that purports to be a statement of fact but that is untrue, deceptive or misleading or is intentionally so worded or
arranged that it is deceptive or misleading, is guilty of an indictable offence and is liable to imprisonment for five years. If the advertisement is published

(a) to promote, directly or indirectly, the sale or disposal of property or any interest therein, or

(b) to promote a business or commercial interest.

(2) Every one who publishes or causes to be published in an advertisement a statement of guarantee of the performance, efficacy or length of life of anything that is not based upon an adequate and proper test of that thing, the proof of which lies upon the accused, is if the advertisement is published to promote, directly or indirectly, the sale or disposal of that thing, guilty of an offence punishable on summary conviction.

(3) Subsections (1) and (2) do not apply to a person who publishes an advertisement that he accepts in good faith for publication in the ordinary course of his business.

(4) For the purposes of subsection (2), a test that is made by the National Research Council of Canada or by any other public department is an adequate and proper test, but no reference shall be made in an advertisement to indicate that a test has been made by the National Research Council or other public department unless the advertisement has, before publication, been approved and permission to publish it has been given in writing by the President of the National Research Council or by the deputy head of the public department, as the case may be.

(5) Nothing in subsection (4) shall be deemed to exclude, for the purposes of this section, any other adequate or proper test.

The main question from the standpoint of this research is whether the offences are offences of strict liability. Clearly subsection (1) includes one offence that incorporates mens rea to some extent, because it states that "everyone who publishes . . . an advertisement containing a statement that purports to be a statement of fact but that . . . is intentionally so worded or arranged that it is deceptive or misleading . . .". Apart from these words the section makes no reference to the mental element, except for the purpose stipulated in s. 37(1)(a) and (b).

The original text of its predecessor in the Criminal Code, s. 406A, had begun "every person who knowingly publishes . . .". In 1931, however, the word "knowingly" was removed, but there was added to what was now s. 406(2) a proviso that a newspaper publishing an advertisement in good faith in the ordinary course of business was not to be liable, and a further proviso that if the accused proved good faith he was to be acquitted. These provisos were repealed in 1935 and replaced by a proviso that any person publishing an advertisement accepted in good faith in the ordinary course of business was not liable. So the history of the section suggests a deliberate intent on the legislature's part to turn the offence into one of strict liability except so far as concerns the publisher. And in 1972 in R. v. Firestone Stores
the Ontario Court of Appeal held that s. 33D(1) "comprises two offences, one of which requires the proof of mens rea and one which does not".

The other points of interest about the text of s. 37 are more or less the converse of the points made earlier about s. 36. S. 37 is in some respects narrower, being restricted to statements of fact in advertisements instead of dealing simply with representations. On the other hand, in two respects it is wider than s. 36, since the misleading information need not concern the price of anything and the advertisement need not be published to promote the sale or use of an article.

Apart from these elementary and obvious points there are three things to be said here about the law and jurisprudence relating to these two sections. Twelve years of s. 36 and three of s. 37 have given the courts long enough to develop a healthy and interesting line of cases on the different problems arising under the two sections. Some of the problems are as fascinating and as fundamental as can be imagined in the whole of law or economics. For example, is a free offer really free? This, and many other intriguing problems, however, have little to do with mens rea and cannot be discussed here.

The second thing to emphasize is that though from the purely "legal" point of view the cases may look simple, appearances are deceptive. It is true that the average s. 36 or 37 case does not give rise to many "pure law" problems such as would find their way into textbooks on basic criminal law. On the other hand, in order to prove that a defendant has misrepresented, say, the regular price, the department may have to undertake laborious and time-consuming surveys of comparative pricing. From the evidentiary standpoint, if not from the legal, there is nothing simple about the average misleading advertising case.

Third, whereas s. 36 creates a summary offence, s. 37(1) creates an indictable offence. Accordingly, the six-month time limit does not apply. In addition, the penalties are higher, and consequently the offence is considered much more serious than a s. 36 offence.

The Law in Practice

Misleading advertising is not a departmentally policed area of law. In this it is unlike weights and measures or food and drugs, areas where regular routine inspections bring to light many of the violations that end up in court. Misleading advertising is virtually self-policing. That is to say, offences come to the notice of the department primarily through complaints of consumers or competitors. They are dealt with by the Misleading Advertising Division of the Combines Branch.
There are, in fact, three avenues leading to the investigation by the department of an instance of misleading advertisement. First, under s. 7 any six persons, Canadian citizens, resident in Canada, twenty-one or over, may make formal application to the Director of Investigation and Research for an inquiry into the matter. Secondly, if the Director has reason to believe that the Act has been or is about to be violated, he must cause an inquiry to be made. Thirdly, whenever he is directed by the Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs to inquire whether there is a violation, he must see that an inquiry is held (s. 8).

The vast majority of inquiries fall under the second head, and are made either because the Branch itself has had its eye on certain practices of merchants or because it has received complaints about certain advertising practices. The majority arise from complaints. Indeed, it has been the policy of the department to do all it could to encourage complaints. Considerable publicity was devoted to his end. And the publicity paid off.

Complaints come to the department from consumers, from competitors and from the Consumer Affairs Bureau. They are received either by the Trade Practices Branch in Ottawa, by the departmental regional offices or through Box 99. Since the introduction of s. 37 in mid-1969, the Misleading Advertising Division has received 7,500 complaints as of November 1972. At present, the Division is receiving 250 complaints a month about misleading advertising only. About 300 cases have led to charges under ss. 36 and 37 during the period and the majority of prosecutions have been successful.

Another gauge of the size of the problem is the number of files opened each month in the departmental filing office. Each file relates to a complaint that has to be examined. In March, 1972, the number of files opened was 304. In April it was 262. In May, 304. And these were fairly average months repeating much the pattern of the last two years' overall trend.

So the volume of complaints—what we might call the case load—is high. The same can't be said for the human resources that have to cope with it. Without going into too much detail about the administration of the department, it is easy to see that the key person, when it comes to working out how many of the complaints can be dealt with and to what degree, is the investigator. But the number of investigators across Canada is only twenty-one. It is clear, then, that the scarcity of human resources is a crucial limiting factor as regards the processing of complaints and cases under the two sections.

*Departmental Policy*

For this reason the Combines Branch has been forced to take stock and articulate for itself a policy to follow. All the complaints must be looked into, in order to see if there is any substance in them. Investigation to this level, however, needn't cause undue strain on resources. The majority
of complaints may well turn out to have little or no substance in them, or at least not to be worth pursuing further. This can be seen from a scrutiny of the files mentioned above. For example, the files investigated in this inquiry are numbered TP 808 up. At the time the research started the latest file was numbered TP 5439. Of these, 3,142 had been closed. But they are closed in three categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closed (2)—closed immediately or after preliminary investigation</td>
<td>1,767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed (3)—closed after full investigation</td>
<td>1,208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed (4)—closed after court action</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Closed (2) files at the time the research started numbered 1,767, out of a total of closed files of 3,142. In other words, nearly three-fifths of the complaints up to the time of recording raised no question under the Act and required little by way of investigation.

On the other hand, 1,375 complaints demanded further inquiry. Of these 1,208 were investigated but led to no court action, and the relevant files were eventually closed (3); 167, however, were prosecuted and the files eventually closed (4).

Investigation even only to the level resulting in a closed (3) file can be very time consuming. It is the prosecution cases, however, that form the biggest burden, especially in view of the evidentiary requirements for successful court action.

In addition to processing complaints and conducting inquiries the Branch also has been giving attention to the promotion of voluntary compliance. The programme of compliance is intended to be a vigorous and sustained programme involving education and explanation, discussion of business problems and the giving of opinions concerning the application of the Act. Businessmen are encouraged to discuss their problems with the department before they decide to introduce policies which might prove to be in conflict with the Act, and the Director and his staff study matters businessmen submit to them and indicate whether or not the adoption of proposed plans would lead the director to launch an inquiry. As part of the programme of compliance senior staff members undertake speaking engagements before trade associations and other business societies.

Clearly, then, without some policy of selection with respect to prosecutions, departmental resources would be strained beyond capacity. As the department handout dated June, 1972, puts it: “staff resources which can be made available to investigate complaints are not unlimited.” In order to meet the objectives of bringing about an overall improvement in the quality of market information directed to consumers, it will be necessary to concentrate in the selection of cases on those which are most likely to contribute to the objectives sought by the legislation. The principles followed in
assessing the priority of complaints are the degree of coverage of the advertisement, the impact of the advertisement on the public, the deterrent effect of a successful prosecution and the selection of the best cases to allow the courts to establish new principles and clarify the law.

Selectivity is manifestly then part of departmental policy and publicly articulated as such. It is noteworthy, however, that of the four principles mentioned above not one is immediately and obviously concerned with the absence of mens rea. There is no public statement to the effect that the department won't prosecute offenders whose offence arises simply from error, inadvertence or honest mistake. Whether or not this forms part of the policy can only be discovered by looking not at what the department says but what it does.

The Design of the Research

(a) Definition of lack of fault

The aim of the inquiry is to investigate whether lack of mens rea in an offender is a sufficient condition for a decision not to prosecute. To proceed with the inquiry we had to define precisely what we understood by lack of mens rea. Next we had to devise a scheme whereby to test the hypothesis.

So far as concerns the definition of mens rea, we approached this question pragmatically rather than with undue attention to philosophical and jurisprudential problems over the conceptual question. We suspected that in many cases the advertiser would tell the department that he didn't mean to mislead anyone, that he had made a mistake, or that the representation had been made by inadvertence or oversight. All such excuses, though different, maybe in important respects one from another, we considered closely related enough to be grouped together under the common heading of "honest mistake".

What we meant by this term was:

(i) that the advertiser said he had made an error or mistake;
(ii) that he was telling the truth, i.e. was being honest when he said he made a mistake.

We did not understand by the term that the mistake would only count as an honest mistake if it was reasonable to make such a mistake. For our purpose, if the advertiser made a silly, unreasonable mistake, which no sensible man in his position would—or even should—make, we would nonetheless count this as an honest mistake, provided it was clear he did make the mistake.

Having adopted this as our starting definition, we decided to proceed pragmatically. If varieties of lack of mens rea appeared that couldn't be lumped under our general heading, we would meet that difficulty when it occurred and maybe extend our definition to meet it. As appears later, this was to become important in due course.
One species of lack of fault, or lack of *mens rea*, which might have been expected to arise frequently is the excuse: "Well, I did put the advertisement in, but I never meant to mislead." To this, even one in general opposed to strict liability could justifiably reply: "You use words at their peril. You must be taken to know what they mean. And what they mean, in the ultimate, has to be decided by a court." In other words, we could adopt a Holmescan position and regard the meaning of your language as one of the teachings of common experience and something you fall short of at your peril.

In practice, however, this excuse hardly ever appeared. The reason was that it was submerged in a wider and stronger sort of excuse: "There's nothing misleading about the advertisement at all. It doesn't mean what you say it does. What it means is . . ."

(b) Pilot Project

Having determined a working definition of lack of fault, we then set about designing the project. As outlined above, the filing system neatly and conveniently classified the cases into:

- closed (2)—not deeply investigated; because no question under the Act arose;
- closed (3)—investigated but not prosecuted;
- closed (4)—prosecuted.

Our plan was to take a sample from the closed (4) subset and match it against an equal sample from the closed (3) subset. So initially we decided, as a pilot investigation, to match very small samples from each subset.

Our inquiry was much assisted by the existence of two prosecution index books in the filing office. One of them listed all the prosecutions under s. 36, the other those under s. 37. The total number of s. 36 prosecutions listed in the index, starting at 23 January, 1962, and continuing till 10 May, 1972, is 145 (though this figure is growing continually). Since our search would be through the TP files, we concentrated our attention on those prosecutions listed under TP file numbers. Beginning on 11 September, 1970, and continuing till 10 May, 1972, these numbered 39. At the time of the pilot survey, however, they numbered 33.

Likewise with the s. 37 prosecutions. The total listed, running from 17 September, 1969, to 10 May, 1972, is 91 (this figure too, of course, is growing). The total of TP cases, however, running from 26 August, 1970, to 10 May, 1972, is 71. At the time of the pilot survey it was 58.

We decided to extract five s. 36 cases and five s. 37 cases through the prosecution indexes and match them against ten non-prosecution cases extracted through the closed (3) index, five under each section. A random selection of one in seven s. 36 prosecutions and one in eleven s. 37 prosecutions produced the ten prosecution cases. The ten matching non-prosecution cases were more difficult to extract, since the s. 36 and s. 37 cases are all
listed together in one large index and at this time we had discovered no way of telling in advance (i.e. before actually scrutinizing the file) whether the case fell under one section or the other. This being so, we simply extracted at this stage ten cases out of the total closed (3) subset, randomly selecting 1 out of 120.

The information we looked for particularly in all these cases was:
1. the nature of the complaint;
2. the excuse given, if any;
3. the action taken by the Branch;
4. the reason for the action;
5. the result of the action.

Result of Pilot Project

(a) Closed (3) cases

Reasons for not prosecuting were as follows:
1—advertisement was only ancillary to a fraudulent scheme and the firm was prosecuted and investigated under the Criminal Code;
1—the case went stale and it was not certain what false statement the complaint referred to;
3—the advertisement was not considered misleading;
1—the firm had changed ownership since the complaint;
4—the Branch considered there had been an honest mistake.

Honest mistake seems to have been a significant factor in 40% of the cases. Where it is decided not to prosecute, there is a 40% likelihood that the advertiser has made an honest mistake.

(b) Prosecuted Cases

6—the defendants gave an excuse. In four of these they pleaded guilty. All six were convicted and in three cases there were prohibition orders. In one of these cases, before it was known whether the accused would advance an excuse, the Branch noted the fact that the company had already been convicted under s. 33(D), that the fraud squad had raided it and that (in the Department’s view) the officers of the company had no scruples.

4—claim of honest mistake was made, but the Branch did not accept the claim. In one case, however,—the Branch later withdrew the prosecution, so may have really attached some belief to the excuse.
The Pilot survey suggests:

1. that mistake is a factor in a significant number of cases;
2. that this number constitutes a minority of the cases, however;
3. that the proportion of prosecuted mistake cases is the same as the proportion of non-prosecuted mistake cases; and
4. that there is a correlation between non-prosecution and Branch belief in the existence of honest mistake.

The full investigation

In view of the results of the pilot survey we decided to match the totality of prosecutions listed under TP numbers against an equal sample of non-prosecution cases. At the time of starting these numbered 100, subdivided as follows:

s. 36—35
s. 37—65

We had further learned that closed (3) files were marked 36 or 37 in the issuing index to indicate what section had been considered with regard to the file. A count through this index gave the following return:

s. 36—214
s. 37—944

Accordingly, we extracted randomly as follows:

s. 36—35 out of 214, approximately 1 in 7 taking every seventh case from the index by number.

s. 37—65 out of 944, approximately 1 in 15, taking every fifteenth case.

The detailed information we looked for we listed under:

1. Place of offence;
2. Type of product;
3. Nature of complaint;
4. Excuse;
5. Reason for prosecuting/not prosecuting and in the case of prosecuted cases,
6. Plea;
7. Conviction or acquittal;
8. Penalty.

We also noted that in some cases a prosecution was considered or instituted under both sections. Where no prosecution followed we listed the
case under the section considered most relevant by the department, as appeared from the file. Where prosecution followed, in many cases—especially where a plea of guilty to the charge under one section was entered—the charge under the other was dropped. Such a case we listed under the section under which the prosecution continued. Where prosecution under both sections continued, we listed the case under the more significant or more relevant section. In doing this, however, we simply followed the way the Branch had indexed the cases itself, so that no great difficulty arose.

It had also become clear from the pilot survey that all the information we required could be found from the files. There was no need to attempt a survey by questionnaire of the investigators. One reason for this was that the ultimate decision regarding a prosecution always turned out to be made in the Branch in Ottawa and to be recorded on the file. Decisions in fact are made in two stages. First, there is the administrative decision whether or not to request the Department of Justice to prosecute. Second, there is the legal decision by the Department of Justice that there is or is not a good case to proceed. This latter decision is made on legal and evidentiary grounds and is, as it were, the advice of the lawyer to his client. The former decision, the administrative decision, is that of the client department, and is made on grounds of policy. This was the decision that we were interested in, and it could always, it seemed, be discerned from the relevant file.

If necessary, we could always supplement our findings by oral discussion with the administrative branch of the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, in order to build up an impressionistic picture.

Results of the full survey

The breakdown of cases was as follows:

(a) s. 36 prosecuted cases

1. Honest mistake not argued ........................................ 26
2. Honest mistake argued
   (a) not accepted by branch ........................................ 7
   (b) accepted but prosecuted and pleaded guilty ........ 2

   9

Total ........................................................................ 35

Of the nine “honest mistake” excuse cases, seven were not accepted by the Branch. In four of these no reason was given in the file for non-acceptance, but the excuse was only faintly argued, and the accused when charged pleaded guilty. All four were convicted. In the remaining three, no reason
was given for non-acceptance, but reasons for prosecuting were given in each case. They were:

1—there had been many complaints about the advertisement, suggesting that this was no slip or mere error.

1—the merchant said that the wrong picture had been used in the advertisement but he never complained to the newspaper that printed it.

1—the advertiser said he thought the manufacturer’s suggested retail price and the regular price were the same thing, and the Branch considered this a good case, presumably to establish clearly that they were not the same thing.

All three pleaded guilty and were fined.

The remaining two cases of the nine are more difficult. In one a national retail firm gave an excuse of honest mistake which the Branch appears to have accepted as genuine, but it nevertheless prosecuted. Although the defendant pleaded guilty, this could have been because in law they were advised that this was no defence. This was the most significant counterexample under s. 36 to the generalization that if the Branch accepts that there is an honest mistake it doesn’t prosecute. In the other case, a defendant overstated the regular price by error, having been overcharged themselves by the distributors. Here too, the Branch accepted the excuse but prosecuted and the defendants pleaded guilty. This too constitutes an important counterexample.

In none of the other twenty-six cases was there any suggestion of honest mistake.

These results did little to refute the suggestion that the presence of honest mistake was sufficient to lead to a decision not to prosecute. Though honest mistake was alleged in nine of the thirty-five cases, it was not believed in by the Branch in seven of them. In only two did the Branch prosecute despite accepting that there may have been honest mistake, and it was not clear from the files why they did. It seems fair to conclude that in prosecutions under s. 36 there is less than a 6% probability that in any prosecuted case the defendant was believed by the Branch to have made an honest mistake.

(b) s. 36 non-prosecuted cases

The breakdown was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of cases</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cases in which no offence was committed</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number in which there was insufficient evidence</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number in which there was honest mistake</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number in which either consumer complaint was satisfied or the advertiser complied with the suggestion of the Branch</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The numbers measure the frequency of appearance of reasons, so they do not total 35. But a further breakdown is as follows:

**s. 36 non-prosecuted cases**

1. Cases in which mistake was not a factor but where there was insufficient evidence, time lapse, change of business ownership, or some other reason for not prosecuting .................. 28

2. Cases in which mistake or compliance was a factor:
   
   (a) honest mistake alone ..................... 3
   
   (b) honest mistake and compliance ........... 4
       
       _7_  

   Total ........................................... 35

So the picture emerging is that when no prosecution follows there is a 20% likelihood that honest mistake is a factor, and an 8% likelihood that it is the only factor.

**s. 37 prosecuted cases**

The breakdown of cases was as follows:

1. Honest mistake not argued ........................................... 51

2. Honest mistake argued:
   
   (a) accepted by branch:
       
       (i) guilty plea ................................... 1
       
       (ii) prosecution withdrawn .................... 1
           
           _2_  

   (b) not accepted by branch:
       
       (i) reasons given:
           
           —convicted ................................... 4
           
           —acquitted ................................... 3
           
           —prosecution withdrawn .................... 2
           
           _9_  

       (ii) no reasons given:
           
           —convicted ................................... 2
           
           —acquitted ................................. _3_  

           _3_  

           _12_  

           _14_  

   Total ........................................... 65
The only difficult case for the hypothesis is the one where the Branch seemed to have accepted the excuse but prosecuted nevertheless. This, however, was a case where the defendant (described in the file as a possible “fly-by-nighter”) made a quite unsubstantiate claim for the goods he was selling. Apart from the claim being “a bit wild”, the defendant contended that he had relied completely on the advertiser when he had bought it. While the department seems to have accepted that he may have made an honest mistake and been misled, and even had some sympathy with him, there was the added difficulty in this case that the department could not reach back behind this defendant since he was the original importer. The Branch considered that someone in Canada had to take responsibility and since the defendant appeared to be the original importer, he was the one. This is the only counter-example to the hypothesis and is explicable by the very special circumstances.

In only 2 out of 65 cases then, did prosecution follow the acceptance of the excuse of honest mistake, and in one of these proceedings were dropped. The other can be explained. With this one explicable exception the hypothesis that where there is absence of fault because of honest mistake, the defendant is not prosecuted, seems to stand.

(d) s. 37 non-prosecuted cases

The breakdown is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No offence</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient evidence</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business closed or changed hands meanwhile</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too much time had elapsed</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There was a question of prosecuting for a more serious offence</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honest mistake</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers measure the frequency of appearance of reasons, so they do not total 65. But a further breakdown is as follows:

Cases in which mistake was not a factor, but where there was insufficient evidence, time lapse, change of business ownership, more serious prosecution pending, or some other reason for not prosecuting

Cases in which mistake or compliance was a factor:

(a) honest mistake alone .................. 5
(b) compliance alone ........................ 3
(c) honest mistake and compliance ........ 11

19 19

Total ........................................ 65
It seems therefore that where no prosecution follows, there is a 24% likelihood that honest mistake was a factor, and an 8% likelihood that honest mistake was the only factor. And in the non-prosecuted cases where insufficient evidence, lapse of time, etc. are not factors, there is an 80% likelihood that honest mistake was a factor.

**Preliminary Conclusion**

So far the results seemed to support the hypothesis “no fault—no prosecution”. Complete support is lacking, however, on account of three counter-examples—2 under s. 36 and 1 under s. 37. The latter seemed explicable from the files: the claim was extravagant, the defendant was the original importer, and the foreign seller whose word he claimed to have relied on could not be prosecuted. The other two could not be explained: elucidation would have to come from discussion with Branch personnel concerned. With these exceptions, however, the position seemed to be (1) if a person was prosecuted, the Branch believed him to be at fault, and (2) if the Branch believed him not to be at fault, there was no prosecution.

We also tabulated various other items of information gathered during the course of the survey, though not central to this investigation. These are shown in Tables 1-5. While they might well be useful for other studies by the Law Reform Commission, they do suggest certain questions relevant to the present inquiry:

1. Why is the average fine for national firms hardly higher than for small firms, under both sections?
2. Why is the acquittal rate so much higher under s. 37 than under s. 36—27% as opposed to 14%?
3. Why is the Prohibition Order used more in s. 37 than in s. 36—30% as opposed to 25%? When does the Department seek an Order? And how effective is it?

These questions we proposed to take up with the Department.

Accordingly, we saw our next steps as:

1. preparing a more detailed analysis of the mistake and other “no fault” cases;
2. seeking impressions from outside the Department on the view taken of offences under the two sections;
3. discussion and clarification with the Branch;
4. if necessary, a short investigation into closed (2) files.

We then turn to the more detailed analysis.

*Note: Number of “No fault” cases in all and proportion prosecuted*

The survey discloses that there were 2 judged no-fault cases prosecuted under s. 36 and 2 under s. 37; that there were 7 non-prosecuted non-fault
cases under s. 36 and 19 under s. 37. How many no-fault non-prosecuted cases were there in all?

To answer this we have to estimate the extent to which we can rely on our two non-prosecuted samples as being representative. Under s. 36 we have 20% no-fault cases in our non-prosecuted sample. Applying the standard of percentage error formula (where p = the percentage of no-fault cases, q = the percentage of other cases, n = the number in our sample) we find that the S. of P.E. = 6.6%. Our sample should be representative within 2 × standard of percentage error in either direction. So the true percentage of no-fault cases in the whole non-prosecuted population will lie between 7% and 33%; i.e. there could be anything from 15 to 70 (i.e. 7% and 33% of 214). So the proportion of no-fault cases prosecuted could be anything from 2/72 to 2/17, i.e. from 2.8% to 11.7%.

Applying the same reasoning to s. 37, where we have 28% no-fault non-prosecuted cases, we find the S. of P.E. = 5.5%. Our sample, then, will be representative within 2 × 5.5% in either direction. Accordingly the total of no-fault cases in the non-prosecuted population will be somewhere between 17% and 39% of 944, i.e. between 160 and 368. So the proportion of no-fault cases prosecuted could be anything from 2/370 to 2/162, i.e. from 0.5% to 1.2%.

**Detailed Analysis**

We next proceeded to a closer and more detailed analysis of those 71 cases where “honest mistake” was raised or where for some other reason the defendant contended that he was not really at fault in any moral sense. Having analyzed the cases, we discussed them in detail with the relevant members of the Branch, the Director’s staff, to get their reaction to our conclusions and to satisfy ourselves that we had drawn the correct inferences from the files. In this we were greatly assisted by the forethought of the Director’s staff, who arranged for all the non-prosecution files that we detailed to be checked in the office by a research student, who indeed drew to our attention factors which in some cases we had overlooked. In the light of this check and of the discussion with the Staff, who of course were the persons responsible in most cases for the decisions recorded in the files, the emerging picture began to take on a slightly different hue.

The first thing to emerge was that our categorizing of cases as cases of honest mistake was far too simplistic. For one thing, there are several different types of mistake or error, and these were worth distinguishing. For another, the defendant’s argument was not so much “I made a mistake” as “You can’t really blame me, I wasn’t meaning to do anything wrong”; and this is much wider, rougher and less formalized than “I made a mistake” — the sort of defence a lawyer, focussing his attention on *mens rea*, naturally calls to mind.
So the second upshot of the analysis was that mistake in the strict sense was not nearly so crucial as we had thought. It did play a role, but only a restricted role. In other words it was part of a wider issue altogether. Two other factors involved were the defendant’s compliance, either with the Branch when the misleading nature of the advertisement was brought to his notice, or with the dissatisfied customer himself; and the significance or insignificance of the matter in issue—how far was the whole thing trivial, and if so, what would the courts think of a Branch hauling a defendant into court over a storm in a teacup?

This led thirdly to a reconsideration of the problem where, in these cases, the decision to prosecute or not to prosecute is taken. The answer to this question turned out to be less simple than we had so far understood. Accordingly we decided to investigate further in the files, but at an earlier stage, at the stage before the case goes on for further consideration. In other words, having surveyed a sample of closed (3) and closed (4) cases, we now turned our attention to a sample of closed (2) cases, those cases that are turned down without even going forward for further investigation or discussion. In this we were helped by a full and frank discussion with the Branch member whose main responsibility it is to operate this stage and order the files closed into category (2).

Finally we discussed our findings and conclusions with the Director’s staff at a number of meetings, for which they kindly found the time. Ultimately we were fortunate enough to be able to discuss the whole problem at a full and lengthy meeting with the Director himself. By this stage the question under discussion was becoming, naturally, not so much how the staff were administering the law in practice but how the law relating to misleading advertising ought to be framed: in other words, how far strict liability should be retained.

Analysis of the Offences

Roughly speaking, the offences under ss. 36 and 37 can be termed offences of dishonesty. They are types of economic fraud. The advertiser is lying to the public and trying to cheat them.

If we apply traditional legal analysis here and distinguish between actus reus and mens rea, we can spell out the actus reus elements as
1. telling
2. the public
3. an untruth
4. to promote business.

(4) involves purpose and should more strictly be grouped with mens rea. It is convenient, however, to locate it here, since mens rea is not required by the sections (apart from the second offence listed under s. 37(1) of an advertisement intentionally so worded as to deceive).
These being the “physical” or external requirements of the offences, the actus reus defences will be

1. I never said

2. I never told the public—there was no publication

3. What I said was true

4. It was never said to promote business interest or the sale or use of an article.

These of course will not be the only defences. They are only the actus reus defences, and indeed they don’t quite cover all of those. For whereas s. 36 is concerned with false representations, s. 37 only refers to false advertisements, so that an additional actus reus defence arises: (5) it wasn’t an advertisement. Indeed, this defence has raised difficult and interesting problems, e.g., does a label qualify as an advertisement?, which lie outside the scope of our inquiry.26

Other defences relating to the actus reus and commonly raised are (6) that it wasn’t the defendant who made the representation. This often raises the technical problem of identifying the accused, a problem of considerable dimensions in certain cases where interlocking companies are involved. (7) that the evidence is incomplete: this might well be so in a case relating to a misrepresentation of the regular price, where the Branch could find it very difficult to establish what the regular price was. And (8) “it was all the fault of some stupid clerk—sloppiness is certainly not our policy, but how can you get good clerks now?”. This of course raises the question of when the clerk’s act is counted as the act of the corporation, which raises a question of strict liability or of vicarious liability.27 Without embarking on a thorough analysis we could say roughly that the act of the servant is taken to be that of the corporation if (a) it is the act of someone so high up in the structure that he can be identified with the “mind and heart” of the organization, or (b) it is the act of an ordinary employee done within the scope of his employment. Most of the cases we dealt with would not give much scope for defence (8) at a formal or court stage, since the clerk or employee who fails to give the discount offered, etc., can hardly be said to be acting outside the scope of her employment. Taking the customer’s money for the goods, after all, is what she is employed to do. Consequently, this is a contention we hear much more at the pre-trial stage when the offender and the Branch are discussing the matter together.

Mens rea (apart from the exception referred to in paragraph 98) is not required. S. 36 creates an offence of strict liability, according to the case of Allied Towers;28 s. 37 according to the Firestone case.29 If, however, absence of mens rea were a defence, then the defendant would be exonerated if in fact he wasn’t being dishonest. Broadly the mens rea defence would be

“I wasn’t acting dishonestly.”
This can be broken down into a variety of cases. We start with a representation or advertisement which is untrue and so doesn't correspond with reality. The cases then will vary according to what it is that has produced this discrepancy between reality and the representation. We divided the cases according to the following scheme:

1. "I made an error or mistake."

This in turn subdivides according to what sort of error the defendant made.

(a) he simply took the wrong one, put the wrong number or picture in the advertisement, perhaps in the rush of business—the sort of slip anyone can make,

(b) he put in the number, picture, etc., he intended, but he mistakenly thought it was the right one—e.g. he put in the price figure he meant to, only he had miscalculated and got the figure wrong.

(c) he meant to say what he did, but he was labouring under a misunderstanding—he said X was the regular price, when in fact it is not, but he misunderstood what is meant by the term "regular price."

(d) he wrongly thought that what he said was true because he was relying on what he was told by some third party.

2. "The advertisement was true, but things have changed since it was first put out"—so it isn't a case of an advertisement not corresponding with reality, but with reality altering so as to make the advertisement out of date.

3. "It may be strictly and literally untrue, but it isn't really misleading"—of course it wasn't strictly true to say that everyone wears bellbottoms, but surely that's not a lie?

4. "It may be untrue, but I'm new to this business. I am not the one who said it."

5. "But I never intended to cheat anyone. You can see that from the fact that I made every effort to satisfy the complainant."

6. (As in (5) above) "You can see that from the fact that I made every effort to satisfy the Department and changed the offending advertisement."

This sub-analysis, however, should not give the false impression that in the cases such distinctions are always drawn. Obviously a firm might air more than one such excuse at once. Obviously too, they reinforce one another. (5) and (6), for example, not only go to show lack of dishonest intention generally, but would tend to substantiate excuses (1) to (4). Moreover, since these excuses are raised and dealt with at the informal pre-trial level, they are naturally treated in a less formal and structured manner than would be the case in court, so that the distinctions are less precisely drawn and the filed information consists of a short sentence or two rather than an essay in jurisprudence. So our sub-analysis was devised simply as an aid to considering the cases.
Case Analysis

On inspection the cases broke down as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mistake</th>
<th>Prosecuted</th>
<th>Non Prosecuted</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) a slip, the wrong one, etc.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) miscalculation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) misunderstanding</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) relied on others</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Facts have changed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Not really false</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. New to business</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Satisfied the customers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Satisfied the Department</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Other factors</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these cases, the section breakdown is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total in this Group</th>
<th>Prosecuted</th>
<th>Not Prosecuted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s. 36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s. 37</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2 withdrawn)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clearly there is a substantial difference between the two sections in this respect. Of the s. 36 cases in this group only 25% were prosecuted. Of the s. 37 cases almost 40% were prosecuted. This is no doubt related to the fact that s. 37 creates indictable offences which are, therefore, and are regarded as, more serious crimes than those created by s. 36. Consequently, if there is evidence in a s. 36 case of lack of real moral fault there is less likelihood of a prosecution because, all things considered, the offence anyway is only a summary one and what the defendant actually did may have caused so little harm as to border on the trivial. By contrast in a s. 37 case, despite evidence that the defendant was without real moral fault, it may yet remain true that the offence is a serious one and considerable harm was done. For this reason the Branch would naturally be less willing to accept an excuse of mistake so readily and might even be prepared to prosecute even though it believed the excuse offered.

Next, if we consider the Branch's reaction to a plea of mistake or error, as shown in the files, we can see that it accords with what common sense
would expect. The reasons most often recorded in the files for accepting an excuse of mistake are:

1. there is evidence to substantiate it, or
2. there are other factors, with or without (1).

The reasons recorded for not accepting an excuse of mistake are:

1. there is no evidence in support of the excuse
2. there is evidence against the excuse
3. the excuse wouldn't excuse completely anyway
4. there have been lots of complaints against this firm with regard to this question
5. (where the excuse is miscalculation, misunderstanding or reliance on others) it wasn’t a reasonable mistake
6. (where the excuse is “not really false”) a desire to test whether it is false or not in court
7. the defendant’s story is just too far-fetched to believe.

The following cases extracted from the file illustrate the kinds of excuse given and the kinds of reason which might exist for accepting them or rejecting them and prosecuting. To highlight the illustration we have, where possible, compared under each section a prosecuted case with a non-prosecuted case.

1 (a) Mistake — Simple Error

1A. s. 36 Not Prosecuted

**Facts**
article advertised value “X” whereas in fact value less than “X”.

**Excuse**
seller compared the wrong model — the manufacturer makes three models.

**Reasons**
some evidence that the comparison was reasonable.

NB: There were also other factors, however, in fact no test purchase was made and the original product was unavailable.

1B. s. 36 Prosecuted

**Facts**
article advertised “X% off” but not being sold X% off the regular price.

**Excuse**
error — new girl was handling the advertisements and by error followed old copy.

**Reasons**
none

NB: Plea Not Guilty — convicted, but court considered the matter de minimis (the article only costs two or three dollars) and so imposed only a minimum penalty.

2A. s. 37 Not Prosecuted

**Facts**
article wrongly advertised as incorporating special feature.

**Excuse**
98% of the models did have this feature, so that the salesman assumed this one did too.

**Reasons**
initial decision to prosecute then case withdrawn as good explanation apparently.
2B. s. 37 Prosecuted

*Facts*

article advertised at "regular price X" when it was really less than X.

*Excuse*

error in the advertisement.

*Reasons*

advertisement placed 19 March and still not correct by April when it read "regular price X".

NB: Plea of Not Guilty and acquitted, on the ground that the prosecution failed to establish the regular price (was the court motivated by the plea of error?).

1 (b) Miscalculation

1A. s. 36 Not Prosecuted

*Facts*

advertisements inflated regular price.

*Excuse*

price of each item unique. Items part of special purchase and price worked out.

*Reasons*

article not now available, so no evidence now, but the firm complied and dropped the price; don’t waste resources by prosecuting all cases. Other prosecutions were in hand.

1B. s. 36 Prosecuted

*Facts*

advertisement inflated regular price.

*Excuse*

firm had to calculate regular price from customs duties, markup, etc. Mistake in the price.

*Reasons*

none

NB: The excuse would only apply to one of the prices.

1 (c) Misunderstanding

1A. s. 36 Not Prosecuted

*Facts*

firm giving constant discount off the "regular value", but in fact their discount price now equals the regular price.

*Excuse*

manager misunderstood Branch guideline—thought "regular price" meant price previously marked, not price previously obtained.

*Reasons*

complied with Branch advice.

1B. s. 36 Prosecuted

*Facts*

advertisement inflated regular price.

*Excuse*

thought regular price identical with list price.

*Reasons*

the article was a well-known model so defendants were most probably aware of the true picture.

NB: Defendant pleaded guilty.

1 (d) Reliance on Third Party

s. 36 Prosecuted

*Facts*

goods advertised regular price was $20, stated to be $42.

*Excuse*

seller relied on a dealer who said they were selling for $42 in another city.

*Reasons*

none

NB: Defendant pleaded guilty.
2. Facts Have Changed

1A. s. 37 Not Prosecuted

**Facts**
on Saturday sale of articles advertised, but none on sale on Monday.

**Excuse**
by error some flyers were distributed on Saturday, so that sale had to begin then. As a result, all sold out by Monday. Number of articles in stock based on last year's figures. Rainchecks given to disappointed customers for similar articles at reduced prices.

**Reasons**
excuse substantiated.

1B. s. 37 Prosecuted

**Facts**
goods advertised as of higher quality than they were.

**Excuse**
originals out of stock—these are substitutes.

**Reasons**
substitutes sent out over a long period, even before the advertisement appeared.

2A. s. 37 Not Prosecuted

**Facts**
features advertised—not incorporated in fact.

**Excuse**
at 12th hour feature removed due to circumstances beyond firm's control. Other customers satisfied. Firm trying hard to smooth out initial difficulties.

**Reasons**
not clear what description of feature meant—note action taken by firm—the matter seems trivial.

2B. s. 37 Prosecuted

**Facts**
advertisement—"world's largest display of certain items".

**Excuse**
1. items delayed at customs border; 2. error—ad man copies last year's publicity; 3. the truck bringing the items broke down.

**Reasons**
1. there were only three items anyway; 2. no record of entry at customs border.

3. "Not Really False"

1A. s. 37 Not Prosecuted

**Facts**
contest prize: failing to live up to advertisement.

**Excuse**
complainant got wrong information but now satisfied.

**Reasons**
"communication breakdown".

1B. Prosecuted

**Facts**
"odorless" material advertised, but had a faint smell.

**Excuse**
though no material of this type could be completely odorless, this is as odorless as you could get.

**Reasons**
this still doesn't make it odorless.
2A. Not Prosecuted

**Facts**
advertisement offering to buy articles—in fact the seller had to solicit advertisements for the “buyer”.

**Excuse**
advertisement really devised by advertiser’s principal.

**Reasons**
advertiser apparently acted in good faith, no longer in the business, so no value in prosecuting.

2B. Prosecuted

**Facts**
goods advertised at X cents but cost more.

**Excuse**
seller gives a coupon for a service worth the difference.

**Reasons**
dubious situation, continued to use sign after problem drawn to his attention.

3A. Not Prosecuted

**Facts**
articles described as “X” but in reality “Y”.

**Excuse**
in the trade “X” is a recognized description for this quality “Y”.

**Reasons**
some supporting evidence for trade usage. Firm no longer uses this advertisement. Firm recognized problem and adjusted practice accordingly.

3B. Prosecuted

**Facts**
“duty-free goods from duty-free centre” but goods not duty-free.

**Excuse**
firm pays duty, puts low markup, so customer pays no duty.

**Reasons**
no such premises exist as “duty-free centre” for such goods.

The above case comparison should suffice to show at work the sort of consideration operating in the decisions to prosecute or not to prosecute. We should stress that they only serve to indicate roughly how the Branch’s mind works. They are not to be taken as hard and fast rules. In discussing these cases with the Branch, however, we realized that we had taken insufficient note of several crucial points. First, in some cases mistake could operate to negative actus reus and so prevent an offence from having been committed. Secondly, in most of the cases where there was no prosecution, mistake was far from being the only factor.

**Mistake and Actus Reus**

If a seller advertises his goods at X dollars “regular price Y dollars”, he commits an offence if the regular price is less than Y dollars. Now if he put “Y dollars” by mistake, this goes only to mens rea, which is not required, and provides no defence. If, however, it was the newspaper that made the mistake (e.g. copying down a wrong figure), then this goes to actus reus. For now we can no longer say that the seller has advertised the regular price as being Y dollars. Some of the cases which we listed under mistake and which seemed to show the Branch as accepting the excuse of honest mistake turned out in fact to be cases of this kind. In fact the Branch was accepting the defence because it did, even as the law stands, negative guilt.
This is also true of that species of mistake which we listed under “not really false”. The line between cases where the advertisement is only strictly untrue so that in fairness one ought not to prosecute and cases where the advertisement is not really untrue at all so that no offence has been committed is extremely hard to draw. But some of the cases which we tended to put into the former category could well be put into the latter. “Everyone’s wearing bell-bottoms” for example: this isn’t true. But is it a case where we should say it would be too harsh to prosecute because the advertiser never meant to mislead and be taken literally? Or is it one where we have to say no one’s being misled?

Mistake and Other Factors

The second point which we had not always sufficiently appreciated was the fact that though mistake might be contended and be accepted by the Branch, it might well have been the least important factor at work in the decision not to prosecute. The sort of factor at work might be that time was running out, that the evidence was not a hundred per cent satisfactory from the Branch’s point of view, that the case was too trivial to proceed, that there were other prosecutions pending against the same firm for the same offence, that the offence was in fact part of a whole fraudulent scheme which should be prosecuted as fraud, that the complainant wished to drop the proceedings, that the complainant was now satisfied, or that the Branch was now satisfied. These were the commonest of the other factors we found to be at work.

Re-assessment of the Cases

In the light of these two factors we recalculated the number of cases. We found that in the mistake cases where there was no prosecution we had not taken into account cases where there was really no offence. In five of these cases the mistake (two being mistake on the part of a third party such as the newspaper carrying the advertisement) resulted in there being no offence committed. Also we had failed to take into account that in eleven cases there was evidence not only of mistake but also of a co-operative attitude on the part of the defendant; in five cases the matter was reckoned to be trivial; and in nine cases there were other factors such as those listed in para. 106. Accordingly the corrected totals were:

Non-Prosecuted Cases under ss. 36-37, where “no fault” was argued:

Reasons for not prosecuting

Mistake ................................................................. 5
Mistake and Compliance ........................................ 5
Mistake and Other factors ................................. 6
Trivial matter ....................................................... 5
Compliance .......................................................... 3
| Compliance and Other factors (other than mistake) | 14 |
| Other factors | 4 |
| No offence | 5 |
| Total | 47 |

Conclusions from Closed (3) and Closed (4) Files

From this detailed analysis, following on the larger survey, we concluded that mistake played a lesser role than we had imagined. On the other hand, if we widened the concept of "no moral fault" to cover all cases where for some reason or other it might be true that the seller or advertiser was not really being dishonest, then the hypothesis that the Director’s staff were not inclined to prosecute cases involving no moral fault seemed to stand up. Of the 100 prosecuted cases under ss. 36 and 37, 47 were cases where "no fault" in this wider definition was argued and the remainder were cases where "no fault" was not argued but other factors prevented prosecution. Of the 47 cases where "no fault" was argued 38 seem not to have been prosecuted because of this lack of fault and 9 because of other factors.

Accordingly, the survey and detailed analysis show that
1. out of 200 cases in total the number of cases where "no fault" is raised is 71—35% ;
2. out of 100 prosecuted cases "no fault" is raised in 24 cases—24% ;
3. out of 100 non-prosecuted cases "no fault" is raised in 47 cases—47% ;
4. out of this 100 the number of cases not prosecuted partly because of "no fault" in a wider sense is 38—38% .

In conclusion, "no fault" in this wider sense is a factor in the decision. On the other hand, if we narrow the area of those cases where "no fault" in the wider sense was the only factor, then we find that the total of non-prosecuted cases was only 13.

The Problem of Scarce Resources

A legal researcher is naturally inclined to view the problem from the point of view of possible defences and to focus attention on the question of presence or absence of fault. Discussion with the Director and his staff, however, drew our attention to the quite different considerations which they, as administrators, have to take into account also—considerations which are obvious and based on common sense but which are easily lost sight of in a jurisprudential inquiry. For bearing in mind the extremely limited resources of the Director’s staff, one realizes that uppermost in their minds must be the question whether a particular prosecution justifies its cost in terms of time, money, etc. This is why in some of the cases it was decided, however
clearly or obviously an offence had been committed, that the triviality of the matter was such that it did not justify prosecuting. In our sample at least five cases fell clearly into this category. Moreover, we felt that there were others were, although this was nowhere spelt out and recorded, the same consideration applied. For the impression we got from the staff was that one of the overriding factors in applying and enforcing this area of law was the degree of harm caused by the misleading advertisement and the degree to which the public needed protection. And just as in ordinary law the gravity of an offence appears to be gauged partly by the amount of actual harm done and the “wickedness of intent” on the part of the defendant, so here the seriousness of the matter seems to be measured partly by the extent of actual harm done and the degree of dishonesty on the advertiser’s part. So the less dishonest the advertiser, the more likely is the staff to regard the matter as not warranting prosecution.

This is partly common sense. It is partly also a result of the social reaction to offences committed “without fault” and above all of the reaction of courts. In this scarce resources operation the staff are highly concerned, as they made clear to us, to preserve their credibility in the courts. To “waste time” prosecuting cases where the defendant was clearly in no way dishonest would do little to present the courts with the image of a Department seriously concerned with important and “real” offences. Indeed, two cases of our sample of 71 “no fault” cases bear this out. In one the court appears to have acquitted (wrongly surely from a strictly legal point of view) on account of the absence of fault. In the other the court convicted but considered the matter trivial and gave a minimum penalty.

Locating the Decision

Another result of our survey was to raise the question of how far the decision was actually taken at the closed (3) and closed (4) stage. Some doubt was thrown on our possibly too facile view by our further discussions with the Director’s staff. On the one hand we had been under the misapprehension that the decision to prosecute was that of the Branch, while the Justice personnel were there only to advise the client department whether it had a good case or not. Indeed, the exact relation between the latter and the Justice personnel is hard to describe, but as one member put it to us, perhaps the best way of looking at it is to say that Justice is like a large law firm and the Department is one large client, and so it is convenient that those members of that law firm who work solely on that client’s affairs should be physically located in the Department’s offices. Yet, in the final analysis it seems the Branch, when deciding to prosecute, hands over the case to Justice “for such action as the Attorney-General thinks best”, so that ultimately the decision to prosecute or not is not that of the Department but of Justice.

Though Justice may on occasion turn down a case submitted to it by the Branch, normally it will follow the Branch’s recommendation. In the same
way we had the feeling that by the time a case had got beyond the closed (2) stage it had gone far enough and involved enough Departmental resources to militate against too simple a rejection. This would be extremely hard to gauge, but we did decide to make a short investigation of the closed (2) files to see what considerations were at work at this stage.

Closed (2) Files Analyzed

Before examining these files we had a discussion with the staff member solely responsible for the cases at this stage. He gave us to understand that almost half the files are closed because they are without substance and that the rest divide equally into those where there is insufficient evidence, where there is no fault on the advertiser’s part, and where other action is more appropriate. The first half tends to be closed immediately, the second half after further information is received.

Inspection of the filing indexes and records revealed that by the end of the period under investigation about 3,700⁰⁰ files had been closed into the closed (2) category. We decided to survey a sample of 100 of these files. Accordingly, we took a randomised selection of one in 37 files. Our survey gave us the following figures:

1. Cases without substance .................................................. 46
2. Cases with administrative problems:
   (a) insufficient evidence ................................................. 12
   (b) other action more appropriate .................................. 14
   (c) other factors (i.e. out of time) ................................. 12
      38
3. Cases lacking fault:
   (a) mistake or improvement .......................................... 10
   (b) customer satisfied ................................................ 3
   (c) no further advertisement ...................................... 3
      16
Total ................................................................. 100

Our conclusion from these figures was that if we group the last three figures together there is a small yet sizable quantity of cases closed at this initial stage because the investigator or administrator thinks that the lack of fault means that use of resources would not be justified in prosecuting. This was not out of line with our findings on the main survey and the detailed analysis. "No fault" does play some part in the decision not to forward a case for prosecution. It does not, however, play a conclusive part. Added
to other factors it can render a case "not worth prosecuting". By itself it may not suffice, as is shown by the main counter-example to our thesis. This was a case (TP 1508) where vinyl flooring was being advertised and the regular price was inflated due to a mistake, and where the staff appeared to have accepted that a mistake was made but decided to prosecute nevertheless.

General Conclusion of Part II

On the other hand a tendency in the Director's staff not to prosecute if the defendant is not really being dishonest is clearly established. Equally, it is submitted, it is self-evidently justified. The object of the staff is to prevent fraud to the public and to ensure truthful advertising. This is an object best secured by education and enlisting the co-operation of advertisers rather than by too officious policing of the Act. A "strict liability administration" of the Act would be as costly as it would be counterproductive, it seems.

So what would be the reaction of the Branch if the law were altered to reflect this recognition of the need for fault? Would the Branch be adversely affected by the abolition of strict liability in this area? The result of this discussion we leave till after a consideration of the Food and Drugs and Weights and Measures Investigation, since the same point arises there too and the two areas can best be dealt with together.
### TABLE 1

**S. 36 Prosecutions**

*Convictions, Acquittals and Penalties*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Acquitted</th>
<th>50-100</th>
<th>100+</th>
<th>200+</th>
<th>300+</th>
<th>400+</th>
<th>500+</th>
<th>1000+</th>
<th>Prohibition Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Sample</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of Firm—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large/National</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Av Fine = 300)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Av Fine = 200)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Mistake&quot; raised</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average*
## TABLE 2

S. 37 Prosecutions

*Convictions, Acquittals and Penalties*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Acquitted</th>
<th>50–100</th>
<th>100+</th>
<th>200+</th>
<th>300+</th>
<th>400+</th>
<th>500+</th>
<th>1000+</th>
<th>Prohibition Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Sample</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of Firm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large/National</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Av* Fine = 300)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Av Fine = 200)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Mistake&quot;</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average

## TABLE 3

Non-Prosecutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S. 36</th>
<th>S. 37</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large National</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>S. 36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Acquitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appliances</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autos, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Material</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpets</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contests (See note 31)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detergents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs, Cosmetics, etc.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realty, Apartments</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewing Machines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV, Radio, Stereo</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Acquitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appliances</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autos</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building materials</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpets</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detergents</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs and Cosmetics</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographic</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realty, Apartments</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewing Machines</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV, Radio, Stereo</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHART 2

s. 36 – Non-Prosecuted

Total – 35

No offence
or
Insufficient evidence
or
Time lapse
or
Business changed

Others – 7

Honest Mistake – 3

Honest Mistake and Compliance – 4
CHART 3

Prosecutions Under s. 37

Total - 65

Mistake argued - 14

Believed - 2
(1 - Plea Guilty
1 - Prosecution withdrawn)

No reason given - 3
(2 Convicted
1 Acquitted - Court thought "honest mistake")

Not believed - 12

Mistake not argued - 51

Reasons for proceeding given - 9

Evidence suggesting no mistake - 5
(2 pleaded guilty
3 acquitted)

Story Unbelievable - 2
(1 convicted after plea NG
1 prosecution withdrawn)

No Evidence supporting mistake - 2
(1 pleaded guilty
1 prosecution withdrawn)
CHART 4

Prosecutions Under ss. 36 and 37

Total - 100

Mistake argued - 23

Believed - 4

Evidence suggesting no mistake - 6

No evidence supporting mistake - 3

Reason for proceeding - 12

No reasons given for proceeding - 7

Mistake not argued - 77

Not believed - 19

Other reasons - 3
CHART 5

s. 37 – Non-Prosecuted

Total – 65

- No offence
  - or
  - Insufficient evidence
  - or
  - Business closed
  - or
  - Time lapse
  - or
  - More serious prosecution pending

46

Honest mistake – 5

Honest mistake and compliance – 11

Compliance – 3

Others – 19
**CHART 6**

ss. 36 – 37 Non-Prosecuted Cases

Total - 100

- Honest mistake - 8
- Honest mistake and compliance - 15
- Compliance - 3
- Others - 26

No offence
- or Insufficient evidence
- or Business closed
- or Time lapse
- or More serious prosecution pending

74
CHART 7
Prosecuted and Non-Prosecuted Cases Under ss. 36 and 37
Where "No Fault" Was Argued

Total: 71

- Mistake (39)
  - Facts Changed (10)
  - "Not True" (14)
  - New to Business (1)
  - Satisfied the Customer (2)
  - Satisfied the Dept. (3)
  - Other Factors (2)

- Slip (29)
- Misunderstanding (4)
- Miscalculation (2)
- Relied on Third Party (4)

Pros: 16
Non-Pros: 23
Pros: 2
Non-Pros: 6
Pros: 8
Non-Pros: 6
Pros: 0
Non-Pros: 0
Pros: 0
Non-Pros: 3
Pros: 0
Non-Pros: 1

Pros: 9
Non-Pros: 20
Pros: 2
Non-Pros: 2
Pros: 1
Non-Pros: 1
Pros: 4
Non-Pros: 0
CHART 8

Non-Prosecuted Cases Under ss. 36 and 37
Where "No Fault" Was Argued

Total: 47

- Mistake Alone: 5
- Mistake and Co-operation: 5
- Mistake and Other Factors other than co-operation: 5
- Triviality: 5
- Co-operation Alone: 3
- Other Factors: 4
- No Offence: 5
Weights and Measures and Food and Drugs

Introduction

The second part of the investigation proved far simpler. As a result, this part of the report is considerably shorter than Part II. The reasons are twofold. First the law relating to these areas is more cut and dried; secondly, while discretion has a role, this has been carefully regulated by departmental policy.

First the law. Misleading advertising law is broadly stated in two sections of the Combines Investigation Act. The details therefore have had to be worked out by the courts and are still being worked out. Consequently, there are grey areas where one can't be sure if an offence has been committed or not. For instance, is a label an advertisement in the eyes of the law? In such cases, the department may understandably not wish to employ scarce resources uneconomically and may therefore decide not to prosecute. In some it may also be suggested that the merchant was not at fault. In any event, there are many such cases, the files on them are lengthy and it took time to investigate them.

By contrast, the law relating to Weights and Measures and Food and Drugs is more precisely stated in details in a wealth of sections and regulations. Far less room is left for uncertainty. In general the law here leaves less to discretion, there are fewer non-prosecuted cases in the files, and those there are proved a lot shorter and easier to digest.

In fact the ratio between the prosecuted and non-prosecuted cases in Weights and Measures and Food and Drugs is the reverse of that in misleading advertising cases. In the misleading advertising files, we counted roughly 100 prosecuted as against about 1,200 non-prosecuted cases; and these 1,200 were merely cases which the Director's staff decided after investigation not to prosecute—they didn't include the larger number of cases not even sent forward for further investigation. The ratio, therefore, of prosecuted to non-prosecuted cases was 1:12. By contrast, in Weights and Measures we counted
39 prosecuted cases as against 23 non-prosecuted—a ratio of nearly 2:1 and in Food and Drugs we counted 105 prosecuted cases as against 34 non-prosecuted—a ratio of just over 3:1.

One reason for this difference is the difference between the ways in which cases are initiated in the three areas. A misleading advertising case is initiated by a complaint from a customer or member of the public. It then has to be investigated to discover whether an offence is being committed, and not surprisingly the number of cases without substance outweighs the number of cases with. Food and Drugs cases, however, like Weights and Measures cases, are most often initiated by an inspector discovering that (in the inspector’s view) an offence is being committed. Naturally, therefore, it is more than likely to be true that an offence is being committed, and so not surprising that the number of cases proceeded with should outweigh the number of cases dropped.

All the same, as the existence of these non-prosecuted cases shows, discretion does play a part in Weights and Measures and Food and Drugs. Its role, however, has been formalized; and this is the second way in which the situation regarding these areas differs from that regarding misleading advertising. When these two areas came under the jurisdiction of the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, the Department took the opportunity of working out and articulating a comprehensive policy concerning the prosecution of offences, a policy which we consider in detail later on. Since this policy regulates the discretion to prosecute, little problem arises in the individual case. The only question tends to be whether or not a case fulfills the criteria required by the departmental policy for prosecution. As a result, the filed reports tend to be much briefer and in many cases, mention no reasons for prosecuting or not prosecuting. Where an offence is reported by the inspector, this seems sufficient reason for prosecuting. Reasons, if they are to be found, are more to be expected in the less frequent case where there is no prosecution.

Nevertheless, the inquiry into Weights and Measures and Food and Drugs has greater importance than the length of this part of the report would suggest. For the routine system adopted by the department in these areas suggests a possible way of reconciling the demand of justice for a fault-based criminal law and the demand of expediency for a strict liability system that can be simply administered and enforced.

The Law

The law on both Weights and Measures and Food and Drugs is much more voluminous than the law on misleading advertising. The law on Weights and Measures is contained in the Weights and Measures Act,53 and regulations made thereunder. The Act itself contains 54 sections and 4 schedules; the Weights and Measures regulations number 25 and contain 9 schedules. Sec-
tions 40-53 are the sections concerning offences, such as selling short weight, measure or quantity (section 43); using in trade false or unjust weight, measure, weighing machine or measuring machine (section 45); and knowingly using a falsified weight, etc. On the whole, these sections have not given rise to such difficult jurisprudential problems as have sections 36 and 37 of the Combines Investigation Act. The regulations clarify and define the Act and in particular lay down the tolerances.

The Food and Drugs Act has 46 sections and 8 schedules. Offences are created by sections 3-21, 22 (5)-(7), 34 and 42. An example is s. 5:

1. No person shall label, package, treat, process sell or advertise any food in a manner that is false, misleading or deceptive or is likely to create an erroneous impression regarding its character, value, quantity, composition, merit or safety.

2. An article of food that is not labelled or packaged as required by the regulations, or is labelled or packaged contrary to the regulations shall be deemed to be labelled or packaged contrary to subsection (1).

and s. 6:

where a standard has been prescribed for a food, no person shall label, package, sell or advertise any article in such a manner that it is likely to be mistaken for such food, unless the article complies with the prescribed standard.

The regulations run into a hundred and fifty pages, or more.

Both Weights and Measures offences and Food and Drugs offences are severally considered offences of strict liability. As regards Weights and Measures, R. v. Piggly-Wiggly Canadian Limited decided that mens rea was not an essential element of the offence created by section 63 of the Weights and Measures Act (selling or delivering anything by weight, measure or number which is short of the quantity ordered or purchased). As regards Food and Drugs, section 29 of the Act provides that an accused may be acquitted if he proves that he purchased the article in question from another person in its packaged form and sold it in the same package and in the same condition and also that he couldn’t with reasonable diligence have ascertained that the sale of the article would be in contravention of the Act. But this doesn’t apply unless the accused, at least 10 days before the day fixed for trial, gives written notice that he wishes to use this defence and discloses the name and address of the person from whom he purchased the article. This would imply that, apart from this defence (where the onus is on the accused), there is no defence of mistake of absence of fault.

Recently, however, a Saskatchewan District Court has decided that mens rea is an essential element of the offence created by s. 5(1) of the Food and Drugs Act. This decision—R. v. Standard Meat Ltd. [1972] 4 W.W.R. 373, was appealed; the higher court endorsed the more general view that this is a strict liability area.
The Law in Practice

The administration of the two areas of the law falls under the jurisdiction of the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. The first line of attack is the inspector. An inspector may issue a verbal warning to an offender. He may, if his Regional Manager has delegated this authority to him, issue a written warning, or else he will recommend that a written warning be issued or he may recommend a prosecution.

This recommendation will go to his Regional supervisor, who will normally accept it and pass it on to the Regional Manager, who in turn will nearly always accept the recommendation of his subordinate and forward the case to the Department Headquarters in Ottawa. The Department next forwards the case to any other relevant department, for example a Food and Drugs case will be forwarded to the Department of National Health and Welfare for its comments.

The reason for these inter-departmental consultations lies in the history of the matter. Originally jurisdiction over Food and Drugs offences lay with the Department of Health and Welfare but in due course those offences which particularly related to consumer protection (i.e. offences of deception in food labelling) were placed under the aegis of the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, whereas those relating to safety and health hazards remained with the original Department. Consequently the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs affords the Department of National Health and Welfare an opportunity to make such comments, on the basis of its long experience in administering the Act as a whole, as they think useful with respect to a prosecution.

After such comments are received, a routine case will then be remitted to the region, and the Manager instructed to proceed in co-operation with the local Justice Department officials; if there is no Justice Department official in the relevant area, a legal representative will be appointed by the Justice Department in Ottawa. A non-routine case, i.e. one raising particular legal difficulties, will be passed for consideration to the Department of Justice, which has 2 members connected with the consumer programme and permanently located in the Headquarters of the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs.

Such is the chain of procedure concerning prosecution under these Acts. When it is borne in mind, however, that the number of inspectors is small, it is readily understandable that by no means all infractions can be prosecuted. Since there are only 19 Food and Drugs inspectors (with 3 vacant posts) and 169 Weights and Measures inspectors for the whole of Canada, clearly, selectivity is inevitable. For this reason, the Department has worked out a careful and detailed approach to the problem.
This approach is described in Policy Circular (Consumer Affairs) No. 70-1, March 2, 1970. The Circular sets out the objective of the Bureau’s retail enforcement program as being
to reduce incidents of economic loss by consumers and insure that consumers’ choice is based on accurate mandatory information.
The Circular then lists the goals of the program as follows:
(a) to realize through an effective compliance program
   (i) the specific objectives of the Acts being administered:
       —the accuracy of Weights and Measures used in trade;
       —the proper grading, labelling and marking of food;
       —the prevention of fraud and deception with respect to food.
   (ii) the ultimate general objectives of this legislation:
       —the reduction of economic loss by consumers;
       —honest competition in the marketplace and improvement in the quality of food offered for sale;
(b) to ensure consistent and uniform application of the law;
(c) to ensure an approach to infractions that is logical, consistent and fair and sufficiently stringent to deter wilful contraventions;
(d) to maximize compliance at a minimum cost to consumers and government.
Finally, the Circular describes the operating objectives as follows:
(a) to implement the enforcement program designed to educate consumers and retailers concerning the law;
(b) by inspection activity to encourage retailers to comply not only with the law but also with the ultimate objective of the law and to deter and determine non-compliance with the law;
(c) to issue warnings (including instructions to re-grade and re-pack and re-label) and/or to prosecute for violation of the law.

From the standpoint of the present investigation, the most important part of the Circular concerns contraventions. These are divided into four categories.

1. Offences which represent danger to health or safety of the individual, e.g. selling hazardous products banned under Part 1 of the schedule to the Hazardous Products Act.49

   These offences are to be prosecuted without warning.

2. Acts which are clearly wilful, because of their very nature; e.g. interfering with an inspector, selling horsemeat as beef, adjusting a scale so that it is unjust.

   These are to be prosecuted without warning.

3. Acts which are wilful or unwilful, depending on the facts of the case; e.g. deliberately or unintentionally using a scale that is inac-
curate, selling vegetables marked one grade better than they are, adding too much filler to meat product.

If there is clear evidence that these were done deliberately, they are to be prosecuted without warning.

If there is no evidence whether or not they were done deliberately, a warning is to be issued.

4. Acts of such minor nature that prosecution is only appropriate in the case of habitual offenders.

There are, then, 3 types of offences which are to be prosecuted without warning:

- Health hazards;
- Wilful acts of their very nature; and
- Acts which there is evidence to suggest have been deliberately committed.

The first category does not concern us; for the Department's responsibility in this field is under the Hazardous Products Act and not the Food and Drugs Act. Offences of the second and third category, however, do fall under the Acts which concern this investigation, and they are, according to the circular, to be prosecuted without warning. Other offences, i.e. offences that are neither a danger to health and safety, nor committed deliberately, are to be dealt with by written warning. Normally only one such warning is issued, a second violation being dealt with by prosecution. And habitual offenders may be prosecuted without warning.

The Problem of Fault in our Inquiry

Clearly, this cut-and-dried approach to selection goes far to limit the scope and value of the present inquiry. The warning system means roughly that whenever the Department prosecutes, it believes the offender was at fault morally since he acted deliberately or at least negligently. This belief will be based either on the ground that the offence is by nature one than can only be committed deliberately, or on the ground that the offender was acting deliberately or carelessly because he had already been warned. A priori it is unlikely, therefore, that there will be any cases of prosecution in the absence of such fault, or at least of departmental belief in the existence of fault, on the defendant's part. It is equally unlikely that there will be cases where the department believes there is fault on the defendant's part but declines to prosecute. These were the a priori conclusions we set out to test.

Pilot Project

(a) Weights and Measures

The Weights and Measures cases whose files we examined ran from April 1970 to March 1972. There were 39 prosecuted and 23 non-prosecuted cases. For the pilot project, we selected 5 prosecuted and 5 non-prosecuted cases at random.
Our search was for:
1. prosecutions of defendants without fault; and
2. evidence in non-prosecutions that Departmental belief in defendant’s lack of fault led to the decisions not to prosecute.

Of the 5 prosecuted cases the breakdown was as follows:
3—previous warnings issued.
2—no warning, no other reason given.

In these two cases, however, there was no evidence whether a previous warning had been given or not.

Of the 5 non-prosecuted cases the breakdown was as follows:
1—not prosecuted because of difficulties regarding evidence.
2—not prosecuted partly because too much time had elapsed.
1—a possible partial honest error on the part of the defendant.
1—the defendant was striving to perfect its weights and no justice would be served by prosecuting.

Our conclusion was (1) that there was no evidence that defendants not at fault had been prosecuted and (2) there was some slight evidence in two cases that lack of fault led to a decision not to prosecute. In one, where there had possibly been an error by the defendant, there were in fact other reasons for not prosecuting—the prosecution witness was a poor witness and time was running out. In the other, where there were no such difficulties, the file notes that the defendant was co-operating with the objects of the legislation. The fact was, however, that the defendant was being prosecuted on a large number of charges, had been convicted on 28 charges and fined $4,200, and had improved his practice. Accordingly, the remaining charges were dropped.

(b) Food and Drugs

The Food and Drugs files we examined ran from March 1970 to March 1972. There were 105 prosecution and 34 non-prosecution cases.

The 5 prosecution cases had a breakdown as follows:
4—previous warning issued.
1—no warning.

The latter was a case of adding non-permitted preservative—an offence that can only be committed deliberately—and the offence admitted “we are caught”, so no warning was needed.

The breakdown of the 5 non-prosecution cases was as follows:
2—probably no offence committed.
1—evidence difficulties.
1—defendant now out of business.
1—business had changed hands.
We concluded, therefore, that (1) in no prosecution case was the defendant without fault; and (2) there was no evidence that lack of fault had led to the decision not to prosecute.

Our general conclusion from both parts of the pilot study, therefore, was that

(1) all prosecuted defendants would have been morally at fault; and
(2) there was very slight evidence that lack of such moral fault might have contributed to decisions not to prosecute.

The Full Survey

(a) Weights and Measures

As there were 23 non-prosecuted cases and 39 prosecuted cases, we selected randomly 23 prosecuted to match with the 23 non-prosecuted cases. The breakdown of the Prosecuted Cases was as follows:

23 cases were selected, and the offences were divided as follows:

| Short weight | 21 |
| False scale  | 2  |

**Plea**

17 pleaded guilty
6 pleaded not guilty
All 23 were convicted.

**Fine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>up to $75</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$150</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$300</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$800 - $1,200</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Status**

12 defendants were corporations, 11 private individuals.

**Warnings**

9 cases had warnings, and there were 3 previous prosecutions.

**Comments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previously warned and/or prosecuted (intent mentioned in 3 cases)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent indicated by extent of practice</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent indicated by extent of the shortage</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No previous warning appears in file</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total                                                               23
The Non-Prosecuted Cases broke down as follows:

Of the 23 cases, 20 involved short weight, and 3 involved a false scale. 10 defendants were corporations, 13 private individuals.

**Reasons for Not Prosecuting** (as checked with the Index Book)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time expired or insufficient time</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner bankrupt</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Evidence</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawn on recommendation of inspector and Crown counsel</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No reason appears in Index Book</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>23</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The files of the 7 cases for which no reasons were recorded in the Index Book produced the following reasons:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business changed hands</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defendant bankrupt</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong name charged</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cases probably pending</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No record of warning</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honest error</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective Law</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>7</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the "no previous warning" case, there was no record of a warning letter having been sent, although this had been recommended, and so the Department did not proceed. In the "Defective Law" case, the problem was that the law was ambiguous as drafted, and the Department did not think it right to try and get the court to rewrite the Act and remedy the defect in this way. Two cases of short weight concerned the same company which had already been prosecuted several times, and paid a large total of fines. In one case of short weight, the Department did not proceed because the shop concerned had recently changed hands, and the new owner should have had the scales checked by the Department. Since the owner had tried to co-operate and had had the scales replaced by new ones, but had not realized that those had to be checked also, the Department felt it was an honest mistake. This was the only case in which the defence of honest mistake was raised. In the remaining cases the Department was not in a position to proceed.

So far as the Weights and Measures are concerned, then we conclude that the warning system may bring about a result whereby a defendant is not prosecuted unless he is believed to be morally at fault. This seems to emerge
from the prosecuted cases. In 14 of those cases, there was either clear
evidence of intention or previous warning. In the other 9 cases too, which
were all prosecutions for short-weight sale of pre-packed meat where
there was no record of any previous warning it is possible that warnings were
issued.

So far as concerns the non-prosecuted cases, in 18 the Department was
not in a position to proceed. As to the remaining 5 cases, one was dropped
because the law was defective, another because the defendant was not really
blameworthy, another because no warning had been issued, and the other
two because the defendant had already been prosecuted.

(b) **Food and Drugs**

As there were 105 prosecuted cases and 34 non-prosecuted cases, we
selected 34 prosecuted cases to match with the 34 non-prosecuted cases. The
**prosecuted cases** broke down as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adulteration/Composition</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labelling</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Measure</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (Assault)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Plea**

In 22 cases there was a plea of guilty.
In 5 cases there was a plea of not guilty.
In 7 cases the plea was not in the records.
All 34 were convicted.

**Status**

15 of the defendants were limited companies, 19 private individuals.

**Fine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to $75</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$150</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$400</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$600</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000 or over</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comments

1. Previous warning (one warning—4
   multiple warnings—10) ........................................ 14

2. Previous convictions ........................................ 5

3. No previous warning
   (a) substitution of food matter
      (e.g. cod for haddock, beef
      liver for calf) .......................................... 3
   (b) adulteration of coffee with
      chicory .................................................. 3
   (c) use of non-permitted preservative or colouring ............ 6
   (d) incorrect percentage of alcohol
      in a cider-type drink—
      prosecuted in order to protect
      the public ............................................. 1
   (e) false labelling of margarine ....... 1
   (f) insufficient net content in
      milk ................................................... 1

................................................................. 15

Total ................................................... 34

Fourteen of these 15 no-warning cases concern deliberate offences, for
which no warning is required. The exception is 3(f)—insufficient net content
in milk—where (in the opinion of members of the Department with whom we
discussed the cases) in all probability a warning was issued but not recorded.

Non-Prosecuted Cases

In these cases, 20 of the defendants were limited companies, 14 private
individuals. In the 34 non-prosecuted cases, the offences were divided as
follows:

Adulteration/Composition ................................. 15
Labelling .................................................... 13
Short Measure ............................................. 5
Other ........................................................ 1

................................................................. 34

—
Of the first group, 11 were offences against standards (i.e. excess fat in ground meat, vegetable oil in butter, etc.). Four were cases of using non-permitted colouring matter or preservative.

Reasons for Not Prosecuting (checked against the index book)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient evidence</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceeded time limit</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent to Department of Agriculture</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of analysis in question</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawn by Justice lawyer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm out of business</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error in analyst's Report</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bread cases—deficiency in regulations</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other regulation deficiency cases</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death of offender</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offender not morally at fault</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The policy case concerned excessive cereal content in sausage but the excess was insufficient to "warrant prosecution action". The "no fault" case concerned the composition of meat product. Since the manufacturer claimed that he had relied in good faith on the instructions of his supplier, Justice advised that it would be improper to prosecute.

Our conclusion regarding Food and Drugs was that no defendant prosecuted is likely to have been without fault. In 19 cases previous warnings or convictions suggest that the repetition was at least careless if not in fact part of a dishonest practice. In 14 cases where no warnings were issued, the offences would have been deliberate and fallen into category 2 of the circular (see p. 146), and this was confirmed in discussion with the Department. In the one remaining case, where there is no record of a warning, a warning was most probably issued, we were informed.

We were less able to draw any conclusions from the non-prosecuted cases. But the one "no fault" case referred to above, in which the Department of Justice advised against a prosecution on the ground of lack of fault and this advice was accepted by the Department, confirms to some extent the conclusion drawn from the prosecuted cases.

Conclusion from the Files

The conclusion of this part of the investigation is that there is a requirement of moral fault before cases can be prosecuted, but it is a requirement that has been incorporated into the departmental policy and warning system set out in the Circular of March 2, 1970—Policy Circular (Consumer
Affairs) No. 70-71. Our survey of the files did little more than show us the policy at work. There was no clear evidence that any defendants without moral fault were ever prosecuted, because even where there was no record of warnings and the offences were not self-evidently deliberate, we could not assume, we were told, that no warnings had been issued. So whereas our survey of the Misleading Advertising files enabled us to deduce what the policy in that area was, our survey of the files in this area told us little that we did not know already.

On the other hand, there was some slight evidence (additional to what is contained in the Circular and to what we learned from members of the Department in discussion) that absence of fault can lead to a decision not to prosecute. This seems to have been the case in two of the Weights and Measures cases (one being the “honest mistake” case, the other being the case where no previous warning had been given), and in one Food and Drugs case (the case where the manufacturer relied on his supplier).

Further Investigation

Clearly fault plays a role then in this area. According to Departmental policy, one species of fault—wilfulness—warrants prosecution without warning; while another species of fault—carelessness—comes to be measured or proved conclusively by the fact that the offender has already been warned. So the filed cases in Ottawa leave little scope for inquiry into whether fault was really present. By the time a case reaches Ottawa it has already been decided that the offence was wilful; or else the defendant has already been warned.

Lower down the line, however, a stage must be reached if we go back enough where someone (an inspector or someone of some senior rank) must have exercised discretion. In a non-wilful case, for example, someone must have decided to give a warning or to recommend a prosecution. In a wilful case someone must have decided that the offender was acting deliberately. In other words, judgment here at this level must be exercised, and the question is: on what criteria?

In order to probe this further, we arranged three meetings with Regional Managers, two of which took place in Toronto where we had a lengthy discussion with the Regional Manager, the District Supervisor for Weights and Measures and the District Supervisor for Food and Drugs.

The Regional Office Level: Administrative Organization

To appreciate the nature of the work at this level it is important to understand the administrative organization of the country for the purposes of this area of law. The breakdown is as follows.

Canada is divided into five Regions: Ontario, Quebec, Atlantic Provinces, British Columbia, and a fifth Region consisting of the Prairie Provinces, the
Northwest Territories, and the Yukon. Each Region is divided into districts, each district being an area of considerable size: e.g. Manitoba is one whole district. Finally, each district is divided into zones.

Each region is in charge of a Regional Manager, under whom come the Regional Supervisors, one for Weights and Measures and one for Food and Drugs. These two supervisors, subject to the authority of the Regional Manager, are responsible for the Weights and Measures programme and Food and Drugs programme respectively. So under each Supervisor come the District Inspectors, who are in charge of the Districts, in which the “infantry”, of course, are the Inspectors.

(This is only a rough picture of the set-up. In particular it should be stressed that this analysis is more strictly appropriate to the situation in Weights and Measures. The Food and Drugs position is not totally the same. However, the chain of command from Inspector to District Inspector to Supervisor to Manager generally holds good.)

The Inspection System

One of the main differences between the two fields relates to Inspections. In Weights and Measures annual inspections are carried out in accordance with the Weights and Measures Act. As a result there is continuous ongoing check of all stores in the country, from which the Inspectorate can build up a fair picture of all the different business involved. In Food and Drugs, however, the annual inspection system does not exist. Instead there are various inspection programmes based rather on a sampling technique. There is for example the national programme designed by the Standards Branch of the Department. Then in Ontario there is a Regional programme designed by the Regional Supervisor. Thirdly, there is a programme in Ontario by agreement with CRTC to check commercials.

Consequently information in the two fields arises from different sources. Information suggesting offences against the Weights and Measures Act arises for the most part directly from inspections. Information suggesting violations of the Food and Drugs Act comes from many different sources: from sample inspections under the programmes mentioned above, from consumer complaints, from complaints from the trade, and from complaints and reports from other agencies and inspectors, e.g. Products Inspectors who do not, in fact, operate under the Food and Drugs Act, but whose inspections may disclose violations of this Act.

Offences in the Two Areas

A further, and most important, difference relates to offences. Weights and Measures offences fall roughly into two categories: technical and non-technical. “Technical” in this context, however, does not mean “in form only”; it means rather “of a technical nature”. An example of a technical offence is using in trade an incorrectly balanced scale. The incorrectness, and
hence the offence, is discovered by the technical inspection of the device, and 
the inspection is, for all practical purposes, conclusive. If the inspector finds 
the scale incorrectly balanced, no argument would arise by which the retailer 
would contest the inspector's finding. In reality, then, the retailer's duty is to 
see that his scales satisfy the inspector.

Non-technical offences consist of offences other than using improper 
weights, measures and devices. Examples are selling short weight or short 
measure. Here the offensive practice is brought to light by inspection, but the 
offence has to be proved by test purchase following a warning. Even here, 
however, the test purchase is for practical purposes conclusive. It would be 
very rare (if at all) that the retailer would contest the inspector's evidence on 
this.

Food and Drugs offences do not fall into this two-fold division. Nor 
are they such that the inspector's evidence is conclusive. Typically the 
inspectorate will obtain their official analysis of the product, but the defendant 
can have his part of the sample analysed and can contest the findings of that 
provided by the inspectorate.

Weights and Measures Practice

(a) The Warning System

Resulting from the annual inspection various possibilities arise. Typically the inspector will discover that both technical and non-technical offences 
are being committed. For instance, the retailer is using an incorrectly bal-
anced scale in trade, and is also selling short weight. And, depending on the 
circumstances, the inspector may (1) give a mere verbal warning, (2) give 
a verbal warning and make a further visit, (3) recommend a written warn-
ing. The action taken or proposed will appear on his official report.

1. Verbal Warning

The sort of case where a verbal warning would suffice is as follows. The 
retailer might have a scale which has become incorrect at the very 
top end. This, apparently, is a hazard of age, and results from changes in 
the rubber stop of the scale. The inspector might find, therefore, that the 
scale is quite incorrect around the 30 lb. mark. On the other hand, he may 
know from his experience of this particular retailer and his particular busi-
ness that this retailer never weighs beyond 15 lbs. In such a case the inspector 
might well content himself with pointing out the defect to the retailer and 
warning him not to use the scale at the top end. Indeed, in some cases the 
inspector might not even report the matter.

2. Verbal Warnings and Revisits

A case where a verbal warning might be followed by a further visit 
might be the following. Inspection reveals one or two items of short weight
sold, though the number and the size of the error are insufficient to warrant written warning. After a verbal warning, however, the inspector may decide on a further check.

3. **Written Warning**

Where, however, the offence is more serious, the inspector will recommend a written warning if, for example, a considerable number of items are sold short weight and the weight discrepancy is considerable (according to the guidelines worked out by the inspectorate); a written warning will be recommended. This takes the form of a letter, from the Manager or Supervisor, informing the retailer that the inspector discovered items being sold short weight, that this is a violation of the Act, and that he should take steps to avoid such violations.

The written warning itself does two things. First, it complies with the requirements of Departmental policy that the offender should be warned first time and not prosecuted, unless the offence is self-evidently deliberate. Second, it sets in motion an automatic test-purchase within the next 20 days.

4. **Test Purchases**

When a test purchase is made, the inspector or other official buys the product and immediately checks the weight. If the number and size of errors is still considerable, prosecution will be recommended. If however, there are still errors but they are small in number and size, the matter will be dropped. The reasons for dropping the case are not formalized in the report, but are simply common sense: the retailer is mending his ways, the discrepancies are trivial and relatively little harm is done to the public, courts would not look too kindly on a prosecution in such a marginal case.

(b) **Enforcement Action**

Technical offences, however, receive different treatment. Although such offences are reported and result in warnings, they are hardly ever prosecuted, and for very good reason. For suppose a retailer is using an incorrectly balanced scale. Here the inspector's concern is not to get a conviction but to see to it that the violation ceases forthwith. And he has other weapons far apter than prosecution.

The sort of action open to him is to seal the scale against use. This effectively prevents the retailer from using the scale in trade until it has been put right, checked and passed fit for use. This deals with the problem immediately without all the delay involved in legal proceedings.

Alternatively, if the machine or device is not too large, the inspector may seize it. Or he may threaten seizure. For example, if he finds a retailer using in trade bathroom scales marked "not legal for use in trade", he may tell the retailer, "Get this out, or else I'll seize it." And in such a case he would probably make a follow-up visit.
Weights and Measures: Criteria for Action

We can see, then, that a great deal is, and must be, left to individual judgment. In technical offences the inspector must decide whether to take enforcement action or merely warn, the example of the scale defective at the top end being one where warning would suffice. In other offences he has to decide whether to recommend written warnings, and later on (after test-purchase) prosecutions.

How far is the inspector's decision the one that becomes the final decision? Or how often is his recommendation rejected by his superiors? On this we have no statistical findings. We have only a "guesstimate", but one by a very experienced supervisor. On his reckoning, a D.I. will turn down about 10% of an inspector's recommendations; a Regional Supervisor about 1 to 5% of a D.I.'s recommendations; and a Regional Manager about 1 to 5% of the Supervisor's findings.

Rejection of a recommendation does not necessarily mean of course that the subordinate is wrong. It may well arise from the fact that the subordinate is not so clearly in the picture as the superior. An inspector may find a clear case of short weight against a store, not knowing that the office is on the point of prosecuting several other offences from other branches of that particular store and that accordingly to prosecute for this offence too could be not only pointless but counter-productive—the court might look on it as persecution. Or the inspector might have good evidence of a violation where the Regional Manager may have evidence that the retailer is involved in such a fraudulent scheme as would warrant prosecution, not under the Act, but under the Criminal Code.

Where, however, it is decided not to prosecute (either by the inspector or his superiors), the reason seems to be an amalgam of factors, some of which were mentioned above. The inspectorate is concerned not with the isolated mistake but rather with intentional or careless practice. So the questions to consider are: (1) how much harm is it causing?—clearly an isolated case causes little harm, as does a very small discrepancy; (2) how much to blame is the offender in terms of intent or carelessness? and (3) how would we look in court if we prosecute?—judges don't approve of trivial violations being hauled into Court.

Highly relevant to question (2) is the trading character of the offender. Is he "a bad actor"? Has he been found selling short weight time and time again? From the annual inspection reports the inspectorate easily builds up a fairly accurate picture of the retailers and the "bad actors" quickly become known. Accordingly, they are more carefully watched, and when caught violating, more severely dealt with. A good example of this factor at work is provided by the case of two different chain stores selling short weight at Christmas. Chain store X had had many short weight warnings throughout the year. Then, at Christmas, a check revealed evidence of short weight in 100% of items tested. Since this was a once-in-the-year sale programme, it
was not practicable to follow the normal routine of warning—test-purchase—
prosecute, but in view of the record of past warnings and the extent of the
error, prosecutions were instituted without warning. Chain store Y had also
had warnings during the year for the same offence and when Christmas
came, was discovered by checks to be given short weight in 20% of cases
checked. Because the extent was only 20% and not 100%, it was decided not
to prosecute without warning but only to prosecute those branches that had
been warned within the previous two to three months.

Here we can see several different aspects. From the culpability aspect, X
was more blameworthy than Y, for whereas Y’s violations might have
been isolated, X’s were so numerous as to imply a totally intolerable practice
of carelessness, if not indeed of deliberate fraud. From the harm aspect, X’s
violations were clearly more injurious than Y’s since they were more
widespread. And from the previous record aspect clearly X was more of a
“bad actor” than Y.

Reaction to the Abandonment of Strict Liability in Weights and Measures

If, for all these reasons and taking all these factors into account, the
Weights and Measures inspectorate in practice adopt a fault-based approach,
would they object to the law being rewritten to write in some requirement of
fault? Would they object to the law being brought into line with practice?

Reaction was cautious. Immediate reaction was a fear that the inspector’s
authority might be weakened. Perhaps the effectiveness of the warning system
might be impaired. And it would certainly put obstacles in the way of the
law enforcers.

On reflection, however, there was some support for the view that the
inspectorate should have no great worry about a change in the law to the
effect that a defendant who proves he took due care should be acquitted. For
a defendant who has been caught out, warned and caught out again in a test
purchase, would be hard put to negative carelessness. Moreover such a change
in the law would not be inconsistent with the inspectorate’s own image of
itself and its concept of its job. For the inspector and his superiors see them-
"themselves as educators rather than policemen, as persuaders rather than pro-
secutors. As regards technical offences they stay away from prosecution and
prefer to rely on enforcement remedies. As for the others, they are happier
to enlist the retailer’s co-operation by pointing out errors and legal require-
ments than to resort to the big stick. They would not, therefore, be too
horrified if the law allowed a defence of “no negligence”.

We would stress, however, that the above reaction is only our own
picture gleaned impressionistically from discussions with persons in the field.
It does not in fact even exactly represent the views of any one person, but
one Weights and Measures Supervisor and one Manager seemed not to dis-
agree with our suggestion.
Food and Drugs

(a) The Warning System

In many respects the warning system in the Food and Drugs area is similar to that employed in the Weights and Measures area. However, the distinction between offences self-evidently wilful and offences not self-evidently wilful may be more relevant in Food and Drugs. For in this area there are many offences which can hardly be committed other than wilfully, e.g., adding chicory to coffee or adulterating beef with chicken can hardly be done by accident or mistake. Wilful offences of this nature will usually be prosecuted without prior warning, in accordance with Departmental policy.

Offences which are not self-evidently deliberate, however, are normally prosecuted only after prior warning. If an inspection brings to light the commission of such a non-wilful offence, there normally follows the issuance of a warning letter, informing the manufacturer that there appears to be a violation of the Act and that the violation should be discontinued. This not only warns the manufacturer but also sets in motion an automatic further check within four to six weeks. Should the check reveal that the violation is continuing, prosecution normally follows.

(b) Enforcement Action

As alternatives to prosecution the Food and Drugs inspectorate has a variety of enforcement procedures. They can seize a product or a label which violates the Act. Any article so seized, however, must be released once the Act is complied with. Failing such compliance, the product may be destroyed voluntarily or by court forfeiture. Or the inspector may allow it to be offered to a charitable institution as a gift or at a reduced price. The seizure of an offending label is a way of forcing the manufacturer to make his labels comply with the requirements of the Act. In one such case 140,000 labels were seized in this manner. If the manufacturer were to continue using a label so seized without changing it as required, prosecution would follow. If, on the other hand, the labels are incapable of being altered to conform to the Act, the inspectorate can have them destroyed in the presence of an inspector.

Food and Drugs: Criteria for Action

In Food and Drugs, it is probably less easy than in Weights and Measures to commit an offence unawares. For example a scale may quite possibly become inaccurate gradually without the knowledge of the trader using it. By contrast it is less easy to conceive of the existence of lack of awareness in the case of false labelling of products or adulterated food.

However, in Food and Drugs too the emphasis is on education rather than prosecution, on the ground that this is the better way of securing compliance with the Act and protection of the consumer. So cases can arise where investigation, warning and subsequent check might not result in a prosecution.
A butcher for instance, putting sausage meat into hamburgers, even after warning might not be prosecuted if he could provide a reasonable explanation e.g. that this was accepted practice in his country of origin. Such explanations would never be accepted a second time, but there is a place for leniency on a first occasion sometimes. This is specially so with regard to people who, through language or other difficulties, may not have fully appreciated the thrust of the warning letter. Here again the inspectorate sees its function as education.

To illustrate the attitude of the inspectorate various examples were given of instances where prosecution without warning would be instituted and of instances where warning would be given first. A case of adding sulphides to hamburgers would be prosecuted without warning, since this can only be done wilfully. But a case of too high a fat content would not normally be prosecuted without warning, since it is hard for the ordinary person to know accurately the amount of interstitial meat, so that it may be a case of lack of knowledge by the butcher; in such a case he would be warned that he must take due care and make sure, using if necessary the special testing machine devised for this purpose, that the fat content is not too high. Again, adding chicory to coffee or replacing sugar by saccharine in soft drinks will be prosecuted without warning, since this is always wilful. On the other hand, the incorrect labelling of milk would probably be a case for warning. For example, if the manufacturer labels the milk as “2% homogenized milk” instead of “2% part-skimmed milk”, as required by the Act, he would receive a warning. If, however, he put skimmed milk in a whole milk carton, the inspector would investigate whether this was a simple mix-up or not; if it was, warning would be issued; if it was not just a mix-up, there would be a prosecution.

So the distinction here is very much between wilful cases together with warned cases on the one hand and non-wilful non-warned cases on the other. In this respect the inspectorate, following Departmental policy, draws in practice a rough distinction between the culpable and the non-culpable. Unlike the inspectors in Weights and Measures, however, they have less cause to distinguish between harmful and purely trivial cases, though they are forced by scarcity of resources to order their priorities and a case concerning a product only available for fifty consumers must take a lower priority than one concerning a product available for five thousand. Again unlike the inspectors in Weights and Measures, they have little cause to rely on the concept of the “bad actor”.

Finally, we looked for an estimate of the number of recommendations rejected by higher authority. No percentage could be suggested but it was reckoned that the number of cases where this might happen in Ontario would be not more than one or two a month. One reason, however, for this may be that in Toronto the Food and Drugs system seems to involve much more collective action than does the corresponding system in Weights and Measures. Whereas in the latter area the inspector's report is considered by
the D.I. and so on up the chain of command, in Food and Drugs we understand that the six inspectors and the Supervisor consider all the cases together, so that rather than a recommendation being overruled or rejected, what happens is that the individual's preliminary view may not necessarily be the same as the final collective conclusion.

Reaction to Abandonment of Strict Liability in Food and Drugs

Reaction in this area was much less cautious and more hostile than in the Weights and Measures area. It was argued that the question whether the defendant was careless or not would be too subjective and difficult for courts to decide; that there would be far more acquittals; that this would weaken law enforcement and respect for law and lead to more violations; and finally, that even more manpower would be needed for law enforcement.

Part III Conclusion

In both areas studied in Part III culpability plays a part in practice. Though this was not so evident from the files in Ottawa, it clearly emerged from discussions with those in the field. The reasons for this practice were obvious to common sense. The administrators view their prime function as being to educate and enlist the cooperation of the trade. They are compelled by shortage of manpower to be selective. They, like anyone else, are not anxious to penalize persons they know to be guilty of no moral fault. And partly for that reason and partly because they need to preserve their credibility with the courts, they are averse to prosecuting trivial cases.

On the other hand, reactions to the suggested change of the law to allow a defence of "no negligence" varied. Weights and Measures might not find too great a difficulty in this, and for this reason were not so concerned to object to the idea. Food and Drugs were afraid it might make their task impossible and deprive their inspectors of any authority.
Conclusion

The Requirement of Fault in Practice

The general conclusion of the study is that some degree of fault is in practice required in all three areas before an offender is prosecuted. In misleading advertising there was evidence of a tendency not to prosecute the defendant who was doing his best to comply with the law's requirements. There was a considerable number of cases not prosecuted partly because the defendant was thought not to have been at fault in the sense that he was deliberately or negligently deceiving the public, while almost all the prosecuted cases but one were cases where there had been at least culpable carelessness. In Weights and Measures and Food and Drugs a requirement of fault has been to some extent built into the departmental policy and the warning system, so that a defendant who is prosecuted will either have committed an offence that could not be other than wilful, or will on the evidence be thought to have acted wilfully, or thirdly will have already been warned so that repeated violation will at the least be careless. This emerged less from consideration of the files than from discussion with the manager and supervisors themselves.

The Concept of Fault

The concept of fault in this context, however, is slightly different from that normally used in legal discussion. In misleading advertising the advertiser not at fault is not so much the one who made an honest mistake as the one who is trying to comply generally with the law, and his trying to do so is evidenced less by the fact that he made an error than by the fact of his co-operation with the complainant or the department. The distinction is between the advertiser who misleads the consumer and doesn't try to make sure his advertisements are correct and the advertiser who tries to do this and makes every effort to satisfy the dissatisfied customer and to put the wrongful advertisement right.
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In the other two areas the distinction is between the trader who violates the law wilfully or after being warned, and the one who does so but not wilfully and who has not been warned. Moreover, in Weights and Measures particular attention is paid to the general record of the defendant, the "bad actor"'s record being evidence to the inspector of willfulness or carelessness.

Reasons for the Practice

The reasons for requiring fault in this sense to some degree are clear. The law enforcer's own leanings are against penalizing people not really at fault. Secondly, his view of his role is that it is primarily to educate and enlist co-operation rather than to police. Finally, there is his view of the reaction of the courts, which dislike the prosecution of faultless defendants and of trivial offences. This is shown by the slightness of the penalties imposed in such cases, and even by the occasional acquittal.

Should Strict Liability Be Abandoned?

Why not alter the law to reflect this practice? Even if the prosecution could never prove the existence of fault, why not allow the defendant to secure an acquittal if he can prove absence of fault? A general problem here is the problem of the corporate defendant. The automatic reaction of the corporation, it is said, is to blame the employee. How can you get good clerks nowadays? it is asked. So in a case where a supermarket has goods on offer and the cashier fails to give the reduction when she totals up the customer's purchases, the company will always blame the cashier, producing clear statements on paper of the company's policy and affording evidence of clear instructions given to all the employees, whereas the truth of the matter may well be that alongside the paper policy exists another policy of encouraging the employees to "make mistakes" and get away with as many as they can. The prosecution could never disprove that the company had taken all due care, it was argued. You could never show that they were conniving at or condoning the wrongful behaviour of their employees.

A second problem put most forcefully to us was the problem of the rigged defence. Take the case of a large and economically powerful retailer. Such a retailer can all too easily argue that he was misled by his suppliers, and so far are the suppliers in the retailer's power in some instances that there is a real danger that the retailer can make them say anything he wants. Fabricated defences like this could never be disproved.

There arguments were raised chiefly in the misleading advertising area, where the director's staff were universally opposed to the idea of abandoning strict liability on the ground that it would make their task impossible. Equal concern was felt in the Food and Drugs area, though in Weights and Measures the idea caused less consternation.
Arguments Against Strict Liability

Briefly there are three main objections to strict liability.

1. it is counter to common morality and our ordinary sense of fairness and justice to punish people who are without moral fault.

2. it is also counterproductive. For the social cost of blurring the legal distinction between those with and those without fault is the danger of bringing the whole of the criminal law into contempt and disregard, so that seeing people convicted and punished who were without fault we may begin to consider other people who were convicted and punished but who were at fault to be not really very culpable either.

This has a special bearing on the problem of misleading advertising. At one extreme misleading advertising is a type of economic fraud: the advertiser is lying to the customer. And the advantage of prosecuting and convicting is not only the punishment but also the stigma of having been convicted of lying. If, however, we convict advertisers who are without moral fault and were not lying, then not only does the stigma not operate in this case but it may begin not to operate in the case where the advertiser is lying. So, if we want to maintain that misleading advertising is a type of lying, we can’t penalize the faultless. If we don’t want to restrict punishment to cases of lying, then much of the value of the stigma is lost.

3. the traditional criminal law doctrine maximizes liberty. For if the law says no one is guilty without mens rea, the citizen who refrains from deliberately, recklessly or (in certain cases) negligently doing what the law forbids will be free from the intervention of the law. Provided he takes care not to step knowingly or carelessly outside the bounds set by the law, he is legally free to live his life as he pleases. Nor does he land in trouble simply through making some mistake or error or through acting under some misapprehension or misunderstanding of the circumstances. Under a full old-fashioned mens rea system he should be free of trouble altogether in these cases; under one which includes negligence he would be free of trouble provided the mistake, error, misapprehension or misunderstanding itself was excusable. Neither system would intervene against the man who, despite taking every care that he or any prudent man would or could take, nevertheless has the misfortune to technically infringe the law. Neither system would penalize the retailer who takes every possible step to check that his scales are properly balanced but who finds that even after all his precautions they have gone out of balance; or the manufacturer who exercises every care to ensure that his skimmed milk is not put into the whole milk container but without being able to avoid the rare occasion when it is.
Enforcement Considerations

As against this it was strenuously argued in two of the areas that to write in any requirement of fault, even in the limited sense suggested, would make law enforcement impossible. This we could not but accept. Moreover, it was urged upon us in the Food and Drugs area that even with the law as it stands the position is far from satisfactory. For one thing, courts are frequently too busy to pay more than cursory attention to Food and Drugs prosecutions, with the result that in many cases ridiculously low penalties are imposed, far and away incommensurate with the real harm done to the public. For another, even where there is a conviction and penalty, the real benefit to the community is the ensuing publicity, but there is some suspicion that it is only the conviction of the small trader in the corner store that gets reported in the more obvious sections of the newspaper; and that the large trader, being also the large advertiser, could ensure that the report of his conviction is tucked away in the advertisements of women's girdles near the back pages.

Is Strict Liability Really a Problem?

Moreover, is it not the case that investigations like the Factories Act inquiry and the present inquiry show that in practice strict liability is no problem at all? For if the objections to strict liability are that it is unjust, counter-productive and an infringement of liberty to prosecute, convict and punish people not at fault, all the same in practice we find that law enforcers are not doing this. Indeed, for the most part they are concentrating their efforts precisely on those who are acting intentionally or without due care. So, if the objections to strict liability are objections in theory rather than in practice, why not simply leave the law as it is?

Two answers can be given. First, one concerning the general problem of whether the law should say anything at all about strict liability, regardless of what it might say. Secondly, one on the narrower problem of what the law ought to say.

(a) The General Problem

The situation at present is that, except for the rather general guideline which says that mens rea is required and that in any offence it shall be presumed to be required unless the presumption can be rebutted, the law rarely tells us anything. We rarely know, for example, nor are we often told, whether any particular offence in a statutory section is absolute or not. On the one hand we have the general doctrine suggesting that any such offence is not absolute. On the other we may find various pointers in the statute or in the section indicating that mens rea is not required, e.g. the history of the section (as in the case of s. 37 of the Combiners Investigation Act). "But until a court pronounces we can never be sure; and indeed not even then, because a later and higher court might always pronounce in
the opposite sense. As a result we find ourselves in the extraordinary and intolerable situation where all of us may be quite certain that an area of law is (or is not) one of strict liability, only to discover one day in court telling us that it is not (or is). All of us are quite sure that s. 5 of the Food and Drugs Act creates absolute offences and then we are told by the district court of Saskatchewan in the Standard Meat that it does not.

This is in no way consistent with the need for certainty in law, a need paramount in an area like the criminal law. There are indeed areas where it is sensible not to try and spell everything out but to leave details to be filled in by the courts as and when problems arise, but the criminal law is not one of them; nor is the question "strict or not strict liability?" just a detail to be filled in judicially. For the sake of certainty in the interest of the citizen as well as for the sake of clarity and the avoidance of undue waste of time and effort endlessly debating in each particular section whether the offence is absolute or not, the law should spell out whether mens rea is required. Quite what form this should take is beyond the scope of this inquiry, but one way of tackling the problem would be to enact a general rule to the effect that mens rea is always necessary unless the words creating the offence explicitly state otherwise; and then to enact the precise formula necessary for the imposition of strict liability in every case. And this would have the virtue, among others, of forcing the legislature to face up to the question whether absolute liability was desirable or necessary each time it created a new offence, rather than running away from the problem and leaving it to the courts.

(b) What Ought the Law to Say?

Of course one solution open to the law would be to simplify matters by stating that all offences are strict unless the contrary is shown. Simplicity and certainty are not commodities than can only be purchased by abolishing strict liability. Nor, it could be argued, would there be anything to be lost by adopting this solution, since in practice law enforcers don’t prosecute those not at fault. Even so, to the extent that this is true—and it appears almost 100% true in the three areas of this study—it is still open to objections. In the first place, in so far as strict liability should not be imposed, we only avoid it by relying on the goodness of heart of the administrator—a situation on which perhaps the last word was said by Junius when he pointed out that what we need is not to rely on what men will do but to guard against what they might; which is precisely why the framers of the Constitution of Massachusetts demanded a government of laws and not of men. And in the second place, even though the administrator were never to do anything that we could remotely object to, nevertheless the fact that his decisions are necessarily taken informally and in private means that the citizen—in this case the manufacturer or retailer—doesn’t really know the criteria on which those decisions are based. What we get is a system, not of law, but of lore.
The Notion of the Welfare Offence

We arrive then, it is submitted, at an impasse. On grounds of morality and justice strict liability is intolerable. On grounds of practicability it is essential. Yet the fact that it exists only on paper and not in practice is no answer. Openness, certainty and justice dictate that matters of exculpation, such as mistake, must be written into the letter of the law; and this is just what practical considerations and the need for efficiency dictate that we cannot do. So what can we do?

One thing we could do is re-examine the whole concept of the welfare offence. The conventional wisdom about such offences is that we need them to protect the public against negligence and inefficiency in trade and that this protection is well secured by prosecuting offences in the criminal courts. In such offences, then, the prime consideration is the harm done to the public. It doesn't really matter whether or not the defendant has been at fault. Whatever his moral culpability, it has no bearing whatsoever on the damage done to the consumer.

There is a parallel argument about road accidents. If I am run down and injured, what does it matter that the driver was not negligent? Does it lessen my injuries? Does it diminish my need for compensation? Blame and negligence have no place in the law of road accidents. All that matters is that I get my compensation. In other words, the driver—or society—must be made the insurer of the victim's injuries.

What this suggests is not so much that drivers must be subject to strict liability, but that the whole subject must be removed from the area of tort. Likewise, the emphasis on harm to the public in the welfare offence discussion suggests, not that such offences should be offences of strict liability, but that they should be expunged from the criminal law. For in these cases too the main question is not "was the defendant at fault?" but "how can we prevent or undo the harm?"

Prevention of Harm

Do prosecuting offenders do it? Is it the best way of doing it? Practice shows that law enforcers don't necessarily think so. Basically there are two objectives: (a) to prevent harm, and (b) to undo such harm as has been done. As regards (a) law enforcers seem to rely less on prosecution and more on (1) education and (2) enforcement remedies. Admittedly education derives some—though not all—of its force from the support of criminal sanctions. On the other hand, the superiority of enforcement remedies over the ordinary criminal sanctions is striking. All that the latter can do is punish the defendant for his wrong-doing in the hope of teaching him a lesson and giving an example to others for the future. Enforcement remedies by contrast deal immediately with the harmful situation: the faulty scale can be sealed against use, the adulterated meat seized, the deceptive labels stickered and so on. Such remedies allow the inspector to concentrate on the prime objective: getting rid of the danger or harm.
But what about (b), cases where the harm has already been done? What about the store that has already sold short weight? How else can we deal with this than by the criminal law? The snag here, though, as we have seen, is that conviction only derives its full force from publicity and this is one thing it very probably will not get.

A similar problem arises in misleading advertising because there would be little point in impounding the advertisements after they have gone out and misled the public. You can seize wrong and deceptive labels even if it means putting a firm out of business. You can impound products. In other areas of life you can take analogous action, e.g. you can cut a non-payer off the telephone or the electricity. And the law tries (without success) to cut bad drivers off the road. But what can you do to cut misleading advertisers off from their advertisements?

*Weapons of Enforcement*

This brings us to the whole question of techniques of enforcement. While there is no doubt that the whole misleading advertising programme has all the marks of being a successful one, we were nevertheless struck by the fact that the weapons available to the law enforcers in this area are far inferior to those available to the Food and Drugs and the Weights and Measures inspectors. Indubitably part of the reason for the success of law enforcement in these areas is the power the inspectors have to take enforcement action by way of seizure, sealing, and so forth. In misleading advertising there is no real analogue.

The nearest approach is the Prohibition Order. This indeed has been highly successful and is greatly feared by all defendants. The reasons for this fear are partly that the order speaks to individuals so that whereas normally conviction results in a fine, disobedience to a prohibition order can land the directors in jail. Another reason is the extent of the order in terms of space and time. The order can be unlimited in respect of time and can affect the operations of a whole chain of stores, i.e. the total operation of a company. Our understanding was that the existence of an order against a firm really made it make sure it was careful.

*Some Suggestions*

This prompts some tentative suggestions.

1. Perhaps the law of misleading advertising is concentrating on the wrong party. The law and its enforcement sees as its prime target the advertiser. Special defences of good faith are afforded to the publisher, and cases against publishers seem rare. Yet could we not consider it this way? The publisher, especially a television station, radio company or newspaper makes an enormous revenue out of advertising. In other words he is hugely paid for pumping out a continuous stream of information, some of it misleading and injurious
to the public, yet he himself is saddled it seems with no responsibility whatsoever for the accuracy of its contents. Yet the freedom of the air—What Lord Thompson has called a licence to print your own money—is a uniquely valuable possession. Can it not be argued that society, in allowing a television or radio company the privilege of broadcasting, has a right to put a duty on that company to see to it that all its material, advertisements not excepted, are accurate? If we really were serious about wanting to put an end to deceptive advertising, wouldn’t the first step be to insist that such publishers bear absolute responsibility for advertising content?

2. This by no means entails that publishers would be subject to strict liability regulations in the criminal law, however. What it does mean, or could mean, is something far more effective. For the procedure appropriate to deal with deceptive or misleading advertising may well not be criminal proceedings at all. For consider the case of a television commercial repeated ad nauseum and totally misleading. Surely the only adequate remedy for this is something that will wholly undo the harm by completely removing the false impression that the advertisement has created in the minds of the public. And the step that will do this is certainly not that of criminal prosecution. It can only be something by way of counter-advertisement. In other words the suggestion is that where a publisher has (whether with or without fault) published misleading advertisements, he be bound to publish denials together with the true facts in such manner as will most effectively counter the wrong impression created.

3. Of course much scope for argument would arise as to what would be enough to be effective, and one can imagine publishers making token denials and leaving it at that. But the law already has an example to follow. We already have the law of libel and the remedy whereby the defendant has to issue an apology in terms demanded by the plaintiff or else required by the court. What is suggested here is that a misleading advertising branch could set up a monitoring section to scrutinize the accuracy of advertisements partly on a sample basis and partly following up consumer and competitor complaints, and could also settle the terms, manner and so forth of the denial or counter-advertisement required.

4. So far as the actual advertiser is concerned, to some extent the responsibility of the publisher would have its undoubted repercussion on him too. But he too could be required to issue counter-advertisements.

5. A further possible penalty for both publisher and advertiser (though of a non-criminal kind) could be to be debarred from advertising. Again the law provides an example. Vexatious litigants can be debarred from the right to bring actions in the courts, not so much
because they are at fault as because they are (perhaps without any
malice on their part) simply wasting everyone’s time. An advertiser
or publisher who is simply misleading everyone (even with the best
intentions) could surely be reasonably debarred for a time at least
from being able to advertise his products within a prescribed area.

6. How far this sort of technique could operate in regard to Weights
and Measures and Food and Drugs cases which are at present dealt with
by prosecution is an obvious question. We merely remark here that
in view of the dissatisfaction referred to earlier with the lack of pub-
llicity in Food and Drugs convictions a far more effective remedy in
cases of short weight or sale of adulterated meat might be, not
conviction and fine, but a “civil law” court order that an announce-
ment (paid for by the defendant) be published to broadcast wide the
fact of the violation.

7. The only remaining function for the Criminal law here would be of
supporting enforcement. The publisher, advertiser or trader who
flouts the seizure, sealing or order to “counter-advertise” is wilfully
disobeying authority. With him the ordinary criminal law can right-
fully deal.

Abolition of the Welfare Offence

These suggestions are only tentative. There will undoubtedly be a myriad
of objections. But they are advanced as a starting-point. What is claimed
is that (a) this sort of approach would be far more effective than the use
of the criminal law; (b) it would rid us of the eternal problem of strict
liability in welfare offences: it may be unjust to punish the innocent, but it
can’t be unjust to force a person to put right things for which he is respon-
sible and from which he is deriving revenue; and (c) it will leave the criminal
law free to deal with those matters for which it is far better fitted—the
investigation and punishment of what Devlin refers to as mala in se and what
Lady Wootton terms mala antiqua, what it has traditionally always dealt
with. For it seems to be the case that, whether the criminal law is really any
use or not, it is only likely to be of use when employed against conduct
indulged in by a small minority (which is why anti-drug laws are unlikely to
serve any purpose), against conduct generally accepted as grievously wrong
such as murder, and against crimes with victims. Professor Morton spoke
wisely when he stressed the notion of the criminal trial as a morality play
where vice is triumphed over by justice. This is criminal law at its best. But
the quick turnover of welfare offence prosecutions in lower courts hardly
qualifies as any sort of spectacle let alone a morality play. In our view it
robs the criminal law and process of one of its most valuable assets—the
stigma—and shows that strict liability (which is quite acceptable in the non-
punitive context of civil and quasi-administrative enforcement) has no place
in the criminal law.
Recommendations

These suggestions, we repeat, are tentative and advanced to start discussion. Our recommendations, however, are as follows:

1. The law should clearly state whether the liability imposed is strict or not. The present situation whereby it is often not known what the position is till a court decides is too time-wasting and productive of uncertainty to be tolerated. Consideration should be given to the possibility of exacting some general provisions to the effect that criminal liability is never strict unless the statute or section expressly says so.

2. In view of the evident problems facing law enforcers in the areas studied if the law were altered, we do not recommend either that the law be altered or that it be not altered, but that if the Commission on consideration feels that the law should be changed in this area the Commission should, before making any recommendation, engage in a dialogue with the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs in an attempt to devise a workable solution.

3. Before making any general recommendation that strict liability be abolished, the Commission should discuss the effect of such abolition with law enforcers in the major areas involved.

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

1. In Misleading Advertising offences the Director and his staff tend in practice not to prosecute a defendant who is behaving honestly and has no moral fault.

2. In Weights and Measures the Department tends in practice not to prosecute a defendant unless it believes him to be at fault. He will be believed to be at fault if the offence was self-evidently wilful, if it is not self-evidently wilful but there is evidence that the defendant acted deliberately, or the defendant has already been warned.

3. In Food and Drugs the same tendency can be seen at work.

4. The suggestion that strict liability be replaced by negligence offences with reversed onus does not commend itself to those involved with enforcing these three areas of law. Those concerned with Misleading Advertising saw insuperable objections. Those concerned with Food and Drugs objected with equal force. Those concerned with Weights and Measures were not so firmly opposed. The basic objections to such a change in the law were that the defendants could always produce sufficient evidence of due care—rigged if necessary—to be acquitted, so that law enforcement would be impossible.
Recommendations

1. The law should always state clearly whether or not strict liability is being imposed.

2. No recommendation is made that strict liability be abolished in the three areas studied. At the same time no recommendation is made that it should be retained. Recommended that if the Law Reform Commission wished to recommend abolition, they should prior to such recommendation engage in prior discussion with the law-enforcers involved.

3. Such discussion in all relevant areas should also precede any general recommendation by the Law Reform Commission to abolish strict liability.

4. Consideration should be given by the Law Reform Commission to the problem of (1) economic fraud and (2) the welfare offence, with a view to discovering the best means of dealing with these two problems.
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